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ABSTRACT
This dissertation posits that Inner Healing and Deliverance (IHD) is an
integral, essential component of the discipleship structure of a local church,
contributing much to the spiritual growth and maturity of believers. By “integral” and
“essential”, I make the point that IHD is not merely a supplementary ministry, like a
“hospital unit” for emotionally wounded or spiritually oppressed believers. Rather, it
exists as a ministry that is much more inclusive, for everyone who wishes to receive
biblical teaching on life issues, and receive prayer counseling.
IHD brings a believer into an experiential encounter with God. This results in
an effective and impactful removal and/or reduction of hindrances to spiritual growth
not currently addressed by most conventional models of Christian discipleship. As the
narrative in this research will show, an encounter with IHD will renew faith in God,
impart biblical truths, and bring restoration and transformation to the lives of
believers.
My research is supported by empirical data based on a unique model of
discipleship (with IHD as an integral component) implemented in my local church,
Trinity Christian Centre (henceforth known as TCC) in Singapore. I also interviewed
pastors from Taiwan who have adopted TCC’s IHD model in their own discipleship
structures.
TCC is a cell-based church comprising 7,500 congregants and 50 pastoral and
ministerial staff. Some pastors provide leadership and pastoral care for the cellgroups, while others are pastors specialized in overseeing the children, youth,
creative, and IHD ministries. The church has a discipleship structure that trains
Spiritual Parents (SP) to evangelize and nurture new believers, Cell Leaders (CL) who
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lead cell groups of about 12 people, and Sectional Leaders (SL) who oversee a group
of four cells or more.
In addition, LEAD (Leadership Empowerment and Discipleship) is the formal
equipping and empowerment arm that provides leadership training courses (such as
SP, CL and SL Training), including bible courses, spiritual formation courses (such as
Holy Spirit and I, Prayer, Identity-in-Christ, and Prophetic ministry), family related
courses (such as marriage, parenting and communication), and life-skill courses (such
as finances and tithing). The IHD-ministry in TCC is known as Divine Exchange and
Wholeness Ministry (DEW), an integral part of the church discipleship structure.
I am the pastor overseeing the DEW ministry with a team of about 50 DEW
workers (who volunteer as prayer-counseling ministry workers). DEW has a
discipleship-ministry program (that provides teaching and personal ministry) and a
training program, that develops DEW workers into effective counselors. TCC also
provides training and consultation to a variety of churches - its global reach extends to
Taiwan, China, Vietnam, Japan, Indonesia, India, Bulgaria, England, Poland, South
America, Malaysia, and the United States - who currently adopt our cell-based
discipleship church model.
Chapter One introduces the glaring absence of IHD in most local churches’
discipleship structures. It introduces DEW model of IHD - one characterized by
“events”, “memories”, “beliefs”, “emotions”, and “behaviors”. Events precipitate
memories, beliefs and emotions. The tagging of the latter (memories, beliefs and
emotions) with the former (events) depends on the nature of the events themselves,
whether positive or negative. These combine to produce mindsets that direct a
person’s behaviors, and ultimately, his entire life. This chapter also highlights the
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difficulties experienced by pastors in raising leaders who have themselves been
saddled by past events, which again underscores the need for such a ministry.
Chapter Two examines data from extensive interviews conducted with pastors
of seven churches in Taiwan, who have adopted TCC’s cell-based church model, and
are currently implementing TCC’s IHD model (i.e. DEW) as part of their discipleship
model. Interviews were also conducted with pastors from Trinity Christian Center (in
Singapore), the mainstay of the DEW ministry. The chapter introduces a grounded
IHD theory derived from the grounded theory method of data collection and analysis.
It also showcases numerous examples of healings and deliverance, and of how these
have transformed the lives of numerous believers. As these narratives illustrate,
healing and deliverance are for today, and not confined merely to the early ministry of
Jesus Christ and the Apostles.
Chapter Three explores the biblical and theological connections of IHD to
sanctification and discipleship. First, it makes the point that IHD is part of
discipleship and sanctification for all believers, not something reserved for a
problematic few. Second, it portrays God not as a transcendental, mythical or
impersonal being, but a God ever-present, participating intimately in the lives of the
believers, healing and cleansing them. I draw upon two specific biblical accounts, the
washing of the disciples’ feet by Jesus, and the restoration of Peter in the book of
John, as illustrative of the ontological omnipresence of Jesus in the Holy Spirit, who
is the Spirit of Christ. Third, IHD is one important mode by which our participation
with God and His involvement in our lives takes a reciprocal form. Our positional
sanctification is but a starting point for a progressive sanctification occurring in close
partnership with the Holy Spirit.
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Chapter Four examines church history with the view to understanding why
IHD, at first prominent in the time of Jesus and the Apostles, sank into obscurity
following the rise of secular and theological schools of thoughts, such as Aristotelian
thought, scientism and the Cessationist and Diepensationalist schools. The chapter
covers the latter period of church history marked by restoration of the ministries of
IHD, with Pentecostal pastors and theologians increasingly prepared to consider the
melding of spiritual elements with the modern world. The chapter shows why IHD
ministries have often been viewed as a “hospital unit”, designated as “problematic,
special and separate” from the rest of the discipleship structure.
Chapter Five explains the relevance of IHD in the context of modern society,
and provides guidelines for including IHD in the discipleship structure of the local
church. It describes the postmodern worldview, one characterized by an emphasis on
experiential reality, as opposed the intellectual and disciplines-orientation of the
earlier modern years. Importantly, the yearning for real experiences has created space
for the insertion of IHD as relevant for a modern generation.
Finally, Chapter Six presents my conclusions that IHD is part of God’s
ongoing work of sanctification, unstoppable, though man had sought at different
junctures to phase out the working of healing, signs, miracles and wonders. Our
partnering with the sanctification process through IHD is an integral part of the
discipleship process of the church, essential for all believers, not just a special
segment of them. Its relevance is for all times, so that although the IHD ministry
seems to have declined throughout large swathes of church history, God still showed
His hand among those who were open and yearning for His presence and Person.
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CHAPTER 1: THE NEED FOR INNER HEALING AND
DELIVERANCE (IH D) AND TH E DEFINITION OF IHD

The spiritual formation of a person towards maturity-in-Christ is often
hindered by unattended emotional hurts, unresolved inner struggles, ungodly beliefs
in their minds, spiritual oppressions, footholds, and other entrenchments. James A.
Lang states that some Christian leaders now recognize the importance of addressing
the inner lives of Christians in order to overcome emotional roadblocks and deepseated hurts in their lives, so that they may move on to maturity in Christ.1 Seminary
professor and Christian family therapist, Sandra Wilson, who herself experienced
sexual abuse and abandonment issues as a child, confessed:
Over the past two years I’ve experienced a healing of my deep feelings of
abandonment, and the healing has been more significant than I ever thought
possible this side of heaven. In effect the pathway from my head to my heart
opened wide. And I am now experiencing an unshakably secure sense of
belonging that years of Bible study, consistent prayer, and intermittent
counseling failed to produce, even though each helped me to grow… Like
many sincere evangelicals, I had settled for learning denominationally
determined definitions of theological terms about God instead of learning how
to have an increasingly intimate relationship with God.2
The discipleship structure in many churches lacks a ministry for the healing of
hurts, experienced by believers to varying degrees depending on their life’s trajectory.
The literature of several proponents on discipleship bear witness to the lack. In Dan
Glover and Claudia Lavy’s article entitled “Discipleship in the Real World”, none of
the six stages of disciple formation they identified, contain the need for ministering to

1
James A. Lang, “An Evaluation of a Discipleship Process Addressing Christians’ Inner Life
Issues,” Christian Education Journal 12, no.2 (Fall 2015): 260.
2

Sandra D. Wilson, “Into Abba’s arms: Finding the acceptance you’ve always wanted.”
(Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. 1998) 30-31, quoted in James A. Lang, “An Evaluation
of a Discipleship Process Addressing Christians’ Inner Life Issues,” Christian Education Journal 12,
no. 2 (Fall 2015): 260.

1

2
the inner hurts, struggles, and spiritual oppression of a disciple.3 Shirley Chris in her
article, “It Takes a Church to Make a Disciple: An Integrative Model of Discipleship
for the Local Church”, describes a framework for designing discipleship characterized
by three main frames: paradigm, practice and platform.
Under “paradigm”, she identifies two elements4 - “Living-in-Christ”, which is
about a need for a relationship with Jesus, and “Loving One Another”, which is about
building loving relationships within the body of Christ through serving others. The
“practice” associated with paradigm are: evangelism, worship, teaching, ministry (i.e.
giving people the opportunity to be involved in ministry), and fellowship.5 Next, she
identifies “platform” as a context for practice, invoking themes such as family
(equipping parents to disciple their children, promoting spiritual growth opportunities
in the home, strengthening marriage relationships); personal relationships (one-on-one
relationships, mentoring and coaching, new or growing converts learning from mature
disciples); groups (shared leadership approach, focus on systematic discipleship or
targeted learning, emphasis on “building community” and accountability); church
ministries (worship services, formed around the proclamation of the Word and the
celebration of the ordinances, deacon ministry, mission teams, evangelism programs,
community outreach).6 While comprehensive, no mention is made of addressing the
inner hurts and struggles of a believer.

3
Dan Glover and Claudia Lavy, “Discipleship in the Real World,” Clergy Journal 83, no. 8
(August 2007): 11–13.
4

Chris Shirley, “It Takes a Church to Make a Disciple: An Integrative Model of Discipleship
for the Local Church,” Southwestern Journal of Theology 50, no. 2 (Spring 2008): 213–216.
5

Ibid., 216–220.

6

Ibid., 220–222.
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Susanne Johnson in her article, “Christian Spiritual Formation In An Age of
‘Whatever’”, charged that: “Christianity is viewed as a set of propositions that make
cognitive information and objective facts. Doctrines, beliefs, and symbols are viewed
as propositions that make cognitive assertions about ontological referents (“realityout-there”). One becomes a Christian by memorizing and assenting to their truth.”7
Finally, Matthew Meyer in his article, “Practical Dimensions of Spiritual
Growth”, listed the activities for developing Christian growth as “becoming an active
member of a Christian community of faith; pray; study the Bible; read good books
and magazines; discipline yourself to have regular devotional times, use of music;
journal writing; pay attention to dreams; recognize, develop and use your personal
gifts; share your faith with others; fast; choose a spiritual friend; express your faith
through service, try a mantra, or meaningful ritual.”8 Again, no mention is made of
IHD as a means to resolving struggles in the inner self of the believer. Such is the
predominant discipleship structure of most churches – concentrating on “becoming a
Christian by memorizing and assenting to their truth” (mentioned earlier by Susanne
Johnson) but with little attention paid to inner healing.
Later in the dissertation, I discuss four stories, which are composites of the
typical struggles of discipleship arising from an absence of IHD in the structure of the
local church. Some informants have struggled as Helen did, unable to experience the
abundance of life as promised by Jesus (John 10:10). Others have struggled like Jane,
who felt unworthy to enter her calling to leadership and be an effective witness for the

7

Susanne Johnson, “Christian Spiritual Formation in an Age of ‘Whatever,’” Review and
Expositor 98 (Summer 2001): 315.
8
Matthew M. Meyer, “Practical Dimensions of Spiritual Growth,” Brethren Life and Thought
34 (Spring 1989): 106.
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gospel. 9 Like Mary, some have struggled with spiritual oppression hindering their
intimacy with Jesus. Others have seen their growth towards maturity in Christ stymied
by moral failure, affecting their life, career and ministry. Many pastors and church
leaders have found it difficult to raise leaders for the local church, although having
conducted many activities related to discipleship. IHD is an essential, foundational
part of discipleship that is often missing in the spiritual formation of a person’s
growth towards maturity in Christ. In what follows, I recount the stories of Helen,
Jane, and Mary. The names are pseudonyms and composites/collations of real stories
with identifiers blocked out to maintain confidentiality. I also recount the narratives of
several Taiwanese pastors (originating from different churches with different
denominations, such as Baptist, Presbyterians and Bread of Life) who were
participants of IHD, and who had themselves encountered the love of God in a special
way.
HELEN’S STORY
Helen is a member of my church, Trinity Christian Center (TCC) in
Singapore. I present, in what follows, her personal testimony of how IHD had
removed hindrances to her experiencing a more abundant life in Jesus. Her name is
used with her permission.
In 2002, I met Helen who was struggling with personal issues she felt she
could handle on her own. She was after all, a highly qualified consultant with a
postgraduate degree. Her job required her to instruct managers in the areas of
problem-solving and decision-making. She was a consultant to managers, who had
sought her help to solve their organizational problems. In her own words: “I thought I

9

Pseudonyms used to protect anonymity.

5
was coping reasonably well. I was reading the Bible regularly and was in church
weekly. I even attended a nine-month part time Bible course covering the books in the
Old Testament; I even fasted”. However she was still far from seeing or experiencing
Jesus’ promise of abundant living. “I thought to myself, God, I’ve done enough.
You’ve got to fix my problems, right?’”
At the time, she was going through a divorce, and was experiencing a lot of
pain, which she tried to drown by working late into the night or by playing computer
games. When her daughter began having problems in school and was doing badly, the
school counselor told Helen that her daughter had said she was badly affected by the
divorce and felt neglected by her mother. Helen, realizing the urgency, approached
Pastor Larry who recommended her to the DEW ministry.
At the first meeting, Pastor Angie met with Helen. Pastor Angie sought a
better understanding of Helen’s situation, its background, and so on, and assured
Helen that it was normal to cry as a form of release. Helen said: “In my heart, I was
thinking, ‘Oh no, this is not the way to deal with a problem, am I doing the right
thing? I can still quit from this.’” Then Pastor Angie suggested that Helen pray to
declare Jesus as Lord of her spirit, mind, emotions, will and body. To Helen’s
surprise, she could not open her mouth to pray. Instead she started crying and was
losing control of herself. Pastor Angie told her to consider inner healing.
At the next meeting, Helen met with Sister Joan and Pastor Johnathan. Joan
explained to her the process of the IHD ministry and asked Helen for more
information about her family (these were kept private and confidential among selected
counselors). Helen recounted: “What I want is to get my problem solved. What is the
relevance of my family background?” Nevertheless she yielded to the ministry, and
left the meeting that night with a big load off her chest. This first load was the pain,

6
grief and guilt she had felt concerning her mother’s death. In subsequent meetings,
she discarded other bondages and pains that came from past sins, the lack of
forgiveness, hurts, unbelief, and fear.
At the time of this testimony, although Helen’s situation has yet to completely
change, she no longer struggles with the debilitating pain and bondages that had kept
her from managing her problems and living life in the fullness of God’s abundant
grace. The beautiful closing words of Helen’s testimony depict the beautiful inner
healing work God has done in her: “At the final meeting, as the counselor prayed for
me, I saw in front of me a bright blue sky with pretty clouds – Oh God it’s so good to
be free…through the healing I received from God, I am as free as I can be, and above
all, I am able to grow and mature with the Lord… Jesus came that I might have life
abundant.”
JANE’S STORY
Before she attended the DEW ministry, Jane felt unworthy of entering her
calling as an effective witness for the gospel. 10.Her cell leader had encouraged her to
attend the spiritual parenting (SP) course and to be appointed as an SP subsequently.
Jane shared that she could not bring herself to do it because, “I felt filthy and
hypocritical if I prayed for someone when I am not clean myself. Although I know
Jesus has forgiven my sins, I still carry the burden of my guilt and shame of my past
that, only the Lord knows, was affecting my relationship with my spouse, children
and my ability to love others, including my relationship with God.” She said she
struggled with memories of her past that she could not tell anyone about. She was

10

Pseudonyms used to protect anonymity.
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molested when she was young, lost her virginity before marriage and went through
many failed relationships, which made her feel dirty and unclean.
During the DEW ministry, the Lord released her guilt, shame and pain. She
says she now knows that not only have all her sins been forgiven, but the Lord has
now dressed her in a new garment. Jane says she is now ready to take the next step to
be a spiritual parent (SP), to pursue God’s destiny for her life, and to be His witness
for the gospel.
MARY’S STORY
Mary was a young Christian (of only two years) who loved Jesus, but was
struggling with spiritual oppression that hindered her intimacy with Jesus. Before she
became a Christian, she had worshipped almost every idol of the traditional Chinese
religion, and had almost become a nun. When she heard the gospel of Jesus Christ,
she realized that she had finally come to the truth of God’s love for her, and accepted
Jesus as her Lord and personal Savior.
Mary came for help because whenever she opened the Bible, she could not see
the words on the page. However, when she closed it and opened the newspaper or any
other publication (such as a magazine), she was able to see the words. She was
attending church and cell-group regularly, but her growth had been hindered as she
could not read the Bible. A blindness sets in each time she attempts to read it.
During the ministry session, Mary was asked to stand. The moment she was
prayed for, she collapsed onto the floor and started speak gibberish. Her eyes turned
upwards with only the whites of her eyes showing. I commanded the demonic spirits
to release her. The gibberish stopped and her eyes returned to normal. Mary stood up
and was presented the Bible to read. She was able to read every word after that!
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SOME TAIWANESE PASTORS’ TESTIMONIES
The testimonies below are from the pastors of seven Taiwanese churches that
had adopted the TCC discipleship cell-based church model, and who had participated
in this dissertation research. The churches were required to spend the first two years
setting up the cell-structures, after which DEW was introduced into their discipleship
structures. Here are some of their testimonies about their faith, before and after DEW.
An elaboration of their comments can be found in Chapter 2.
One pastor commented: “Before DEW was introduced to our church, we had
members who knew nothing about the Holy Spirit working in their lives. They were
serious Christians, passionate and wanting to serve but somehow they could not. After
DEW ministry however, their hearts became opened to the work of the Holy Spirit
and they were changed. They had experienced the Holy Spirit working in their lives,
their hearts were submitted to God and a change took place in their hearts. People
experienced healing to different degrees but there was a noticeable shift in the
spiritual atmosphere of our church.”
Another pastor testified: “Many co-workers were passionate about serving, but
felt stuck in their personal growth; they could not progress in ministry and had
become discouraged. They were stuck because of past hurts and issues that were not
resolved and the team could not move forward. Many who were stuck tried hard to get
breakthroughs through Bible reading and prayer, but experienced no real or
significant breakthroughs. After DEW, they were able to let God lead them. They
became confident in God, and could partner with others to serve the Lord. DEW has
proven to be a fast and effective way for recovery, as they were being ministered to,
instead of just trying to do it on their own. It takes much longer when people try on
their own through Bible reading and personal prayers.”
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A third pastor said: “DEW is a great help to pastoral care and discipleship.
DEW releases the believers from a wrong belief system so that they can begin to
understand, assimilate and align their thinking to biblical truths and God’s purposes
for their lives. This is an effective renewal of the mind, which is a great help to
pastoral care and discipleship…we are now push forward.”
Another pastor said: “Without DEW, we were having difficulty pastoring and
equipping believers to be disciples. They were struggling with serious problems with
the powers of darkness: idolatry, divination, sorcery, adultery, and hurts of hearts and
many other issues. Many of them were struggling with bondages and temptations,
spiritual oppressions, and relationship issues, causing divisions. The growth of their
spiritual life was slow and it was hard to achieve some level of maturity. After DEW
was introduced in our church, many were healed and delivered. Many have been
transformed into being healthy disciples of Jesus Christ.”
Pastor Chen testifies that DEW has helped raise cell leaders for his church,
which was difficult to achieve, prior to DEW. He said before DEW, the leaders and
church members faced many difficulties in their personal lives. These included family
and marital, addictions, and other emotional, interpersonal relationship problems and
hurts. He was not able to help them resolve their problems other than to provide
pastoral care and praying for them. Although some did take up leadership positions,
many could not persevere and lasted only a year or two at most as cell leaders. After
adding DEW to his church, he knew how to minister and help leaders obtain their
healing from the Lord. He continued to help them, providing pastoral care, and
nurturing their personal devotional life, in Bible reading and other church
involvement.
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Pastor Chen said: “It became easier to raise leaders. We have since grown
from less than 10 cell leaders to almost 40 cell leaders. There are about 15 sectional
leaders from across the young adults and city sections. Among them, two leaders have
become pastoral staff. There are four times more staff members than before…this
ministry has helped us greatly in our work of expanding the church, pastoring,
nurturing and raising leaders, because their lives have been transformed, their
foundations restored, and their faith firmly rooted in God’s truth.”
WHAT IS INNER HEALING AND DELIVERANCE (IHD)?
Having briefly surmised the transformational effects of IHD, a working
definition of IHD is in order. Inner Healing and Deliverance are actually two separate
ministries with two different foci but which are connected and have the same goal of
bringing restoration to broken lives. Inner Healing has to do with partnering with the
Holy Spirit to bring healing to the emotional hurts and inner incongruences between
thoughts and emotions, realignment to God if there is misaligned-thinking, and
restoring mental orderliness. Deliverance is the application of the delegated authority
of Christ to the believer, to break demonic bondages in a person’s life that gives
demonic spirits a foothold in the person’s life, including demonic oppressions.
Terry Wardle is Professor of “Church Planting and Spiritual Formation” at
Ashland Theological Seminary in Ashland, Ohio. His definition of inner healing is the
following: “Inner-healing prayer is a work of the Holy Spirit moving through
caregivers to the broken and battered. The Holy Spirit uses them to identify root
wounds and to set people free from dysfunctional behaviors.”11 Wardle writes that the
Holy Spirit “also exposes lies that bring emotional turmoil and releases the broken
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from demonic bondage.”12 Here, Wardle connects emotional issues with mental
thoughts (lies) and demonic bondage. Wardle adds that the “Holy Spirit inspires the
caregivers to use scripture, confession, visualization, repentance and healing prayer to
minister grace and hope where darkness once reigned.”13 He asserts: “all of this innerhealing is possible because Jesus Christ has won the victory over all forms of
brokenness and is available to all who turn to Him. Caregivers are not separated from
the process. They are always integrated participants in the healing encounters with
Christ.”14
John Loren Sandford and Mark Sandford in their book, “Inner-Healing and
Deliverance”, explain that inner-healing should be called “prayer and counsel for
sanctification and transformation…Inner-healing is actually the application of the
crucified and resurrected life of Jesus Christ and His blood to those parts of my heart
and yours that did not fully ‘get the message’ when we first received Jesus as
Savior.”15 The Sandfords explain: “Positionally, we have been made perfect, but we
have to take hold of that salvation and make it effective in every area of our lives.
Inner healing is a tool of prayer and counseling to make salvation fully effective in all
dimensions of our life and character.”16They see an important work of inner-healing
as identifying the practices of the old sinful nature that are found in the character of
the believer that has not been fully yielded to the cross.17
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Charles Kraft says that the Sandfords see inner healing as aimed at
“transforming the inner-being of a person, a ministry to the inner-person.”18 They
strongly advocate connecting the ministry of inner healing and deliverance together
when ministering to a person:
Mark and I feel uniquely qualified and called to attempt to reconcile these two
fields. We believe deliverance and inner-healing need each other. Both are
incomplete and inadequate by themselves… these two currently contending
fields can and should work together to accomplish more of the fullness of
deliverance and sanctification and transformation in the Body of Christ.19
Charles Kraft, the professor of Anthropology and Intercultural
Communication at Fuller Seminary, who is a practitioner of the ministry of innerhealing, reports that David Seamands, a pioneer of the ministry of inner-healing, “sees
it as a form of Christian counseling and prayer which focuses the healing power of the
Spirit on certain types of emotional spiritual problems. It is one and only such
ministries; and should never be made the one and only form, for such overemphasis
leads to exaggeration and misuse.”20 Kraft offers his preferred definition, which
converges with that provided by Betty Tapscott: “Inner-Healing is the healing of the
inner (person): mind, emotions, the painful memories, the dreams. It is the process
through prayer whereby we are set free from resentment, rejection, self-pity,
depression, guilt, fear, sorrow, hatred, inferiority, condemnation, or worthlessness,
etc.”21
Kraft’s own definition is as follows: “It is a ministry in the power of the Holy
Spirit aimed at bringing healing to the whole person. Since the majority of human
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ailments are closely tied to damage in the emotional and spiritual areas, inner-healing
focuses there.”22 He continues to say: “It seeks to bring the power of Christ to bear on
the roots from which such damage springs. Since these are often in the memories
carried unconsciously by those who come for help, inner-healing involves a special
focus on what is sometimes called ‘the healing of the memories.”23 Kraft elaborates
that: “specific problems often encountered are unforgiveness, anger, bitterness,
rejection, low self-esteem, fear, worry, sexual issues and the like.”24
Kraft acknowledges the connection between inner-healing and deliverance. He
says that the issues of spiritual and emotional problems that inner-healing attends to
are what gives legal rights to demonic presence and footholds in a person’s life.25
Kraft uses the vivid analogy: “demons are like rats. And rats go for ‘garbage.’
Garbage is the term I use to refer to the spiritual and emotional problems to which
demons attach themselves…demons need to have legal rights. That right is provided
when there are things in the person’s past and present life to which demons can attach.
When these are taken away, the demons usually go quietly.”26 He says that if there are
demons involved, dealing with the root problems through inner healing will also
entail dealing directly with demons themselves, after they have already lost their legal
rights through the removal of the “garbage” in the person’s life that they have
attached themselves to.27
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In this dissertation, I am addressing IHD as one ministry not two. My
argument for viewing the two as one are in line with Kraft’s exposition on the issue of
emotional and spiritual problems constituting legal rights for demonic attachments.
Hence, if there exists a demonic oppression of sorts, inner-healing has to be
administered so that the demonic presence, control and oppressions can be effectively
evicted. Inner-healing alone may not resolve a demonic oppression, deliverance is just
as crucial. It is not true, of course, that every case has a demonic attachment. Some
cases are strictly inner-healing cases whilst others are both inner-healing and
deliverance.
It is important to reflect on several common ideas (and themes) that are in all
various definitions of inner-healing, inclusive of deliverance. First, it is the ministry
of the Holy Spirit applying His guidance and power, through a believer in Christ, who
helps another believer encounter the Holy Spirit Himself for his own healing to the
dysfunctional areas of his life. The Sandfords describe this as “making salvation fully
effective in all dimensions of our life and character.”28 Psalm 103:2-5 calls us to
remember and appropriate the benefits of our salvation:
Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget none of His benefits; who pardons all
your iniquities, who heals all your diseases, who redeems your life from the
pit, who crowns you with love and compassion, who satisfies your years with
good things, so that your youth is renewed like the eagle.
IHD is about appropriating, through the work and power of the Holy Spirit, the
benefits of our salvation in the victory and work of Christ, upon our damaged lives, to
experience healing, so that we can embrace the reality of our positional redemption in
Christ.
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Second, IHD is a work that involves the healing of our hurting memories,
painful emotions, ungodly beliefs, and sinful behaviors. It is, decisively, a work that
releases us from demonic bondages that keep us in bondage to sinful behavior, and
which subject us to a dysfunctional Christian life, hindering transformation, growth
and maturity into the image of Christ. The root issues of a dysfunctional Christian life
include: resentment, hatred, bitterness, rejection, unforgiveness, self-pity, depression,
guilt, fear, sorrow, hatred, feelings of inferiority, condemnation, or worthlessness.
These are real dysfunctionalities (emanating from sin and brokenness) that result in
sinful behaviors, such as violence, aggression, anxiety issues, lust, addiction,
vengefulness. Once the root issues are tackled and resolved, there comes a change in
the behavior of the person who begins to reflect a wholeness in Christ. The person is
thus submitted to, and aligned with the Holy Spirit.
Third, if there is any demonic attachment resulting in bondage or oppression,
then evicting the demonic spirit is essential for there to be a release from the acts of
sinful behaviors, and for real change to take place. Fourth, the end and much desired
result is that the person is released from dysfunctions and brokenness, possible
demonic bondage and oppressions, as well as from sinful behaviors. This frees
him/her to respond to the continuous transformational work of growth by the Holy
Spirit towards Christlikeness, to develop an intimate relationship with God, and to
experience the abundant life Jesus promised.
Fifth, there is the building up of the person in truth from the Word of God
during the time of ministry. God’s love fills the heart of the person, giving rise to a
desire for a renewed relationship with Christ. This gives him a new level of faith in
God and a better understanding of his/her relationship to God the Father, who loves
him. He also gains a better understanding of how to live his Christian life, and the
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importance of forgiveness, confession, repentance, renunciation, and how these will
help him remain free in Christ. These are the essences of IHD; discipleship takes
place during the time of ministry through the examination, correction, and renewing
of thoughts and emotions. The non-judgmental experience of DEW ministry builds
confidence and trust in the continuous discipleship of the local church leaders. Pastor
Chen observes that “discipleship is much easier because they (the church members)
are more willing to obey and conform to the church’s directions and goals. They
realize that we are rebuilding them and it is to bless them.”
THE DEW EXPLANATION OF IHD
DEW was launched in 2002. I am currently the overseeing pastor for this
ministry and was one among several other pastors involved in its design and
formulation. The current DEW team includes a psychiatrist, a clinical psychologist,
and two medical doctors and many lay workers in the DEW Ministry. The expertise
of the medical professionals is sought (when needed), to assess the struggles,
emotional and mental conditions of counselees with specific issues and/or suspected
mental disorders.
DEW equips counselors with an essential ministry skillset for restoring a
person to wholeness in Christ. Wholeness in Christ is when a believer has experienced
emotional/spiritual healings; is released from demonic bondages and footholds (if
any); has renewed his/her mind to align with God’s truth, has encountered God’s love
and identifies himself /herself as a child of God loved by God, is no longer bounded
by sinful behaviors of the past, has reconciled his/her relationships with others; has
love for them; and is submitted to discipleship for further growth in Christ. The
believer desires now to live according to the will of God, and actively pursues God’s
destiny for his/her life.
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Changes in behavior represent one key indicator of restoration within a person.
The diagrams below reflect a unique behavioral model of change. This is the DEW
expression of IHD used by TCC. The diagrams are not copied from any prior
behavioral models of change, but are based on a real life understanding of DEW in the
context of counseling and everyday life.
Our behaviors towards God, ourselves and others are often the result of 1) our
emotions and 2) our belief system. Every event that happens in our lives produces a
memory that comprises an emotion and a belief system (a belief system comprises
ideas, expectations, vows, values, philosophies, motivations, attitudes etc. – how we
think, and so on).
The picture can't be displayed.

To illustrate, a happy event will result in a happy memory with good, healthy
and emotionally happy experiences accompanying a positive belief system attached to
that memory, resulting in positive healthy behavior. Conversely, a hurtful event will
result in a hurtful memory that is painful, has negative unhappy emotions and an
unhealthy/ungodly belief system attached to it, thus producing negative dysfunctional
sinful behavior (as in the diagram below).
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The picture can't be displayed.

An unresolved hurtful memory will continue to produce ungodly beliefs and
painful emotions that persist in keeping the person bounded to sinful unhealthy
behavior. Inner healing is about going to God with the hurtful memories for healing of
the painful emotions and the removal of the belief system that is ungodly, thus
releasing the person to act in ways Christ desires. The ungodly beliefs are replaced by
godly beliefs that are found in the Word of God. In addition, the person experiences
godly emotions such as peace, joy, courage, love and patience. This is the act of
renewing the mind that Apostle Paul speaks about, which is often referred to as inner
healing, which entails the healing of our cognition and emotions.
Under the DEW framework, discipleship happens in a real and
transformational manner with people encountering God’s love. His healing and His
Word transform their minds and realign their emotions and belief system to God’s
truth. The believer experiences the reality of God. The diagram below illustrates the
replacement of ungodly beliefs and painful emotions with godly beliefs and healthy
emotions:
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Sometimes, besides the ungodly belief and painful emotions keeping a person
trapped in habitual sinful-behaviors, a demonic spirit gets a foothold of his/her life
because of sin. The demonic spirit keeps him/her bounded by ungodly beliefs and
painful emotions, which coalesce and manifest in sinful behaviors:
The picture can't be displayed.

God wants to destroy the work of the enemy, not just the painful emotions and wrong
belief-system, but also the enemy’s direct foothold over the person’s life (Ephesians
4:26-27). This is often referred to as the ministry of deliverance. Deliverance can be
all encompassing of inner healing, including being set free from demonic footholds.
However, in this area of ministry, the specific word “deliverance” often refers to the
act of setting a person free from entanglements with demonic spirits. The full work of
destroying the works of the enemy is depicted in the diagram below.
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The picture can't be displayed.

The end result is the setting free of lives from impulsive and compulsive sinfulbehaviors, internal emotional turmoil and demonic control. In addition to being set
free, the ungodly sinful belief-system is replaced with truths from the Word of God
with the believer encountering God’s love in a personal and real way.
Often, there is either a change in the behavior of the person or his/her will is
set free so that he/she can be counseled further, discipled for growth and intimacy
with God, and serve God’s destiny for his/her life. Restoration of wholeness in the
person is evidenced by his behavior of love towards God, others and self. Discipleship
has taken place because the believer has been taught what is godly and ungodly and
has submitted him/herself to both healing and correction. In addition, he has had a real
experience of God’s presence and love. There is usually a deep sense of gratitude and
a new level of faith in the love and goodness of God that results in him pursuing an
intimate relationship with God and serving His will for their life. In the next chapter, I
provide a more vivid picture of the significant impact that IHD renders towards
effective discipleship.

CHAPTER 2: FIELD RESEARCH: IH D AND DIS CIPLESH IP
EFFECTIVENESS
RESEARCH PROBLEM

Little attention has been paid to the role of IHD as an essential component of
discipleship in the context of the local church. Currently, discipleship processes in
many local churches are centered on cognitive and behavioral educational
development, hinging upon the dissemination of knowledge, understanding and
application via teaching and preaching mediums of instruction. Themes such as
healing and deliverance are cursory at best, not yet integrated into the rest of the
discipleship structure.
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
The purpose of this research is to understand if and how the DEW model of
IHD helps in the discipleship process, how it facilitates the freedom of the believer,
and how it inspires the growth of the believer to be more like Jesus, set in the context
of the local church. This research will provide the methods and data necessary for
framing a theory of healing and deliverance comprising the components of events,
memories, emotions, belief systems, footholds, and behaviors.
Whereas most IHD ministries do not have a formal teaching program to
accompany the prayer ministry for the believer, DEW is an IHD ministry with fifteen
hours of formal teaching accompanied by prayer counseling ministry. The teaching
program touches upon topics such as: Reality-Check (which explains why we
sometimes struggle with certain emotional and sinful behavioral issues), the Lordship
of Jesus, Acceptance of God, Authority of the Believer, Belief System and Irrational
Behaviors, Rejection, Forgiveness, Godly Order in Our Sexuality, Generational
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Curses, Soul-Tie (occult and relationship issues), Accident and Trauma, and Walking
Out Your Healing.
Theoretically (and practically), DEW educates the believer to know the ways
of God (distinguished from ways that are not of God) and provides ministry to bring a
person into an encounter with God. This facilitates the healing of their emotional
wounds, releases them from spiritual oppression (e.g. from bondages to and from the
past) and puts them on the road to freedom and realignment to God’s will. Healing
sets a stage for their subsequent growth into maturity in Christ. This research will
propagate a model of IHD that promotes strengthening the discipleship structural
processes of the local church, even as believers are walking into wholeness, in their
respective life journeys.
FIELD RESEARCH DESIGN
Adopting the Grounded Theory Approach
The research design presupposes an anticipatory and participatory research
design (and worldview). This worldview has an action agenda for reformation. It is
about advocating a reform of local church discipleship processes to include the IHD
ministry. It also hinges on a pragmatic worldview “that focuses on the outcomes of
the research – the actions, situations and consequences of the inquiry.”1 There is a
concern with application – “what works” – and offers solutions to the problem at
hand. Thus, instead of a focus on methods per se, the important aspect of the research
is the problem being studied, the questions asked about the phenomenon, and the
answers that emerge from research and data.2 In addition, I adopt a critical theory
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perspective that concerns “empowering Christians to transcend the constraints placed
on their growth by the depth of the anchoring issues of his/her past that continue to
motivate and direct his/her behavior and life.”3 Thus the end goal of my research is to
provoke considerations for the inclusion of IHD ministry with a formal teaching (and
practical) arm to be included in the discipleship processes of local churches.
Therefore the usefulness of the phenomenon (namely the DEW model of IHD) to
discipleship is the main issue being interrogated.
The appropriate approach to this research is the Grounded Theory approach,
defined as “a qualitative strategy in which the researcher derives a general, abstract
theory of a process, action, or interaction grounded in the views of participants in a
study”.4 Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin, in their book entitled “Basics of
Qualitative Research”, describes grounded theory as follows:
A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the
phenomenon it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed and
provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data
pertaining to that phenomenon. Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory
stand in reciprocal relationship with each other.5
There are four central inter-related properties that are observed in grounded
theory, namely fit, understanding, generality, and control.6 Barney G. Glaser and
Anselm L. Strauss in their book, “The Discovery of Grounded Theory”, describe the
properties as follows:
The first requisite property is that the theory must closely fit the substantive
area in which it will be used. Second, it must be understandable by laymen
concerned with this area. Third, it must be sufficiently general to be applicable
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to a multitude of diverse daily situations within the substantive area, not to just
a specific type of situations. Fourth, it must allow the user partial control over
the structure and process of daily situations as they change through time.7
The research I have developed fits a large area of need in bringing wholeness
to many believers’ lives so that they can be discipled towards growth. Pastors and
leaders who are concerned about discipleship will easily identify with, and
understand, the interpretive conclusions drawn from the data collected. The generality
of this research can be seen in its applicability to the many struggles experienced by
leaders and pastors when undertaking the work of discipleship. Finally, control is
implicit in the fact that pastors and leaders are continuously a part of the IHD process,
leading other believers towards their healing; they are also constantly improving the
process as facilitators of the IHD process.
Kathy Charmaz elaborates on the grounded theory method:
…grounded theory methods consist of systematic, yet flexible guidelines for
collecting and analyzing qualitative data to construct theories ‘grounded’ in
the data themselves. The guidelines offer a set of general principles and
heuristic devices rather than formulaic rules. Thus, the data form the
foundation of our theory and our analysis of these data generates the concepts
we construct. Grounded theorists collect data to develop theoretical analyses
from the beginning of the project. We try to learn what occurs in the research
settings we join and what our research participants’ lives are like. We study
how they explain their statements and actions and ask what analytic sense we
can make of them.8
In view of such a method, drawing intensively on personal narratives of life
events, I began my data collection with the creation of four sample groups appropriate
for such a study (this will be elaborated upon in greater depth). Briefly, the first
sample group comprises pastors and leaders from TCC; the second sample group
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comprises pastors and leaders from seven churches in Taiwan; the third sample group
comprises participants of the DEW model of IHD ministry (from both Singapore and
Taiwanese churches); the fourth sample group comprises (and invokes) the written
testimonies of some 843 past participants of DEW at TCC (Singapore) collated in the
past three years.
My research paid special attention to personal accounts and narratives to better
understand the experiences of participants undergoing DEW, adhering to the data-rich
nature of grounded theory. The data (both quantitative and qualitative) are based on
observations, testimonies and interactions with participants.9
Subsequently, I studied “the data and began to separate, sort and synthesize
these data through qualitative coding.” Charmaz explains that coding is to “attach
labels to segments of data that depicts what each segment is about”.10 The coding
exercise began with open coding which sets the data into categories. Open coding is
“the process of breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing and
categorizing the data.”11 The open codes are then grouped through the practice of
axial coding. Axial coding is “a set of procedures whereby data are put back together
in new ways after the open coding, by making connections between categories.”12
Samples of my coding exercise are attached in Appendix A.
After completing the coding exercise, I examined the codings and created
memos that underscored the real effects of DEW and the important components that
determine its workings (including its success in transforming lives). Memos are
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“written records of analysis related to the formulation of theory.”13 Samples of memos
relating to Appendix A (Coding Exercise) can be found in Appendix B.
Next, I made comparisons of the memos and codings across all four groups of
samples. This was important for discerning similarities and differences among the
four groups, especially as the four groups are distinctive. The first sample group is
made up of pastors and leaders from TCC (Singapore) distinct from the second
sample group, which is made up of pastors from the seven churches in Taiwan. I
conducted the group interviews with the Taiwanese pastors during one of my mission
ministry work trips there. The Taiwanese pastors and leaders agreed to meet with me
in one location where I conducted three group interviews separately. I also met with
individuals of the third sample group (from both TCC Singapore and Taiwan), who
had attended the DEW ministry on a personal basis. The last sample group was based
on records of testimonies from some 843 past participants of DEW at TCC in the last
3 years. The interview data validates or invalidates the usefulness of the DEW model
of IHD for discipleship. It also identifies benefits, weaknesses and strengths. The data
reveals new potential ways of improving the relevance of DEW to better fit the
discipleship process of the local church.
Finally, the grounded theory used for this research was written based on
systematically recorded memos and coded data. Although the research is primarily
qualitative research, I incorporated some simple quantitative data to support the
qualitative research, based on data collected from the fourth sample group.
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Sample Groups
The data collection of four sample groups came from the target population of
“multiple individuals (of churches) who had responded to an action or participated in
a process about a central phenomenon (in this case, DEW).”14 Individuals who had
participated in this phenomenon (DEW), were invited to take part in this research.
The first two sample groups (Groups 1 and 2) were designated as Category A
participants, while the other two sample groups (Groups 3 and 4) were designated as
Category B participants.
I applied purposive sampling to the selection of Category A participants.15 I
chose participants who were in a position to observe, assess and comment on the
impact of the DEW ministry on the overall church discipleship structure of the
church. This was limited to pastors and leaders of the church.
Snowballing sampling was applied to Group 3 participants from Category B
who were referred to me by the pastors.16 These are participants who have undergone
the DEW ministry, allowing me to ascertain the impact of DEW IHD. Convenience
Sampling was applied to Group 4 participants from Category B, given the availability
of testimonial documents filed with the DEW ministry.17 Category A participants
served to develop the research theory, while category B participants served to
evaluate the theory derived from data collated from Category A participants.
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Group 1 participants in Category A include pastors and ministerial staff from
Trinity Christian Center (TCC). Eleven pastors and ministerial-staff (overseeing cellgroups) from TCC participated in the study. This group of pastors and ministerialstaff was chosen from a group of 40 pastoral staff at TCC because they were most
involved in nominating members of TCC to attend the DEW ministry. They were best
acquainted with the DEW program at TCC among the 40 pastors at TCC. The DEW
program is an established program in TCC(operating for fourteen years now), and the
participating pastors and ministerial staff are in a good and probably qualified,
position to offer their understanding and critique of DEW as a discipleship process in
the context of the local church that is TCC. A comparative analysis was conducted
taking into account the views of different pastors and ministerial staff providing
pastoral care, discipleship and leadership to different groups of congregants within
TCC.
Group 2 participants in Category A include nineteen pastors and ministerial
staff from seven charismatic churches in Taiwan from various denominations (such as
Baptist, Presbyterians and Bread of Life), that had adopted DEW in the past three to
six years. The seven churches are: Neili-Victory Bread-of-Life Christian Church (six
years of DEW), Shimen-Baptist Church (four years), Taipei-Luzhou-GreatCommission Church (four years), Kaoshiung-Xin-Xing-Presbyterian Church (three
years), Ban-Qiao-JenAi-Baptist Church (five years), Sin-Dian-Living-Water-SpringBread-of-Life Christian Church (four years), and Bread-of-Life-Christian Church in
Zhunan (four years). These churches had adopted TCC’s cell-based discipleship
model, and had begun setting up cell-based structure in the preceding two years.
Subsequently, DEW was integrated into their discipleship structure. Hence the church
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leaders there are well positioned to provide invaluable insight into the effectiveness of
discipleship before and after (exposure to) DEW.
The two groups in Category A allow for a comparative analysis between
Singapore and Taiwan, to determine if the usefulness of DEW is consistent in both
contexts. If the results between the two groups are consistent, it will validate the
usefulness of the DEW model of IHD to discipleship. Conversely, differences in
results will grant insight into how variations between societies (e.g. cultural and other
differences) affect IHD and discipleship.
Group 3 participants in Category B comprise 10 TCC and 10 Taiwanese
believers who have been through the DEW program. This group will provide insight
into the positive and negative experiences of DEW, having themselves undergone the
DEW ministry. Hence, their accounts can be evaluated against observations among
participants in Category A. Group 4 participants in Category B comprise some 843
TCC participants of the DEW program over the last three years. 545 of the 843 TCC
participants are women and 298 are men. In terms of their age, 152 participants are
between 15 and 25 years old; 246 are between 26 and 35 years old; 241 are between
36 and 45 years old; 138 are between 46 and 55 years old; and 66 are above 55 years.
Of the 843 TCC participants, 591 are working adults; 144 are students and 108 are
non-working adults.
The testimonies they have written are investigated to identify the value,
improvements and growth associated with DEW, and can be used as a basis to
evaluate the observations of Category A. However, because this is a simple
quantitative study, no analyses differentiating gender groups, age groups or
working/non-working/students were done. What can be said is that there is a fair
spread of participant types – i.e. participants of different ages, men and women,
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working/non-working/students. The sample sizes of all groups in Category A and B
(particularly from Group 4 of Category B) in this research dissertation, far exceed the
minimum recommendation of twenty to thirty persons, by John W. Creswell in his
book, “Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design”.18
In addition, given that the study adopts an “anticipatory and participatory” and
“pragmatic” worldview, the participants in Taiwan (i.e., church leaders) were invited
to help design the questions; they were also involved in the data collection process
and the analysis of information gained from the research.19 The study has a strong
evidence-based edge that advances the agenda for change and improvement in the
lives of believers.
Research Questions
Creswell in the same book, suggests that the research questions for conducting
Grounded Theory should focus on:
…understanding how individuals experience the process and identifying the
steps in the process (What was the process? How did it unfold?). After initially
exploring these issues, the research then returns to the participants and asks
more detailed questions that help to shape the axial-coding phase, questions
such as: What was central to the process? (Core-phenomenon); what
influenced or caused this phenomenon to occur? (Causal-conditions); what
strategies were employed during the process (strategies); what effects
occurred? (Consequences).20
Based on the suggestions proffered by Creswell, two sets of research questions were
designed: one set captured the responses of participants in Category A (i.e., both
Group1 and Group 2 participants); another set captured the responses of participants
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Ibid., 121.
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Creswell, Research Design - Qualitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches, 9.
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Ibid., 66.
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in Group 3 of category B. Data from Group 4 of category B include testimonies that
have been collated over the last two to three years of the DEW program.
For Category A, an interview questionnaire was first administered to participants.
The participants were asked information about their church and the discipleship
programs conducted by their churches; the difficulties they encountered while
discipling their members before sending them to DEW; the changes they observed in
believers’ lives after attending DEW; whether they were convinced that DEW is an
important part of discipleship; and whether if there was no formal teaching program
accompanying prayer ministry, would they still consider DEW as part of discipleship.
A copy of the written interview questionnaire is attached in Appendix C.
Following the written interview, a group interview was conducted to gain
better insight into the responses of the written interview. Key questions included:
“How is DEW a part of the discipleship program of your local church?”; “If there is
no formal teaching program accompanying the prayer ministry, is DEW still a
significant link in the discipleship process of the local church?”; “What improvements
or growth have you observed in believers under your pastoral care who have attended
DEW?”; “Have there been cases with negative effects or cases of backsliding after
attending DEW ministry?”; “What post DEW follow-up strategies may help in the
recovery of believers attending DEW?”
The goal was to rely on participants’ views in the context of their life
situations as much as possible. Interview questions were designed to explore how
pastors and leaders experienced DEW as a discipleship mechanism of the local
church. There were secondary questions asked alongside key questions, as the
interviews progressed. Mostly open-ended questions were asked to allow the
researcher a broad and general inquiry into the textured impact of DEW in the
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discipleship structure of the church. The research depended on the participants’ view
of their own progress. As active participants, they were well placed to express and
give meaning to their growth process, set against their own unique social and
biographical trajectories.
As in Category A, participants in Group 3 of Category B were sent an
interview questionnaire with questions asking about: how DEW has helped them
grow as a Christian; the DEW topics that had helped them the most; the nature of their
experiences with healing and freedom of the mind, emotions and will that have
liberated them to pursue God; the kinds of hindrances to their Christian growth being
removed; the nature of transformation, healing, change of perspective, release,
strengthening their relationship with God and empowerment to faith and hope in God;
how life has been different for them since DEW; the changes in their desire to grow
into maturity in Christ and why. These questions were designed to understand (as well
as chart) the path of healing, release and freedom that participants experienced that
have liberated them to grow as disciples. A sample of the questionnaire is attached in
Appendix D.
Group 4 of Category B comprises a compilation of 843 testimonies of past
DEW participants. Four types of benefits were explored. Type 1 probes the benefits
relating to “removal of hindrances to spiritual growth.” They comprise sub-themes
such as: 1) being freed of negative thoughts; 2) emotional healing and forgiveness; 3)
release from events of past hurts; 4) release from guilt, shame and failure.
Type 2 pertains to the benefits relating to “positive growth in their personal
life, relationships and perspective.” The sub-themes include: 1) Personal life
improvements; 2) Relationship improvements; 3) The will to live; 4) Healthy
perspective of life; 5) Experienced peace; 6) Regained hope.
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Type 3 concerns the benefits relating to “Encountering God and Renewed
Faith.” The sub-themes include: 1) Experienced encountering God’s presence and
love; 2) Renewed Faith in Christ; 3) Growth in their intimacy with God; 4)
Strengthening their identity in Christ.
Finally Type 4 includes the benefits relating to “increased motivation to serve
God’s plans and purposes.” The sub-themes include: 1) Renewed willingness to serve;
2) Commitment to pursue God’s plans and purposes for their lives. The benefits were
identified from the written testimonies and counted.
Two types of counting were conducted. The first counts the number of each
sub-theme under each of the four types of benefits (refer to Appendix E). For
example, under Type 1 (“Removal of Hindrances to Spiritual Growth”), there were
453 indications of “being released from negative thoughts”; 573 counts of “emotional
healing and forgiveness”; 594 indications of “release from events of past hurts”; and
303 counts of “release from guilt, shame and failures.”
Under Type 2 (“Positive Growth in Personal Life, Relationships and
Perspective), there were 447 indications of “personal life improvements”; 262 counts
of “relationship improvements”; 43 counts of “the will to live”; 186 indications of “a
healthy perspective of life”; 240 counts of “experiencing peace”; and 160 indications
of “regaining hope.”
Under Type 3 (“Encountering God and Renewal of Faith”), there were 553
counts of “encountering God’s presence and love”; 138 indications of “renewed faith
in Christ”; 253 indications of “growth in intimacy with God”; and 313 indicated a
“strengthening of their identity in Christ.”
Under Type 4 (“Increased motivation to serve God’s plans and purposes”),
there were 50 counts of “renewed willingness to serve”; and 184 indicated “a
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commitment to pursue God’s plans and purposes for their lives.” The counts are based
on clear indications of benefits accrued to DEW participants based on their
testimonies.
In the second type of counting, I collated counts based on four general types of
benefits. Each written testimony can only have one count of each category. For
example, if Jane had under Type 1 (Removal of Hindrances to Spiritual Growth), one
count of “release from negative-thoughts” and one indication of “emotional healing
and forgiveness”, the count for Type 1 would be one. If all four benefits under Type 1
were indicated, the count for Jane for Type 1 benefits would still be one. Each of the
four types of benefits for the 843 testimonies were totaled and the results were as
follows: Type 1 (Removal of Hindrances to Spiritual Growth) had a total of 738
counts; Type 2 (Positive Growth in Personal Life, Relationships, and perspective)
counted 616; Type 3 (Encountering God and Renewal of Faith) had 755 indications;
Type 4 (Increased motivation to Serve God’s Plans and Purposes) counted 221
indications. A sample of the counts can be found in Appendix F.
It is important that I interrogate my own positionality within the research.
While I am personally (and experientially) convinced of the positive effects of DEW
IHD in the context of discipleship, I must also maintain an objective stance. To
properly assess the impact of DEW, I was equally vigilant about identifying any
potentially negative effects of DEW IHD arising from participants’ accounts. Thus I
conducted my research taking both sides into account, the positive and the negative.
I am also aware of the nature of my ongoing associations with my
interviewees, that is, the pastors, many of whom I already knew, were supportive of
the DEW IHD. I therefore had to be especially careful in interpreting their narratives
of the DEW process, not biasing a specific viewpoint to the exclusion of other
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viewpoints. During the interview process, I insisted on the interviewees being
absolutely honest about their observations and assessments.
GROUNDED RESEARCH THEORY
Discipleship Process often reaches a stage of “stuckness” in spiritual growth.
Discipleship is about transforming a believer to be more like Christ. Every
believer has already been developed in a certain way in this fallen world before
becoming Christians. For some, there has been laid an ungodly foundation of worldly
values and beliefs; been exposed to good and bad or hurtful experiences; been
subjected to differing views of failures and victories; had adopted both good and
sinful habitual behaviors; had adopted worldly appetites; and even been involved in
the occult. The believer has had to walk out of in these, in order to enter and embrace
the Kingdom values and living. This is what discipleship essentially attempts to do.
While discipleship does happen effectively in churches without IHD as part of
the discipleship structure, believers can often reach a stage of “stuckness” in spiritual
growth. Here, disciplers are often unable to help believers make further progress in
assimilating truth into their lives. Believers express this “stuckness” in various forms;
being insecure about their relationship with God (e.g. not sure of what God thinks
about them since they think that they are not good enough for God); being selfdependent rather than God-dependent; in self-centered living rather than Kingdomcentered living; in an inability to take up their spiritual authority to live life; in too
many unresolved issues from the past (e.g. personal hurts, failures and bondages) that
impede their progress in the plans of God for their lives (they feel they have too many
burdens to deal with, and have no capacity to be of any help to God or others);
returning to past religious and spiritual practices: in lacking real interaction with the
Holy Spirit and an inability to believe God and receive God’s Word; in distrusting
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leadership’s interest in their well-being and growth, and in seeing leadership as
simply encouraging them to fulfill leadership plans for the church. As a result they are
unable to see or experience God’s love, or to relate to Him as a loving Father.
This hindrance to spiritual growth is exacerbated by the believer’s refusal to
commit to discipleship, claiming a lack of time. He also often refuses pastoral
counseling, because of a lack of trust in leadership, and has a lack of interest to grow
spiritually (e.g. he holds little interest in reading God’s Word and other spiritual
disciplines). He is unable to see the root issues of his difficulties in experiencing
breakthroughs and spiritual growth, and may end up living in denial or simply
ignorant that there are personal issues of the past that are hindering his growth.
It is observed in this research that discipleship through educating the mind via
preaching, Bible study, personal devotion, Christian living classes, prophetic
activation classes and prayer, do often help believers, but only to a certain extent.
These cognitive discipleship methods alone are often unable to be fully effective in
helping believers grow in the image of Christ and in the will of God.
Pastor David Yung from Neili-Victory-Bread-of-Life Christian Church
(Taiwan) says that before DEW was introduced in his church, it was difficult to pastor
and equip believers as they had serious problems, such as previous involvements with
Chinese religious idol worship and Spiritism, hurts from a broken heart, and so on. He
describes his church as having had a very strong discipleship program before DEW.
His church was a cell-based church anchored on a “4 G” program: Welcome,
Worship, Word and Work. They later adopted the TCC cell model, which includes a
leadership development track involving the training of believers to become SPs, CLs
and SLs.
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Although the church had special (and dedicated) teachings about worship,
intercession, physical healing, counseling, prophetic ministry, marriage, family, Bible
study, personal devotion, and an ISOM-program for leaders (i.e. DVD Bible School
for leaders), many believers in his church did not respond to the teaching. They did
not grow, as they were struggling with bondages and oppressions from evil spirits and
were contending with various temptations. In addition, people were often defensive in
their attitudes and were easily offended, resulting in a difficult discipleship process
that was hard and slow. The pastors from other churches expressed similar struggles
with discipleship as those observed by Pastor David.
Pastor Chen’s wife from Shimei-Baptist-Church (Taiwan) shared that they had
many serious and passionate Christians in their church who wanted to serve, but could
not rise up to do so. She also said it was difficult to disciple the believers in the
church because they carried too many burdens from the past, and were not sensitive
enough to the Holy Spirit. She described the situation saying: “Before DEW, they
knew nothing about the Holy Spirit in their lives because they did not have encounters
with the Holy Spirit.”
Pastor Wei from JenAi-Baptist-Church (Taiwan) shared that they had many
co-workers who were passionate about serving and yet could not progress in ministry
as they felt stuck in their personal growth and had become discouraged. She said they
were stuck because of hurts from the past that were not resolved – “the team could not
move forward”. Pastor Wei also said many of the believers tried hard to get
breakthroughs, but could not.
Pastor Cai Bo Lun from Kaoshiung-Xi-Xing-Presbyterian Church (Taiwan)
shared that believers were often unable to break out of their bondages and had
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difficulties receiving breakthroughs to live godly lives. Often, leaders were unable to
take up spiritual authority to fulfill the commission to save souls.
Based on the survey of pastors and Christian leaders both from Taiwan and
TCC, the blockage appears to be bounded up with unresolved issues of the past that
include hurts from rejection, previous religious and spiritual involvements,
relationship issues, shame and guilt, and others. These unresolved issues form
emotional blockages, reinforce wrong belief systems and other spiritual blockages,
that hinder believers from allowing God to do a deeper work of transformation in their
lives.
DEW provides a process to help believers come out of their “stuckness”,
disrupting the ungodly foundations of their pre-believing past in order to
facilitate transformational discipleship
Grace Chen, a ministry staff from Pastor David’s church (Taiwan) said,
“Previously, I had been telling them again and again to the point I was
exhausted…DEW is a great help and now we can push forward.” She shared that
DEW provided a means for believers to be released from a wrong belief system,
releasing them to better understand, assimilate and align their thinking to biblical truth
and God’s purposes for their lives. She commented that DEW is a “great help to
pastoral care and discipleship.” Pastor Wei from JenAi-Baptist Church (Taiwan) also
shared the same observation. She said that DEW has proven to be a fast and effective
way for recovery from emotional wounds, bondages and strongholds.
Three testimonies from participants of Group 3 of Category B validate claims
that DEW has helped believers tremendously toward progress in discipleship. Wu
from Pastor David’s church shared his personal testimony, in this way:
“Before DEW, I could not assimilate or align myself with God’s Word and
therefore could not experience God’s love. The Word of God and His love
were locked out by the strongholds of wrong beliefs/false beliefs and ungodly
emotions that held me from opening my heart to God’s healing of my hurts…
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I used to keep reading God’s Word but it could not build me up or change
me.” Wu said it was the teaching and ministry he received from DEW that
helped him. After DEW, he was released from the strongholds and was then
able to receive the Word of God to continually build himself up.
Li from Shimen-Baptist Church shared that she loved God very much and felt
that God loved her very much too. She had wanted to do many things for the Lord, yet
was unable to do so, as she felt a distance between her and God. She did not dare
attempt anything for Him. She also felt that she was holding on tightly to things in her
life and that those things prevented her from getting close to God. After DEW, she
testified that there was no longer any perceived distance between her and God, and
that she felt totally loved by God. She also noticed she could let go of things. She
perceived fewer obstacles blocking her and felt a deeper anchoring in God.
Zhuang from JenAi-Baptist Church (Taiwan) shared that before DEW he led a
very broken life. He hardly went to church, did not read the Bible or pray, and was
easily hurt by others. Moreover, he did not have a passion to serve. After DEW, he
was no longer as sensitive about things that used to hurt him, and knew how to
recover from hurts by praying for himself and by putting matters to rest with the Lord.
Pastor Wei from JenAi-Baptist Church (Taiwan) made the comment: “DEW
has proven to be a fast and effective way for recovery as believers are ‘ministered to’
as opposed to ‘trying it on their own’. It often takes longer when one tries on their
own, whether through Bible reading or through personal prayers.”
Pastors of TCC shared similar testimonies of believers from TCC. Believer 1
overcame her issues of the past, became more open for discipleship and has grown
tremendously since becoming a cell leader. Believer 2 was able to identify her issues
and trigger points. She submitted herself to discipleship and accountability until she
got her breakthrough. Believer 3 forgave her ex-husband, received a revelation about
God’s acceptance and forgiveness, grew in the Lord and is now serving happily in the
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children’s ministry, fully integrated into church life. Believer 4 became an easier
person to disciple. He learnt how to be a godly man to his spouse and wooed her back.
The marriage has improved tremendously and he has since become a cell leader.
Believer 5 was healed of rejection hurts. He experienced God’s love, and no longer
sees his relationship with God in terms of “master and slave”, or God as someone far
away. His relationship with God is now more personal and intimate, like a “father and
son” relationship. Believer 6 was healed of rejection hurts and has become more
confident of herself. She is no longer stressed about what people think about her and
has been learning to use Scriptures to overcome her situation. Believer 7 has
overcome issues of low self-identity, fear and rejection. She is handling interpersonal
relationships better and is now serving as a cell leader. All these testimonies are
significant evidences that DEW is an essential part of discipleship towards healing
and wholeness.
It is significant to note, based on the testimonies of participants in Group 4 of
Category B, that 738 of the 843 (87%) testimonies indicated a Type 1 benefit, that is,
“Removal of hindrances to spiritual growth.” Other Type 1 benefits include the
following: 453 experienced being released from negative thoughts; 573 testified to
being emotionally freed and forgiven; 593 were released from their past; 303 were
freed from guilt, shame and failure.
A measurement of Type 2 benefit – “Positive Growth in Personal Life,
Relationship, and Perspective” – is an important indicator of healing having taken
place. This measures 616 of 843, which is 73% of all cases.
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The DEW model of IHD, combining formal teaching and ministry, makes it a
distinctive and essential discipleship component (instead of a “hospital unit”)
that value-adds to the discipleship structure of the church
Not all IHD ministries have extensive formal teaching on life issues to the
extensive degree DEW has. Many IHD ministries provide a methodology for doing
the ministry with informal teachings on issues that are being addressed during the
time of ministry. I posed the question to the pastors and leaders in Taiwan and TCC,
whether they would consider as valuable, an IHD ministry without a formal teaching
component. There were some variations in the answers of the pastors. All of the
pastors surveyed agreed with Pastor Steven and Pastor Melanie (TCC pastors), that
some teaching is actually always interwoven with prayer ministry. Teaching happens
during the time of prayer ministry as explanations are given to the counselee. In this
way, teaching naturally co-exists with prayer ministry although it is confined to
teaching that is specific only to the problem at hand.
Pastor Frank (TCC) offered the viewpoint that as long as teaching is involved,
even if it takes place on a one-to-one basis during the prayer ministry session,
discipleship can be said to occurred. Pastor Melanie (TCC) offered the view that
ministry itself is discipleship, because it is an act of releasing a person to grow in the
likeness of Christ. Pastor Melvin (TCC) pointed out that explanations during the
prayer ministry actually constitute teaching although people may not see it as teaching
in the strictest sense. He added that this is because “human psyche-wise… we are
trained to believe that we must sit down in a formal setting, before we recognize it as
teaching, and so, one-on-one prayer ministry is not regarded by many as teaching.”
He further pointed out that teaching during the prayer ministry session is very
narrowly targeted at addressing issues that surface through the ministry time. It does
not cover a wider scope of life issues that a formal teaching platform is better poised
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to facilitate. Hence in his view, discipleship does still occur when there is no formal
teaching platform per se, but a more formal teaching program is often still necessary.
Sadly, it is noted that although IHD is recognized by many as absolutely
crucial, it remains essentially an ad hoc “medical unit”, or a counseling center (i.e. a
service called upon only when the need arises). Its primary intent is therefore healing,
and not discipleship. The potential of the IHD ministry to empower effective
discipleship would not be fully realized in such an instance.
While it is acknowledged that some informal teaching and discipleship does
occur during the time of ministry, all the pastors indicated a strong preference for an
IHD ministry with a comprehensive formal teaching, covering the believer’s identity
and life issues. This is preferred as the most appropriate model. Pastor Wendy (TCC)
opined that “ministry alone is still part of discipleship because persons are dealing
with their issues and encountering God but a formal teaching and ministry structure
sets DEW apart as holistic in its approach to discipleship.” Pastor Steven (TCC)
makes the following comments: “Prayer ministry is always accompanied by teaching
even if it is very brief and not as systematic. My personal preference however, is that
some form of systematic formal teaching takes place, so that the person receiving
ministry is much better prepared.” Vanessa, a lay leader (TCC), opined that formal
teaching is needed, so that participants are informed and will receive ministry
meaningfully. Pastor Frank (TCC) commented:
Formal teaching makes a difference in four aspects – first, it helps the believer
to identify roots of the problem and freedom is already being experienced
before the prayer ministry begins (John 8:32 – ‘the Truth will set you free’);
second, the formal teaching builds up faith to receive the prayer ministry;
third, it brings an awareness and a desire to receive healing; and finally,
knowledge from the formal teaching keeps them free in the long run.
Pastor Chen (Shimei-Baptist church - Taiwan) shared an observation that
before DEW, many in his church went through inner healing and prophetic ministries
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that had no foundational truth teaching. He noted that their lives did not improve;
instead they became proud and non-submissive, arrogant, quarrelsome, confronting
the pastors and leaders. He attributes this to a lack of formal teaching (accompanying
the prayer ministry), that gives a firm foundation in the Word of God, addressing
spiritual and relational aspects of life, and promoting a sanctified lifestyle which helps
people know how to live their lives better. Pastor Wei (JenAi Baptist Church Taiwan) concurred saying that without the formal teaching, prayer ministry can bring
healing but cannot teach the person how to live a better life. Pastor Chen (Taiwan)
likewise believed that formal teaching accompanying prayer ministry, helps people
know how to live their lives better.
Wu, Pastor Chen’s wife (Taiwan) shared that in the past, before DEW, people
who had gone for inner healing ministry became very ministry dependent and demon
centered (i.e. always looking for deliverance from demons) and did not take personal
ownership of their own growth. Whenever something went wrong, they would look
for ministry; they relied too much on others when the responsibilityshould have been
theirs. She shared that formal teaching brings balance. Pastor Cai (Xin-Xing church Taiwan) agreed with Pastor Wu. Pastor Xu (Xu-Xing church – Taiwan) said that if
there is no truth to align with, IHD would become merely a “feel good therapy.” A
good IHD program melds knowledge with practical experience and inner healing,
backed by formal teaching. In this way, a culture of personal responsibility among
believers is developed, which helps the church to grow as a whole.
These observations underscore the importance of an IHD ministry
characterized by a formal teaching component, accompanied by prayer ministry.
Although one can argue that some form of teaching occurs during the prayer ministry,
and that a person experiences some healing, the lack of systematic instructional
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teaching appears to create yet another set of problems for the leadership, such as an
over-reliance on “feel good” emotions, without a solid grounding on God’s Word, and
the Truth.
The DEW model of IHD differs from many IHD ministries in that it provides
a formal teaching and ministry to resolve past entanglements with the world, and
rebuild necessary foundations for growth and further discipleship. The formal
teaching addresses the life of the whole person covering many key issues, all within
the same period of time that the believer attends the DEW program. The formal
teaching serves to identify the futility of a person’s past beliefs and lifestyle, helps
him differentiate between truth and lies; breaks destructive mindsets; helps him to
acknowledge sin; provokes attentiveness to issues requiring resolution with the help
of God through ministry; corrects his understanding of God and his real identity in
God/Christ; builds his faith in God; empowers him to take personal responsibility for
transformation and growth; and establishes truth in him, enabling the building of a
new godly foundation for growth.
Ministry facilitates encounters with the love, goodness and power of God to
bring emotional healing, releasing the person from past entanglements, canceling and
rooting out ungodly beliefs, breaking them free from the bondages established by
Satan and the world. The believer comes into agreement, alignment and assimilation
of the truth, thus removing ungodly belief systems and replacing them with godly
belief systems – there is an intentional correction and reframing of the mind to God’s
truth and the reality of God as a loving Father, as well as a resolving of ungodly
emotions associated with past hurts. Ministry also releases him to receive the
acceptance and embrace of God the Father, which launches him into a new intimate
relationship with God, Whom he can now fully trust and obey. He now becomes
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enthusiastic about living his life in right relationship with God and man, pursuing the
purposes of God. The end result is a changed person who is enthusiastic about
spiritual growth through discipleship; who builds strong, healthy, meaningful
relationship with others; who serves God with gratitude; who lives a Christ-centered
life guided by God’s Kingdom values, beliefs, priorities and purposes; and who
overcomes life’s challenges through full dependence on the goodness of God.
The strength of a working partnership between a formal teaching platform
occurring in tandem with prayer ministry, lies in the synergy between the two. Pastor
Poh Cheng (TCC) offers the view:
Formal teaching brings clarity to right and wrong mindsets and brings truth to
a person’s life. Personal prayer ministry sessions are conducted in a safe and
confidential environment allowing for believers to be transparent about their
struggles and issues. The openness facilitates an access to God encounters and
healing experiences; it reveals the reality of who God is, and generates in the
counselee a desire to pursue and be intimate with God. Finally, the
wholesomeness of the DEW ministry provides a newfound conviction to
embrace God’s purposes and destiny and walk in partnership with God.
Pastor Chieng (JenAi-Baptist Church – Taiwan) summarizes the benefits of
combining truth teaching and prayer ministry, in this way:
The teaching helps them to know that they can receive freedom through
prayer-ministry. The prayer-ministry confirms the truth and provides for an
encounter with the love of God and benefits of the cross. I think that the
prayer-ministry is to let the person experience the truth about God’s love for
the believer’s life. Our purpose is to let the person experience God, bring
restoration to a believer’s life and establish a relationship with God. To do this
adequately requires a partnership between a formal-teaching platform and a
prayer-ministry platform.
Pastor Wendy (TCC) surmised the value of DEW in another way:
Believers have greater liberty because they became aware of their personal
issues and deal with them. They have handles given to them through the
teaching. There is an encounter with God and an acknowledgement of what
God has done for them. Their prayer life improves. They have a greater faith
to believe God can change and transform their lives. Because they are freed
from their personal issues, they are able to serve and have a greater capacity to
serve.
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Finally Pastor Steven offers another important insight into the benefits of
DEW. He says:
The key advantage of DEW relates to the benefits associated with a
concentrated and focused time of formal teaching and prayer ministry. There
is an intensive and focused platform for many of life’s issues to converge and
take place over several consecutive days and sessions instead of the many
aspects of life being received over the timeline of a Christian’s life. During
this intense focused timeframe, key thoughts are replaced and aligned with
God’s truth, key healing takes place, and disciples are able to think, feel,
speak, act and make choices to live a life pattern that is more consistent with
God’s will and ways.
In essence, DEW adds substantial value to the discipleship process. DEW
creates in a person, a clean and healthy foundation for spiritual growth by removing
hindrances to growth and sets in truths both in knowledge and in real experiential
encounters with God’s love and goodness. These inputs are achieved over a focused
and intense period of ministry during which many life issues of Christian living are
brought to the surface and addressed. It is like an old house that is totally demolished
and its foundations re-laid immediately so that a new house can be raised. This is
unlike a discipleship process with IHD ministry (but without a formal teaching
component), in which people take a longer time to deal with issues in their lives. It is
like repairing or renovating different parts of the house and correcting different parts
of the foundation as and when the flaws are discovered – as when someone falls ill
and is admitted into a “hospital unit.” This summarizes the importance of an IHD
ministry such as DEW. In the traditional, the IHD ministry (without a formal teaching
program), although discipleship does happen, it largely remains only an ad hoc (or
supplementary) ministry and the church never fully reaps the full potential and
benefits of it being an integrated part of the discipleship structure of the local church.
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Discipleship-effectiveness improves because trust is built during DEW ministry.
Participants receive help because of transparency
Pastor David (Taiwan) said that discipleship becomes much easier when
believers are more willing to accept and conform to the church’s teaching, directions,
goals and vision. Pastor Daniel (Shimen-Baptist Church – Taiwan) shared his
experience that …after DEW, their hearts were opened, which is a major
breakthrough. People had never been so open and willing to share about their lives
before, and this facilitates healing in different areas of their lives. This results in a
shift in the spiritual atmosphere of the church.” In addition, Pastor David commented
that the believers realized that the leadership was rebuilding them via DEW, and
accordingly, their trust in leadership increased significantly after DEW.
Pastor Cai (Xin-Xing-Church – Taiwan) also shared the same observation. He
said DEW ministry builds trust through the sharing of personal lives. Pastor Ye
(Taipei-Luzhou-Great-Commission Church – Taiwan) observed the same result
among believers that relationships of trust were being built (and restored) as believers
were increasingly willing to share their personal lives with their prayer counselors.
Moreover the nurturing atmosphere of the ministry had touched the lives of many
other believers in a deep way.
An important aspect of discipleship facilitated by DEW and being alluded to
by comments from the pastors, relates to trust in the discipling relationship. Those
who have attended DEW teaching and received ministry, developed a greater trust
toward their leaders that allowed for a deeper relationship. Pastor David (Taiwan)
commented that: “trust has been built because they know that we are not trying to
manipulate or control them.”
Pastor Chieng Leh Yong (JenAi-Baptist Church - Taiwan) made the following
comment:
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Leaders who have gone through DEW training are also more open in sharing
their own lives. In the past, we dared not talk about issues on sex. We could
not open up so deeply and be transparent. But in DEW, we talk about
everything and hide nothing. There isn’t anything we can’t talk about now.
Thus, we are able to help look after each other better, because we are more
transparent with each other. As leaders, we feel safer.
Discipleship is at its best when there is open and honest sharing about
struggles and issues believers face. DEW provides opportunities for transparency that
set a foundation for addressing issues and resolving them with God during ministry
time. The extended benefits of this transparency during the time of ministry include
the development of trust in the integrity of the discipleship process, resulting in
growth and openness between leaders and members that make the discipleship
process easier and more effective.

Discipleship made easier because of improved intimate personal relationship
with God – the result of encountering God’s reality during DEW
Pastor David (Taiwan) observed that believers began having a stronger
personal relationship with God. Pastor Chieng (JenAi-Baptist Church – Taiwan)
shared that after DEW, “many actually heard the voice of the Holy Spirit the next day.
Those who previously could not see or hear anything from the Holy Spirit began to
see, hear, receive and see visions in the midst of ministering, and spiritual
discernment was activated.”
A few testimonies from participants of Group 3 (in Category B) verified the
claims of Pastor David and Pastor Chieng. Huang (Taiwan) shared: “After DEW, I
began hearing God speak to me the next day clearly.” Bryan (Taiwan) shared the
same experience. He said that before DEW, “I was “blind” and could not hear God.
After DEW, when the strongholds of the enemy were removed, I experienced God
speaking to me through Bible verses during personal devotional reading of the Bible. I
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started hearing God’s voice and seeing visions.” Bryan also felt very assured of God’s
love and protection after DEW.
A third testimony from Jane (Taiwan) revealed that she was a reserved person,
who loved God very much, and who also felt God’s love, albeit to a limited extent.
She wanted to do more for the Lord, but felt a distance between herself and God.
Hence, she had not dared to venture into anything for the Lord. She shared that she
held onto many things that prevented her from getting closer to God. After DEW, she
perceived a significant shift in her relationship with God, as she felt totally loved by
God. She realized she could let go of things that once held her back. Her security was
now fully anchored in God’s abundant love.
Discipleship must facilitate the development of an intimate relationship with
God. Huang, Bryan and Jane testified to DEW facilitating this development, which
the pastors also testified to as one key benefit of DEW. DEW facilitates a Godencounter experience that brings many participants into an intimate spiritual
encounter with God, in a way they have not experienced before.
A sister from Shimen-Baptist Church (Taiwan) experienced spiritual renewal
after rendering forgiveness, confession and repentance of sin. There was a moment
during the time of ministry where she encountered the Lord’s light flooding her, and
she felt His presence. She says her life has gone through a major renewal. It is Godencounter moments such as these, during times of DEW ministry, that awakens a
person’s sensitivity to the reality of God. Therefore, believers like Huang, Bryan and
the two sisters have continued to grow in their personal relationships with God. Such
outcomes are the work of discipleship facilitated by DEW.
Results from participants of Group 4 (Category B) reveal that 755 of 843
(89%) of the testimonies experienced Type 3 benefits, namely “Encounter with God
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and a Renewal of Faith.” 553 participants experienced an encounter with God; 138
experienced a renewal of faith; 253 testified to a greater intimacy in their relationship
with God; 313 shared that there was a strengthening of their identity in Christ. All
these attest to a significant and compelling growth in their relationship with God.

Discipleship made easier through willingness of believers to serve after DEW
Another key area of discipleship is serving. This involves the willingness of
believers to be equipped and mobilized for the work of ministry. Pastor Chieng
(Taiwan) shared that before DEW, “it was impossible for us to lead our workers to a
higher level of serving God just by loving the Lord, as they were so much filled with
their past, which restricted them from living out their lives of service to others with
using the gifts and anointing of the Holy Spirit.” Pastor Wei (Taiwan) testified that
after DEW:
…people were willing to serve because they had a deep sense of gratitude for
the healing they received from the Lord. There is now a pool of people who
are willing to serve in various capacities. We also saw more capable people
stepping forward – it is as if their leadership qualities were hidden by their
personal problems. Those who had been serving have become more effective
in ministry. There is also a stability and perseverance in their serving.
Zhuang, a lay leader in the same church said: “Recently, we had one batch of
people who completed DEW, and they all wanted to become cell leaders!” He also
shared that he had one member with great leadership potential who was resistant to
becoming a cell leader. Though he had availed himself to leadership, they found him
difficult to work with. After DEW, he was no longer the same, as his level of trust,
obedience and commitment changed for the better.
Pastor David (Taiwan) said, before DEW, “we could only care for them. We
had no ability to help them resolve their problems. Some leaders could persevere with
their problems and but others could not. Most leaders did not last more than two
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years.” He continued: “After DEW, they were helped in resolving their problems and
emotional issues – be it marital or personal. They also began to pursue an intimate
relationship with God and learned to rely on God for help. We have grown from 10 to
40 leaders, with 15 sectional leaders and 2 Pastors.”
Pastor David (Taiwan) conducted a useful longitudinal tracking of the lives of
six members within his church (this is found in Appendix G). Through systematic
collection of data, he found the key turning point of growth and transformation to be
the introduction of DEW. Church discipleship without DEW helps mature believers
but only up to a certain level, as deeper issues in a believer’s life will emerge and will
have to be reckoned with. DEW has provided the means for deeper access into
believers’ lives and has facilitated an encounter with God that resolves the deeper
issues.
Pastor Chieng (Taiwan) stated that DEW is part of discipleship as it achieves
the intent of discipleship. She defines discipleship as the transition and transformation
of life from old to new, from believers to disciples, constructively shaping lives. DEW
allows people to walk out of darkness into light, from brokenness into wellness and a
life renewed in God. She also observes that DEW achieves another aspect of
discipleship, which is that it equips a person to minister to others. Those who are
trained as DEW workers are concurrently discipled to minister to others.
One result of DEW, according to Pastor Chieng (Taiwan) is that DEW
releases a person to join the community, so that he can now share in the work of the
Great Commission. This is made possible as a healed person can better interact with
others and love them. Pastor Wei (Taiwan) observed that after DEW, believers were
better able to let God lead them; they also became more confident in their service to
God and others.
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A participant of Group 3 in Category B corroborates the valuable change
precipitated by DEW. Huang (Taiwan) shares: “After DEW, I began hearing God
speak to me the next day so clearly. I used to just go to church, but now I serve God
passionately and God speaks to me. When I minister to people, the Holy Spirit just
reveals things to me, and I find it easier to minister to people." Based on the results
from participants of Group 4 (Category B), 221 of the 843 testimonies indicated that
believers had a greater passion to serve and a greater passion to pursue the plans and
purposes of God for their lives.

Some evidence of negative effects and backsliding after DEW
An important question was asked of both Taiwanese pastors and TCC pastors
concerning negative experiences with DEW, or cases of backsliding after attending
DEW. The Taiwanese pastors said that there had been a few such cases. Pastor Chen
and his wife, Wu, said that they had only seen about five cases out of 100, who did
not benefit from DEW. He cited one example of a sister-in-Christ, who was
previously heavily involved in the occult. She was a priestess, had been sexually
abused and raped, and intellectually challenged; she also came from a very
dysfunctional family. He also acknowledged that there was a group of believers who
felt good after the ministry, but did not make progress after DEW, as they did not take
ownership for their personal growth in the Lord. Some other reasons for backsliding
included being too busy with family, encountering unforeseen problems, not being
able to resolve those problems, and not asking for help. He recounted some cases of
people who fell back into their old patterns. He gave the example of a person who got
worse, as he refused to talk about his issues; he would not let others help him for fear
they would know about his issues; he was still very defensive in nature, was difficult
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to follow up or dialogue with; was not involved in serving, and his concept of God
was still not biblically based.
Pastor Ye (Luzhou Church – Taipei) said there was a small number of such
cases. The predominant reason was that they had returned to the same hostile
environment that wounded them in the first place, resulting in much of the healing
becoming undone. This highlighted the need for continued support and counseling to
help the believers discover strategies of coping within the hostile environments they
find themselves in.
Still other reasons for backsliding include: believers attending DEW because
they were coerced, not based on their own volition or desire; DEW workers’ attitudes
and lack of skills proficiency; counselee’s lack of faith and poor perception of the
ministry received. The believer’s own lack of ownership was a contributing reason for
the lack of success in some cases.
Pastors in TCC also acknowledged cases of negative setbacks. All pastors said
these cases were, however, few in number. Pastor Pat (TCC) said she has seen about
1% or 2% of such cases among believers sent for DEW. Pastor Wendy (TCC) said she
would give the estimate at around 3% to 5%. This was about the same estimate that
most of the other pastors gave.
In addition to the reasons given, the Taiwanese pastors added that believers
who were not open to the teaching, who wanted to continue in their lifestyle and
habits of sin, who held on to pride and lacked humility, and who attended the program
with an “I am okay” mentality, often backslided after DEW.
Pastor Joyce (TCC) shared that most people she sent, reported that DEW had
impacted them very much, and that in the last five years, she has sent over a hundred
believers through the DEW- program; her estimate is that less than five percent of
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believers experienced negative setbacks. Clearly there is no foolproof program –
while the ministry is effective, it remains up to the individual to decide whether to
open himself to the ministry, and whether he takes ownership of his own personal
growth after the program. Pastor Melvin (TCC) opined:
At the end of the day, in order for discipleship to be fully effective, it depends
on the person and what happens after that. As far as the discipleship system
and process are concerned, the provision for receiving ministry is made by
DEW to ensure effective discipleship can follow through, but the person has to
take ownership.
Post-DEW follow-up strategies – TCC and Taiwan
Because this dissertation is about IHD being part of the discipleship structural
process of the local church, it is important to look at the follow up strategies to make
sure that the links for continual discipleship are seamless and effective. Pastors and
leaders from both Taiwanese and TCC samples were asked about post-DEW program
follow up that would help consolidate the healing received, and lay a foundation for
continued discipleship. Sister Esther (TCC) reported that she had encountered
difficulties in attempting to do follow up with some of those whom she had sent for
DEW, as some believers were not willing to share about their areas of healing. Pastor
Melanie (TCC) said that she encountered similar situations. She that DEW provides a
framework that could guide the cells to help consolidate (close the loop on) the
healing that had taken place during the DEW-program. This would enable counselors
and leaders to dialogue further with the DEW attendees, yet without violating their
confidentiality.
Pastor Steven (TCC) suggested that attendees of DEW be asked for their
permission to share limited information about their areas of healings, so that pastors
can support their recovery. Other suggestions include getting them to revisit the DEW
program to consolidate their understanding of the teaching received previously;
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encouraging them to intentionally help a believer to develop his personal devotional
disciplines of reading the Bible and praying; helping them to continuously change and
reinforce right belief-systems; supporting them in meeting new challenges; helping
them develop new attitudes; a mentoring and an accountability support system to
reinforce the change of habits and lifestyle; encouraging believers to attend “Intimacy
with God” courses; insisting on the removal of occult-idols, relics, items, books, etc.;
urging them to live a greater commitment to cell-life for regular nurture and care;
encouraging regular attendance at church services; and inspiring them towards a more
active life of serving.
Pastor David (Taiwan) recounted that some believers had been effectively
helped by one-on-one, once a week sessions (for up to 8 weeks), on reading the Bible,
and by being shown how to pray. Pastor Chen (Taiwan) opined that follow-up review
programs are important for believers’ continued growth. She suggested that believers
should be asked to come back for a review six months after attending DEW. This will
give people a chance to affirm their God encounters and affirm how God is working
in their lives. Huang (Taiwan) said having the believers testify in their cell group after
the ministry, helped them to consolidate their encounters with God and their healing.
In addition, he observed that believers fared better after DEW, if they allowed
themselves to be mentored for at least a few weeks (e.g. 21 days), to ensure that they
were walking out their healing and freedom. Pastor Poh Cheng (TCC) suggested the
creation of a recommended reading resource to help believers take ownership of their
total recovery and growth post-DEW.
Admittedly, the general DEW framework does not have a post-DEW followup plan or guide for pastors and leaders to follow-up with every participant of DEW.
However, TCC DEW has a follow-up plan of its own. In TCC, every participant is
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asked to return for a review of their recovery and healing process two to four months
after they have received ministry. During this time, participants may receive further
ministry in areas that need reinforcing and/or revisiting. Participants are also asked to
affirm their encounter with the love of God and their healing by writing a testimony
and a letter of thanks to the Lord. Should the counselee be deemed by the DEW
workers as needing additional help such as accountability, counseling and extra
pastoral care after the ministry, DEW seeks the participant’s permission to share
relevant details with their pastors. This is based on the understanding that pastors are
partners in the healing process of participants. In the follow-up sessions, pastors meet
with the participants to ascertain the kinds of pastoral care needed. With the need for a
follow-up program in view, it is important now for DEW to elicit the suggestions of
the pastors from TCC and Taiwan, on a suitable platform, as a way to close the loop
on the IHD process.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
A summary of observed results by the Pastors of those who have attended
DEW include character transformation, an ability to engage people, a willingness to
grow in spiritual disciplines, a willingness to lead, faithful Christian service, a desire
to share testimonies, a better understanding of God’s love in a real and personal way,
an understanding of their own issues and an increased openness to share their
struggles. They also seem more willing to be accountable, and more willing to receive
intentional discipleship. All of these results attest to the value of discipleship having
taken place as a result of attendance in DEW. All the pastors in the survey preferred
an IHD ministry that was much more integrated, than separate. An IHD ministry (with
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formal teaching and prayer ministry) was expressly preferred over one without a
formal teaching structure.

CHAPTER 3: LINK ING SANCTIFICATION, IHD AND
DISCIPLESH IP

In this chapter, I explore the biblical and theological connections to
sanctification, IHD and discipleship. There is an integral link between all three works
that has not been considered sufficiently. This has denied the church of the inclusion
of IHD as an integral part of the discipleship structure. As I will demonstrate, the
research presented in this thesis supports the integral and inextricable link between all
three works.
SANCTIFICATION
Definition of Sanctification
As an ordained-minister of the Assemblies of God (AG), I will begin with the
AG’s definition of Sanctification, as described in the AG fundamentals of faith:
Sanctification is an act of separation from that which is evil, and of dedication
unto God (Roms. 12:1, 2; 1 Thessalonian 5:23; Hebrew 13:12)…
Sanctification is realized in the believer by recognizing his identification with
Christ in His death and resurrection, and by faith reckoning daily upon the fact
of that union, and by offering every faculty continually to the dominion of the
Holy Spirit. (Roms. 6:1-11; 6:13; 8:12; Galatians 2:20; Philippians 2:12-13; 1
Peter 1: 5)1
For the AG, the basic idea of Sanctification is about being set apart or
separated unto holiness.2 Sanctification occurs initially as a declaration that a person
is holy immediately when the person receives Christ as Lord and Savior (1
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Assemblies of God, Fundamental Truth (full statement), accessed January 2, 2017
www.ag.org/top/beliefs/statement_of_fundamental_truths/sft_full.cfm.
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“What is the Assemblies of God belief about sanctification and how does it differ from other
churches”, The General Council of the Assemblies of God, accessed January 2, 2017
http://ag.org/top/beliefs/topics/gendoct_05_sanctification.cfm.
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Corinthians 1:30; 6:11).3 This means that the believer is separated from his/her past
life of sin and is now dedicated to God.4 Sanctification then continues as “a
progressive-lifelong process” of the work of the Holy Spirit, at separating the believer
from evil and becoming more like Christ, drawing ever closer to God.5 The AG calls
this the progressive aspect of sanctification.6 Christians may not attain absolute
perfection in this life, but he/she must diligently submit himself/herself to the Holy
Spirit’s work at transforming him/her to live a holy life (2 Corinthians 3:18; Hebrews
12:14).7 Hence, the AG does not subscribe to the teaching that sanctification is a onetime experience, in that a person is made perfect at the point of salvation.8 The AG
does not embrace the Holiness Pentecostals Wesleyan distinction regarding initial and
entire sanctification, which expands into a “three stage Holiness Pentecostal ‘ordo
salutis’ salvation, entire sanctification and baptism of the Holy Spirit with endowment
for power to bear witness”.9 Instead, the Assemblies of God embraces the finished
work that “conversion came about because the sinful nature was crucified with
Christ”, and that “sanctification is a lifelong process of learning to live out once-andfor-all regenerated hearts”.10
Other definitions of sanctification suggest very similar ideas. Henry Clarence
Theissen adds “the imputation of Christ as our holiness” in his definition of
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sanctification.”11 Timothy P. Jenney believes that Millard J. Erickson’s definition is
the clearest representation of the Pentecostal understanding of sanctification to date.12
Erickson describes sanctification as a lifelong continuing process of God in making
the believer actually holy (‘holy’ meaning ‘bearing an actual likeness to God’).13
Sanctification brings the believer’s moral condition into alignment with the believer’s
legal status of holiness-in-Christ before God. It is “a continuation of what was begun
in regeneration, when a newness of life was conferred upon and instilled within the
believer.”14 He adds that “sanctification is the Holy Spirit applying to the life of the
believer the work done by Jesus Christ.”15 Anthony A. Hoekema’s definition of
sanctification includes a call “involving our responsible participation in the works of
the Holy Spirit at renewing our entire nature according to the image of God.”16
Comparing these various definitions, it is clear that sanctification is about a believer
becoming more like Christ through the work of the Holy Spirit that happens over the
lifetime of a Christian, beginning at the point of salvation, but continuing after. At the
point of salvation, the status of sanctification is imputed to the believer for him/her to
have an intimate relationship with God and to grow in the image of Christ, which is
the work of God over the lifetime of the believer requiring his/her responsible
response.
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Sanctification Begins with Justification
Sanctification is the continuing of God’s plan of salvation which began with
our justification in and through Christ – without justification, there can be no
sanctification. Before salvation, we are described as being alienated from God,
“bounded in sin and death; guilt and estrangement; ignorance of truth; bondage to
habit and vice; fear of demons, of death, of life, of God, of hell; despair of self;
alienation from others because of hurts and rejection; pressures of the world; a
meaningless life lived in sin.”17 We were living our lives in opposition to God,
perpetuating the rebelliousness against God that began from the sin of Adam in
Genesis. Sanctification cannot happen without being reconciled to God. To be
reconciled to God, requires our willingness to receive God’s forgiveness given to us
in and through the work of Christ that is provided for our justification. Neil Anderson
and Robert L. Saucy in their book, “The Common Made Holy” says:
Justification is God’s declaration of our righteousness or right standing with
Him as the moral Law-Giver of the universe. The condemnation due our sins
has been removed. The change of legal relationship is totally a gift from God
because of Christ’s work for us. Romans 3:21-26 makes clear this truth…18
Romans 3:21-22 tells us that besides the righteousness of God seen in the Law
of God, God has given Jesus Christ as another visibly tangible form of His
righteousness, that agrees with the Law and Prophets, that brings those who believe in
Jesus Christ into a right relationship with Him.19 Verses 23-24 identify our depraved
state of sin (our best state is still short of God’s glory) that needs God’s gift of
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righteousness through Jesus Christ to justify us. It is strictly God’s gift of grace,
meaning there is nothing we can do to deserve His grace.20 In verse 25, Paul makes it
clear that this is God’s work of propitiation for us through the work of Christ in His
death for our sins, which is appropriated by us through faith in Jesus Christ.21 The act
of propitiation has everything to do with Christ bearing the penalty of the law in
men’s place in His death on the cross (Galatians 3:13) to make propitiation for their
sins. In this act of sacrifice, Christ who was without sin personally, was
representatively treated as a sinner and punished in the sinner’s place (2 Corinthians
5:21).22 For all who believe in the saving work of God through Jesus Christ,
justification is effected, changing the believer’s status with God.23
Daniel B. Pecota, writes from a Pentecostal perspective:
The term (justification) refers to that act by which, on the basis of the infinite
righteous and satisfactory work of Christ on the cross, God declares condemned
sinners to be free from all the guilt of sin and from its eternal consequences and
declares them to be fully righteous in His sight... Christ has already paid the full
penalty for sin (Romans 3:21-26). We, therefore, can and do stand before God
fully acquitted.24
Pecota elaborates on how justification is received by faith:
…we receive it by faith (Ephesians 2:8). …Faith is never the ground of
justification. The New Testament never says that justification is ‘dia pistin’,
‘on account of faith,’ but always ‘dia pisteos’, ‘through faith’. The Bible does
not regard faith as meritorious, but rather as merely a hand outstretched to
receive God’s free gift. Faith has always been the means of justification, even
in the case of the Old Testament saints (cf. Galatians 3:6-9). 25
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Justification is God’s act of declaring him righteous who believes in Christ. It is
something declared of man but it does not make him righteous in his character.26
Pecota explains that we do and will experience great benefits such as peace
with God (Romans 5:1); preservation ‘from God’s wrath’ (Romans 5:9); the
assurance of final glorification (Romans 8:30); the present and future freedom from
condemnation (Romans 8:33 – 34); and becoming heirs according to the hope of
eternal life (Titus 3:7).27 Adding to that is the presence of the Holy Spirit in our lives
upon justification (Romans 8:15), who effects sanctification in us (1 Corinthians 6:11)
and empowers us with His gifts to do the work of Christ (1 Corinthians 12:7-11).
Justification Activates Regeneration, Setting Sanctification in Motion
Upon justification, God regenerates the new believer. The new believer is said
to be “born again” (regenerated) as in John 3:3 – “Verily, verily, I say to thee, except
a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.” Being born again can also
be translated as “being born from above.” This regeneration is not about reformation,
or becoming religious, or having a change of heart.28 Guy P. Duffield and N.W. Van
Cleave in their book, “Foundations of Pentecostal Theology” describe the new birth
as:
…is not the changing of something in man, nor the removal of something from
man – something which he never before possessed. The New Birth is literally
the impartation of the Divine Nature to the heart and life of the sinner, which
makes him a new creation. It is brought to pass through a personal union with
Jesus Christ. ‘He that hath the Son hath life; and he that hath not the Son of
God hath not life’ (1 John 5:12; 2 Peter 1:4).29
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It is the birthing of a new nature in the new believer by the Holy Spirit that has
elements of cleansing – “According to His mercy, He saved us, by the washing of
regeneration” (Titus 3:5).30 There is a birthing of a new creation – “Therefore if any
man be in Christ, he is a new- creature; the old has passed away; behold all things are
become new” (2 Corinthians 5:17; Ephesians 2:10, 4:24; Galatians 6:15).31 The New
Birth is further described as a resurrection in that the believer has been crucified with
Christ and also raised together with Him (Romans 6:2-7).32 Both truths are spiritual
realities that come from the believer’s identification with the death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ.33 The believer now has the spiritual life of God birthed and resident in
him.
A very good description of this state of the regenerated man is that the sinner
changes (Romans 3:9 – 18; 8:7) from a godless self-seeking lawless person into one
who loves, trusts, repents of rebelliousness and unbelief, and seeks God’s will for his
or her life. The Holy Spirit has removed the blindness of the man to God’s love,
freeing him to discern God’s love and truth and to embrace a life of obedience to God
(1 Corinthians 2:14-15; 2 Corinthians 4:6; Colossians 3:10; Romans 6:14, 17-22;
Philippians 2:13).34 The regenerate man is described as “having forever ceased to be
the man he was; his old life is over and a new life has begun; he is a new creature in
Christ, buried with Him out of the reach of condemnation and raised with Him into a
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new life of righteousness (Romans 6:3-11; 2 Corinthians 5:17; Colossians 3:9-11)”.35
Whilst this newness of nature and desire to pursue God exists, he is still very much
influenced, and can still be deeply immersed, in his old mindsets, past hurts, and
lifestyle practices, though he would want to break out of them. Charles M. Horne
describes this old nature as “…that capacity which all man have to serve and please
Satan, sin, and self; whereas the new nature of the Spirit is that capacity to serve God,
righteousness and others”.36 With this new nature of the Spirit imparted to him, the
believer begins his journey into the fullness of his being, and his status of
righteousness-in-Christ that God accorded to him through Christ’s union with him.
The journey of sanctification begins here from the point of justification and
regeneration, with the impartation of initial sanctification continuing with the lifelong
progressive aspect of sanctification.
Sanctification – the work of God as an initial position and a process
Whilst regeneration is the point of the beginning of a new life at conversion,
sanctification is the growth process through which the Holy Spirit brings the believer
through into being transformed in the image of God, the likeness of Christ, in pursuit
of God’s will.37 Though sanctification is a process, it begins at the point of
conversion, simultaneously with justification and regeneration, because inherent in
the act of sanctification is the starting point of the positional-status of being separated
unto the Lord, and belonging to the Lord (1 Peter 2:9).38 1 Peter 2:9-10 states that
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positional status as a “chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people of
God’s possession.” A change of status has taken place the moment we accept His
given mercy - once they were a disobedient people doomed for destruction but now
they were chosen by God, who has made them a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a
people of God – once they had not received mercy but now they have received
mercy(1 Peter 2:8).
Duffield and Van Cleave explain it like this: “The moment a person is born
again he is said to be sanctified (1 Corinthians 6:11)”39. They call this the initial
positional sanctification during which the Holiness of Jesus is imputed to the believer.
The believer “may not yet be holy in his daily living, but the holiness of Jesus is put
into his account, much like the righteousness of Jesus is put into his account when he
is justified.”40
Timothy P. Jenney explains Paul’s teaching on instantaneous sanctification in
1 Corinthians 6:11:
And that is what some of you were, but you were washed, you were sanctified,
you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our
God.” Paul says this work was accomplished by the Spirit (cf.2 Thessalonian
2:13). The form of the Greek verbs “washed,” “sanctified,” and “justified” in
this passage (aorist passive) gives no sense of any sort of process here. They
all refer to the same instantaneous, completed experience: conversion.41
Jenney points out that while there is an initial instantaneous work of
sanctification by the Holy Spirit, there is also a process of sanctification by the Holy
Spirit. The Holy Spirit continues His work with the believer in three additional ways:
“(a) He continually sanctifies the believer from sin, (b) He increasingly delivers the
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believer from sin in fact, and (c) He uses believers to assist in the work of
sanctification.”42
Sanctification begins as a crisis of status and continues as a process of God’s
dealing with man to bring him into a full realization of holiness that God intends for
him in his being, character and living.43 Such was the experience of Jimmy44:
“I was very burdened when I first came to church. Lots of anger in me and
unforgiveness towards those who had hurt me in the past. I had lots of selfcondemnation about things I had done in the past. My sexual sins were
haunting me all the while. I held anger against my wife for her rejection of me
as a husband. (This is the crisis of status that Jimmy was experiencing).
I have now reconnected with my wife and have forgiven my brother who
has hurt me very badly in my growing up years. Thank God for setting me free
from all this spiritual baggage which I had been carrying all these years. I have
the confidence and faith that God is my Helper in all the circumstances of my
life. (Through the process of ministry, Jimmy encountered God Who brought
him into a realization of the holiness that God intends for him in his character,
being and living)
I have experienced restored relationship with my wife, my children and my
brother. There is also improved relationship with my co-worker. I have a
deeper walk with God, and I have grown in my faith in God. Now I am
trusting God more in every situation of my life.” (Jimmy is now living out the
life that God intends for him to live).
This is a part of the progressive experience of God’s work throughout the believer’s
Christian life of cleansing and purging from moral defilement and the building of the
person into the likeness of Christ.45 The apostle Paul says in Philippians 1:6 – “For I
am confident of this very thing, that He who began a good work in you will perfect it
until the day of Christ Jesus.”46 Erickson says that: “sanctification is a supernatural
work…done by God, not something we do ourselves…supernatural in the sense that it
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is a special, volitional work or series of works by the Holy Spirit…not just a matter of
His general providence as universally manifested.”47
Theissen underlines the involvement of the triune God in the work of
sanctification:
God the Father sanctifies the believer in that He reckons the holiness of Christ
to him (1 Corinthians 1:30), work in him that which is well-pleasing in His
sight (Hebrew 13:21), and disciplines him (Heb. 12::9f; 1 Peter 4:17f; 5:10)…
Christ sanctifies the believer by laying down His life for him (Heb.10:10;
13:12), by producing holiness in him by the spirit (Rom.8:13; Heb.2:11)… the
Holy Spirit sanctifies the believer in that He frees him from the carnal nature
(Rom.8:2), strives against the manifestation of it (Galatians 5:17), puts to
death the old nature as the believer yields it to Him for crucifixion (Romans
8:13), and produces the fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 4:22f.). Thus, there is a
definite function of each member of the Trinity in our sanctification.48
Thiessen whilst pointing out the involvement of the triune God in
sanctification, also states that the immediate work with the believer is done by the
Holy Spirit. While the formation of the Christlikeness in us is the work of the Holy
Spirit, Paul underscores our active partnership with the Holy Spirit, so that He can
perform the work of sanctification in us.
Paul on our partnership with God
Sanctification is the work of the Holy Spirit in our lives and it requires our
partnership. Theisen explains that both God and man are involved in God’s
sanctification work of man.49 Paul writes in Philippians: “Work out your salvation
with fear and trembling; for God is at work in you, both to will and to work for His
good pleasure (Philippians 2:12-13)”50. Romans 8:13 says: “…for if you are living
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according to the flesh, you must die; but if by the Spirit you are putting to death the
deeds of the body, you will live.”51 Erickson points out that “while sanctification is
God’s work, believers have their role as well, entailing both removal of sinfulness and
development of holiness.”52 Paul tells the Corinthian church: “Let us cleanse
ourselves from all defilement of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of
God (2 Corinthians 7:1).”53 In Romans 12:2, Paul says: “And do not be conformed to
this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so that you may prove
what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect.”54 In other
words, Paul is saying that we have an active role to play in partnering with God in His
sanctification of our lives.
William W. Menzies and Stanley M. Horton in their book “Bible Doctrine – A
Pentecostal Perspective,” agree that both God and man are involved in man’s
sanctification:
We also have the responsibility of taking an active part in the battle against sin
and in experiencing the positive side of sanctification. However, the whole
responsibility for progressive sanctification is not on us, for God has His part,
and the Holy Spirit enables us by purifying our souls in obedience to the truth
(1 Peter 1:22). Our part is to actively and in faith put to death, therefore,
whatever belongs to … (the) earthly nature: sexual immorality, impurity, lust,
evil desires and greed (Colossians 3:5).55
In Paul’s second letter to Timothy (2 Timothy 2:15), Paul tells the church “to
be diligent to present yourself approved to God as a workman who does not need to
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be ashamed, accurately handling the word of truth.”56 He then tells them to do this by
cleansing themselves of, abstaining from, and fleeing from wickedness that dishonors
God, and instead to pursue righteousness, faith, love and peace from a pure heart (1922). Paul says that “the Lord knows those who are His” (vs.19) – those who cleanse
themselves and are in pursuit of righteousness, faith, love, and peace, and calls on the
Lord with a pure heart (vs.21-22).
With reference to the understanding of IHD laid out in Chapter 1, IHD
ministry is akin to the involvement of believers in partnership with the Holy Spirit in
the act of cleansing themselves – “Therefore, if anyone cleanses himself from these
things, he will be a vessel of honor, sanctified, useful to the Master, prepared for
every good work.” (2 Timothy 2:21) IHD is akin to Paul’s instruction and is therefore
a God-given means of sanctification in which we are partnering with God in the
process, taking responsibility in cleansing ourselves by submission to the Holy
Spirit’s work. The IHD ministry has two parts in its prayer ministry. First, there is the
act of breaking the believer free from ungodly thoughts, sins and ungodly spiritual
footholds, followed by the act of building up the believer in the truth of God through
prayer. There is a clear act of “putting aside” (vs.8) and “putting on” (vs.9,12,14) that
Paul instructs the church to do in Colossians 3: 5-10, both important parts of the
cleansing process referred to in 2 Timothy 2:21. Mary57 testified:
I literally looked forward to the DEW sessions. At each session I emptied
myself of all the junk and went home cleaner and feeling better. All the
confession, repentance and forgiveness enabled me to be more sensitive to the
Holy Spirit’s guidance. Through the sessions, the building in of God’s Word
also ministered to me. After the last session, I fasted for two weeks. I thank
God for enabling me to draw near to Him again, and for rebuilding my
relationship with Father God. I prayed and committed myself to be a living
sacrifice for the Lord.
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DEW accomplishes this cleansing process in both the formal teaching
component of the ministry alongside the prayer ministry component. The formal
teaching component helps the counselees to identify godly and ungodly principles and
activities, while the prayer ministry component allows the counselees to submit
themselves to the Holy Spirit’s work of “putting off” or “getting rid” of ungodly
sinful issues, followed by “putting on” or “building in” God’s truth and principles of
godly living through prayer. This is the cleansing work of IHD that is a part of the
sanctification process. James58 testifies:
Through DEW, I understood many things that helped me grow in my walk
with God and in my marriage. I understood the concept of spiritual authority
and that has helped me tremendously. During consecutive visits to Melaka, I
was “challenged” by the enemy and the knowledge I had gained helped me to
cast him out. Another thing was the possibility of the presence of generational
curses that may have contributed to my own sexual iniquities. Although I take
full responsibility for my sins, knowing this - helped me recognize and be
aware of the enemy’s lies and helped me deal with my sexual iniquities
effectively, through prayer.
Since the DEW weekend, I have not had major issues with lust and no
longer have the desire nor experience the temptation, to go back to my sinful
past. My relationship with my wife has improved tremendously. DEW has
also helped me in my walk with God!
Jesus on our partnership with God
Jesus told His disciples that they needed to be involved in His work of
cleansing their lives and each other’s lives so that they belong to Him. In the episode
of Jesus washing the feet of His disciples, the main purpose of Him washing the
disciples’ feet was about belonging to Him, and about becoming who He is, through
and in them. John records this episode of feet washing in John 13:1-17. At the feast of
the Passover, Jesus got up from the supper, laid his garments aside and took a towel
and wrapped it around his waist (vs.3). He then proceeded to pour water into a basin
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and began to wash his disciples’ feet and wipe them dry. Peter refused to let Jesus
wash his feet because he felt indignant that the master should lower himself to the
status of a slave to wash a disciple’s feet. To Peter, this is not the respectable task of
his master, Jesus Christ, but that was not the issue. Jesus told Peter that he had missed
the meaning of what He was doing in the act of washing his feet in verse 7 – “What I
do you do not realize now, but you will understand hereafter.”59 Peter still refused in
verse 8 – “Never shall you wash my feet!” It is at this point that Jesus states His
purpose of washing His disciple’s feet in verse 8 – “If I do not wash you, you have no
part with Me.” Jesus says that the importance of what He was doing for them was to
enable them to be a part of Him. It is about belonging to Him and becoming like Him.
This act of Jesus washing their feet has to do with their transformation into the
likeness of Christ. Peter hearing that this act has to do with being a part of Jesus,
immediately responds with what looks like a total submission to Jesus so as to gain
total acceptance in verse 9 – “Lord, then wash not only my feet, but also my hands
and my head.” Jesus’ reply in verse 10, is that whoever has had a bath is already clean
but still needs to have his feet washed – “He who has bathed needs only to wash his
feet, but is completely clean; and you are all clean, but not all of you,” In other words,
the believer who accepts Jesus as Lord and Master already has a clean status with God
and is accepted by God. The believer has an initial positional status with God the
moment he believes.
Therefore, the issue is not acceptance or having a clean status (that is already
settled), but the formation of the likeness of Christ in us. It is about a cleansing act
that must happen continuously so that the clean status that we received from God
(because we believe in Christ’s work for us), is realized in us every moment, on the
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way to our becoming the likeness of Christ in our being and doing. This is the reason
the Lord said only the feet needs to be washed. When we have taken a bath, it is our
feet that continue to encounter the dirt on the ground and they become dirtied again
and again even though our body is clean. The feet are the part of the body that come
into contact with the roughness of the floor, that suffer abrasion and injury, that touch
the dirt on the floor and become in turn dirtied by it. Therefore cleaning and healing
are always needed. It is so much like the life we live: we are continuously buffeted by
events, and injured by others, and sometimes we react in sinful thoughts and
behaviors that do not resemble Christ or the righteousness of God. Besides being hurt
by others, we also struggle daily with temptations and challenges that draw us to
respond outside of our Christian character, forming in us another person outside the
character of Christ. Hence, we need to let God continuously “clean” our lives – “wash
our feet” – and restore our being in Christ so that we truly belong to Him. The
washing of feet is an analogical parabolic teaching of Christ that points to the
continuous work of sanctification that Jesus needs to do for us so that we belong to
Him. In Paul’s words, it is the act of “putting off” and “putting on” (Ephesians
4:22,24)60; it is the act of renewing the mind, it is the act of cleaning the house out of
things that are dishonoring to God; it is not letting the devil get a foothold in our lives
(Ephesians 4:26-27. It is the work of sanctification that must continue all throughout
the Christian life.
Cheryl Bridges Johns referred to footwashing as “Cleansing on the Journey.”61
She writes:
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The practice of footwashing, while not followed by all Christians, is a
sacramentally powerful rite that signifies the need for ongoing post-baptismal
cleansing. In many ways, this ritual is penitential. It often includes confession
and tears as weary Christians realize how dirty and broken their lives have
become. Mutual confession is practiced, and grace to heal and forgive comes
through the cleansing water and the tender hands of believers.62
She alludes to the need for cleansing in our journey as Christians; she also
addresses the role of believers as agents of footwashing:
Participants in footwashing serve as agents of cleansing and healing as well as
recipients of that grace. In this sense, footwashing conveys the power of the
priesthood of believers. Practiced in the context of a worshipping community
it gives visible expression to the grace found in the body of Christ.63
Bridges Johns takes footwashing strictly as a ritual to be performed. However, what is
important is the intent or purpose of footwashing and the principle of footwashing.
The intent of footwashing is that we might belong to Jesus. It is about Christ calling
us to participate with Him in helping each other grow in Him as we go through the
challenges of life.
What is important to note and understand in this whole teaching episode is that
there were two roles that the disciples were called to be involved in. First, as
recipients to let someone wash their feet for them. Jesus said to Peter in verse 8: “If I
do not wash you, you have to no part with Me.” In other words, Peter needed to be a
recipient of the act of foot washing by Jesus. Second, Jesus asked His disciples to
partner with Him to wash the feet of each other. In verses 12-15, Jesus said to His
disciples: “Do you know what I have done for you? You call Me Teacher and Lord;
and you are right, for so I am. If I then, the Lord and Teacher, washed your feet, you
also ought to wash one another’s feet. For I gave you an example that you also should
do as I did to you.” He would no longer be with them physically to teach them, to
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correct them and to empower them. This was the last supper that He would have with
them before the crucifixion, the resurrection and the ascension.
The disciples would now have to help each other grow in the likeness of Christ
in their being and doing through the guidance of the Holy Spirit that was sent by Jesus
at the time of Pentecost. Jesus said that they would all be blessed if they do this
(washing each other’s feet) in verse 17 – “If you know these things, you are blessed if
you do it.” Although sanctification can only be accomplished by the Holy Spirit, we
are asked to take an active role in being a recipient and a foot-washer. The call to be
involved in washing the feet of someone is a definitive instruction not a suggestion.
Theissen describes man’s participation in the work of sanctification claiming
that “…there are definite means that man may employ in his sanctification. Here as
elsewhere, faith in Christ is the first step to take (Acts 26:18). He who believes in
Christ is sanctified positionally, for Christ is at that moment made unto him (1
Cor.1:30).”64 Theissen argues:
Next comes the pursuit of holiness. He who does not follow after
sanctification shall not see God (2Cor.7:1; Heb.12:14). This should lead him
to study the Scriptures, for they disclose the state of the heart and point out the
remedy for failure (John 17:17,19; Eph.5:26; 1 Tim.4:5; James 1:25). The
divinely instituted ministry also has its part in pointing out the need for
holiness and urging the pursuit of it (Eph. 4:11-13; 1 Thess 3:10). The definite
surrender of the life to God constitutes the supreme condition of practical
sanctification (Rom. 6:13, 19-21; 12:1f; 2Tim 2:21). Since God must make
holy, if he is ever to be holy, man must yield to God that He may accomplish
this work in him.65
At salvation, the initial positional status of sanctification, the righteousness and
holiness of Christ, is imputed to the believer. After that, begins the journey of
sanctification in which we are in partnership with God in the act of discipleship both
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for ourselves and for others to become like Jesus in our being and in our doing. While
sanctification is the initiative of God, discipleship is the call of God to partner with
Him in His act of sanctification and IHD is a strategic ministry of discipleship for the
work of sanctification.
Peter’s inner healing after the resurrection
It is possible to interpret the events of John 21:15-17 from a DEW perspective
to see how the “feet of Peter needed washing” after the resurrection of Christ. In John
21:15-17, after the resurrection of Christ, Jesus came to Peter to free him from the
guilt and shame of his earlier denial of Jesus, when Jesus was arrested before His
crucifixion. This baggage of guilt and shame was so important to Jesus that He
specifically dealt with it, so that the distance from Him, created by this emotional and
mental baggage would be removed, and Peter would be free to pursue an intimate
relationship with God, and the destiny God has for him as His apostle. Peter would
not have been able to enter into a greater intimate relationship with God nor enter into
God’s plan for him as a key apostle of the church, if Jesus had not brought an inner
healing regarding his past.
This is what IHD does. It removes the baggage of the past through a process of
helping the person let the Holy Spirit “put-off”, release or empty out hurtful ungodly
emotions (such as pain, anger, anxiety, etc.); ungodly thoughts or “strongholds”
(which 2 Corinthians describes as “…every pretentious thought that sets itself against
the knowledge of God”); and demonic spirits that may have a foothold in our lives.
We then help the person to align him/herself to God so that the Holy Spirit can “puton”, heal, fill up, or renew his mind with the emotions of the Kingdom (such as peace,
joy, love, courage, hope, the fruit of the Spirit, etc.), and with the mind of God, to
enable him to live a godly life.
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This is sanctification, discipleship and IHD taking place all at the same time as
God is doing the work of transformation through renewal and healing of the mind by
the Holy Spirit. In the work of facilitating healing encounters, we are in fact “washing
the feet of the believer”. This healing gives the person the freedom to receive
instruction, and creates capacity for a healthy response to discipleship in the Word
and growth in God. Discipleship is enhanced as IHD is ministered to the believer,
which is part of the process of progressive sanctification in God. This is what Jesus
did for Peter in this episode in John 21.
Peter had boasted that he would never deny Jesus even if it meant his death
(Matthew 26:33-35). Jesus said to Peter that before the cock crows twice, Peter would
deny Him three times (Matthew 26: 34). The night that Jesus was arrested, Peter
denied Jesus three times when three different persons recognized him as being with
Jesus, after which the cock crowed twice (Mark 14:66-72). Peter ran away, filled with
the guilt and shame of his denial of Jesus, as it quickly came to his mind what Jesus
had said earlier, that whoever denies Him, His Father in heaven would also deny
him/her.
On the day of the resurrection, Peter was at the tomb with other disciples
(John 20:1-2). They believed in who Jesus said He was when they saw the tomb
empty, with the cloth that wrapped the body of Jesus including the face cloth. Jesus
appeared to His disciples in a room they had gathered in and they all believed (John
19-29), but they returned to being fishermen. While they were fishing (John 21:1-11),
Jesus appeared to them again. They had not caught any fish until Jesus told them to
throw the net on the right hand side of the boat. When they did so, they caught so
much fish that they were not able to haul in the catch. Peter was so astounded by the
presence of Jesus that he jumped into the water. When Peter came to shore, Jesus had
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prepared a fire with some bread and fish. Jesus invited Peter and some of the disciples
to eat breakfast. Peter knew and believed Jesus is was the Son of God. But the guilt
and shame of his past denial (of Christ) kept him at a cautious distance from Jesus.
The distance between Peter and Jesus is made plain by the penetrating
questions Jesus asked Peter. Jesus asked Peter if He “agape(d)” Him, and Peter
replied that he only “phileo(ed)” Him. “Agape” is a love that is fully committed,
while “Phileo” speaks only of a fond and affectionate love. Peter had once declared
that he would love the Lord even unto death but later on, had denied Jesus three times.
Now gripped by guilt and shame, a distance separated Peter and Jesus, a baggage
from the past, consisting of pain and failure, convincing Peter he could not fulfill the
act of “agape” to the Lord. The past would pose a serious limitation to Peter’s future
growth in the Lord. If ever Peter was to grow in his relationship with Christ, this
baggage of guilt and shame had to be expunged.
Seen from a DEW perspective, this event was a very significant healing
moment for Peter. Jesus asked Peter twice if he could “agape” Him. Peter answered
twice, with all honesty, that he could only “phileo” the Lord. Jesus accepted the
answer of Peter and instructed Peter to feed his sheep. After the first two “agape”
questions, Jesus asked Peter a third time, but this time, differently from the first two
times. Jesus asked Peter whether Peter “phileo(ed)” Him (instead of “agape”). By this,
Jesus revealed His total acceptance of where Peter was. This is why Peter said: “Lord,
You know all things; You know that I only ‘phileo” You.” It is as if Jesus was saying
to Peter, “Peter, it is okay. I can accept this level of love from you, let’s begin from
here – still, feed my sheep.”
This is why Peter cried, because he saw how far he was from the Lord, and yet
the Lord came so near to him to lift him up. Here was Peter in honesty, confessing
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remorsefully his deficient state of love for the Lord and then encountering firsthand,
Jesus’ offer of forgiveness, full acceptance and restoration; a divine exchange had
taken place that only Jesus could accomplish for Peter. Peter could not do it himself.
Justification, regeneration and initial sanctification had already taken place at the
empty tomb for Peter.
Now, Jesus was at work in progressive sanctification bringing healing to Peter,
who was trapped in guilt and shame so that Peter would be released from the baggage
of his past (specifically, the perception that his denial had consigned him as unworthy
of the Lord, who loves him most). If Jesus had not done this for Peter, or if Peter had
not allowed Jesus to do this for him, Peter would have been obstructed in his growth
into the Lord’s calling as a key apostle of the Gospel. It is all about being loved by
Jesus and allowing Him to take the baggage of our past guilt and shame, healing us,
and setting us free to grow in Him. This is Christ applying inner healing in God’s
process of sanctification. It redeems the person from past sins; frees him from his pain
of rejection, shame and guilt; sets him free from his bondage to past wrongs; removes
the oppression of the enemy in his life; renews his mind and releases him to grow in
the Spirit without hindrances of the past; releases him to grow in his relationship with
God, and to pursue the plans and purposes of God for his life, serving Him gratefully.
When inner healing is applied to discipleship, there is a healing redemptive
transformation that is accomplished by Christ, and through the work of Christ, by the
power of the Holy Spirit. Every believer has a past that needs to be healed so that they
can enter into the fullness of their identity in Christ, and become wholly involved in
the plans of God in reconciling the world to Himself. IHD is part of the work of
discipleship in God’s process of sanctification.
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THE INTEGRAL CONNECTION OF DISCIPLESHIP, SANCTIFICATION
AND IHD
To understand the connection linking discipleship, sanctification and IHD, we
have to first understand the work of the Holy Spirit. Jenney identifies the task of the
Holy Spirit at this present stage of salvation history as:
(1) to convict the world, (2) to cleanse the believer through the blood of Christ
at the new birth, (3) to make real in the believer’s life the legal pronouncement
of righteousness that God has made, and (4) to empower the believer to assist
in the sanctification process of others by (a) the proclamation of the gospel to
the unbeliever and (b) the building up of the believer.66
Jenney includes the proclamation of the gospel to the unbeliever as part of the
work of sanctification. Whether you include this as part of the Holy Spirit’s work of
sanctification or not, discipleship encompasses a believer’s response to all of the work
of the Holy Spirit, both as a recipient and a discipler of others to make us (and them)
more like Jesus.
James G. Samra defines discipleship as:
…the process whereby someone becomes more like Christ. It encompasses
both the entry into the process (salvation) and the growth in the process
(sanctification). True discipleship has two components. The first is teaching
about Christ… the second component is imitating those who manifest the
nature of Christ in their lives and are living out the truths of Christianity.67
Samra elaborates that:
Discipling can be conveyed by mature believers to less-mature believers in
small groups or with one person, through intensely personal relationships
whereby evangelism, humility, suffering for Christ, and other subjects are
taught, discussed, exemplified, and tested. These discussions can be
systematic but are often occasional. And the process may also include
correction and reward.68
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Samra suggests that all Christians are called to be actively involved in the
discipleship process as a recipient of instructions, imitating the lives of those who
follow Christ, and in turn being a discipler, who educates younger Christians, and
models Christ to them.69 In other words, for discipleship to take place, it must be
taught, received and lived out. It is a transformation of a life from that lived at first
without Christ, to one subsequently lived with Christ as Lord.
Stephen Bevans uses the term “transformed disciple”, referring to a believer
who makes a shift from being a mere passive uninvolved believer, to a believer who
actively lives out his/her life imitating and following Jesus as Christ and Lord.70 This
is radical discipleship – “thorough –going, committed, and deeply rooted; that is, it
must become a way of life”, and involves sharing in the mission of Jesus.71 In turn,
sharing in the mission of Jesus includes evangelism, which Walter Brueggemann
argues is an essential part of discipleship. He describes evangelism as “the invitation
and summons to resituate our talk and our work according to the reality of this God”,
not just a church “recruitment of new members.”72 Samra also includes evangelism as
part of discipleship stating that discipleship begins with the entry into the discipleship
process (salvation) and continues with growth (sanctification).73
From the discussion above concerning the idea of discipleship, it is clearly
seen that discipleship concerns man’s response to God’s call to a relationship with
Him, and God’s work on the believer to become a new person matured in Christ in his
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being and doing, living for the purposes of God as Christ did. The disciple is a
follower of Jesus Christ, who learns and makes his learning from following Jesus as
praxis – a way of life.74 This is aligned with the meaning of the New Testament Greek
word for disciples, mathetes, from the verb mathanein, “to learn”, the concept of
following Christ in the gospels (Mark 1:7; Luke 4:27,33; Mark 10:39-40; Matt. 10:2425), and the concept of the imitation of matured disciples of Christ in the Epistles (2
Thess.3:7-9; Heb. 13:7; 3 John 11; 1 Cor. 4:16; 11:1; Eph. 5:1; 1 Thess. 1:6; 2:14;
Heb. 6:12; Phil. 3:17; 1 Cor. 7:7-11; Gal. 4:12-20; Phil. 4:9; James 5:10-11).75 It is
also noted that discipleship involves one as a disciple (a receiver learner), and also as
a discipler (a teacher and model for others to follow or imitate).
In addition, the scope of discipleship is all encompassing of everything the
Holy Spirit wants to do in and through a person’s life – a person’s “being” (who he
is), and his “doing” (how and for what purpose he lives his life). It’s about a
willingness to totally embrace Jesus for who He is, and for what He has done, and for
what He is doing today. To do this, we must decide to “trust Jesus completely, be
grounded in the words and ways of Jesus, and implement the teaching and lifestyle of
Jesus as recorded in scripture.76 Jeff Savage suggests that we implement the teaching
and lifestyle of Jesus through the practice of spiritual disciplines.77 He describes
spiritual disciplines as “activities of the mind and body purposefully undertaken, to
bring our personality and total being into effective co-operation with the divine
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order.”78 Savage says that “these activities include but are not limited to: worship,
fellowship, prayer, fasting, study, service, solitude, sacrifice, secrecy, and confession.
Such practices are primary means of our spiritual growth, as we respond to, and cooperate with, the grace of God.”79
What is missing in the spiritual discipline for implementing the teaching and
lifestyle of Jesus, is the healing of the heart of the disruptive power of sin, so that the
disciple can embrace these spiritual disciplines for growth more fully and effectively.
Gregory Nyssa recognized that the soul must first be cleansed and purified of sin, so
that it can embrace divine perfection.80 Sandra Wilson (at the beginning of this
dissertation), and all the stories told, reflect the need to attend to these matters of the
heart, experienced by all of us, albeit some to a greater extent than others.
IHD is not a spiritual discipline but an essential strategic ministry of
discipleship, responding to the Holy Spirit’s work of sanctification to cleanse the
heart, so that the disciple can truly embrace the work of God in forming Christ in their
“being” and “doing.” Discipleship involves the internal condition of the heart.81 IHD
should be considered as a ministry of discipleship that provides a focused avenue for
the believer to encounter God, to “put-off” the old self and “put-on” the new self. This
is a work of sanctification or transformation that is accomplished through intentional
discipleship to form Christ in the disciple. The scope of discipleship is larger than
IHD, because it encompasses responding to all that the Holy Spirit wants to do in and
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through the lives of believers. However, IHD is part of man’s response to what the
Holy Spirit wants to do, to cleanse the heart so that the believer is truly free to
respond to the work of the Holy Spirit.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY: CHRISTOPRAXIS
IHD – the “participatio Christi” factor in discipleship/Practical Theology
Unfortunately, over the course of church history, discipleship has concerned
itself with living out a personal Christian ethic that is interpreted from the lifestyle of
Christ – the “imitatio” of Christ which is merely the “imitation of Christ.82 Few
provisions were made in discipleship for an experience of “partipatio” or
“participatio Christi” as in ontologically participating in the life of God through
Christ.83
Modern Christianity has reduced sanctification to “the distinctive life-style of
the committed soul.”84 Lifestyle is defined as the values and attitudes of a person and
the accompanying behavior of a person.85 What has become of sanctification is a
progressive reduction of what is divine action on man, to that of human action to be
like Christ, more like Christian ethics. The expressions of discipleship become more a
living out of a personal Christian ethic that is interpreted from the lifestyle of Christ –
the “imitatio” of Christ.86 Andrew Root says that “practical theology has become a
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discipline fluent in talking about concrete human action (practice), but is hesitant in
speaking of God’s action and nature from the locale of the concrete.”87 This has been
the predominant direction of discipleship, the main expression of practical theology.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the power of God has been declared to have
ceased, and divine action drastically reduced, and/or no longer acknowledged as
important, much less believed. Discipleship has for a long time been just an imitation
of Christ in the realm of the ethics of living life as Christ did. Meanwhile, the work of
Christ (e.g., signs, wonders, healings and deliverance), has often been relegated to the
background, while Christian ethics, including man’s efforts to imitate Christ, put to
the foreground, taking the form of ‘spiritual disciplines’.
The inclusion of IHD in discipleship adds the “participatio Christi” factor, so
that discipleship becomes more than just “imitatio Christi”, but includes an encounter
and participation with God that transforms lives. A theological construct that helps
with the acceptance, understanding and explaining of divine actions in human
experience such as signs and wonders and IHD, is called Christopraxis. This construct
has been adopted in Practical Theology by some theologians like Andrew Roots and
Ray S. Anderson.
Christopraxis – A theological construct that supports IHD in discipleship
Practical Theology as a discipline seeks to connect the current church praxis
with God’s current continued mission in fulfilling His purposes for and in the world
we live in, so as to establish the integrity of the church praxis in serving God’s
purposes.88 Praxis is more than just practice because praxis is an active energized
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practice that is motivated by and committed to a theory.89 In this case, the church
praxis must serve the theory of God’s missional purpose and the reality of His activity
in our world for the good of man/woman.90 Ray writes that “the hermeneutics of
practical theology seeks what is normative in Jesus Christ, as the inspired source of
the written Word and the objective reality of Christ as the praxis of the Holy Spirit in
the context of ministry.”91 The ministry praxis of the church must therefore be the
expression of the ministry of the risen Christ through the Holy Spirit (who manifests
the ministry of the risen and ascended Christ), congruent with Scriptures and today’s
experiential realities of divine action.92 The continued ministry, person and presence
of Christ is “seen”, experienced and encountered in the ministry of the church through
the works of the Holy Spirit.93 This is the fundamental premise of the Christopraxis
theological construct of Practical Theology.
Root says that the Christopraxis construct is not just an interpretive function of
what God is doing through the church, but an actual ontological joining of God and
man in ministry. As Root puts it, it is “…the unveiling of God’s self (becoming) – it is
the event of an ontological encounter.”94 Roots writes that: “It is
ontological…because God gives Himself in ministry for humanity and gives it to us at
the level of our own ontological personhood, becoming the ministering Christ who
reveals God (revelation) to humanity and bends this humanity back into union with
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Godself (reconciliation).”95 Root further explains: “God gives Godself to us by acting
for us, which is the action of ministry. This means our very sharing ‘in’ God happens
not at the level of essence but of action. When we join in God’s ministry, we join God
not just functionally, but ontologically. This is so because in ministry, we encounter
God’s being as the becoming action of ministry and our being participates in God’s
through the action of ministry itself.”96
This means that we engage God ontologically in the action of ministry,
ontologically manifesting the presence of Christ in action in His power, His authority,
His work, His truth and His Love in which is found the abundance of His grace. All of
this happens for us via the presence of the Holy Spirit, who is the presence of Christ,
in us. The call of Jesus to wash each other’s feet is one such initiative of God to be
ontologically involved with Christ in His work of sanctification. Initial positional
sanctification is imputed to us through the completed work of Christ in His death and
resurrection for us when we are justified through our faith in Christ. We are called to
participate actively in progressive sanctification into being like Christ through
discipleship that involves being taught, and teaching others to follow Jesus. This is the
real objective and call of Jesus to His disciples to wash each other’s feet –
involvement in progressive sanctification. Peter had refused Jesus to wash his feet and
Jesus replied: “If I do not wash you, you have no part with Me.” (John 13:8) The act
of washing the disciple’s feet was all about being a part of who Christ is. Peter’s reply
is for the Lord to wash all of him. To which Jesus replies: “He who has bathed needs
only to wash his feet, but is completely clean; and you are clean…” (John 13:10). The
disciple having had a bath and is clean, is likened to God’s initial positional
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sanctification of us, but it follows that we must continually be formed by Him, to
come into the fullness of our positional sanctification by allowing our feet to be
washed by Christ.
Jesus then says to his disciples that they must do what He just did for them
continuously, so that they will be blessed. This whole act of foot washing was done at
a point in time when it would be His last supper with them, and He would then be
crucified and resurrected by God, the Father and ascend to heaven. After that the Holy
Spirit would come upon the disciples, and they would then be ontologically joined
with God in the action of ministry. Christ would then continue to be present
ontologically in and through the ministry of His disciples, as they washed each other’s
feet, to help each other become more and more like Christ. The act of discipleship is
the act of following Christ in being discipled (having their feet washed by others), and
discipling others (the act of washing someone else’s feet) – all of which mirror
Christ’s call for us to be involved ontologically in God’s work of progressive
sanctification.
God’s work of progressive sanctification must involve the restoration of the
wholeness of man just as Christ restored Peter so that Peter could fully enter into his
involvement in Christ’s assignment to feed His sheep. This is what IHD does. It is the
involvement of a disciple of Jesus Christ together with Christ by the Holy Spirit, to
“wash the feet” of another disciple. This is an ontological involvement in the ministry
of Christ to bring wholeness to a disciple of Jesus Christ, resolving the past guilt,
shame, hurts and other bondages of the past. The disciple is then truly released into
his journey of entering into personhood with Christ “to be” and “to do” as Christ did,
in living His life for the glory of God. It is about replicating the charismatic ministry
of Jesus Christ in the discipleship of believers.
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Jon Ruthven says that “the recent trend towards a more biblical ‘Spirit
Christology’ facilitates our thesis that a central New Testament theme in Jesus’
ministry was that He is presented not only as a unique sacrifice for sin, but as a
normative exemplar of charismatic ministry for others to replicate.”97 Ruthven’s point
is that “Jesus expressed the clear intention that his mission was to be replicated
exactly by His followers, irrespective of their place in succeeding generations.”98 His
argument is that the cultural and religious background of the teacher and student
relationship during the time of Jesus is one that binds the teaching and practice of the
life of the teacher to the student to such an extent, that “the student is recognizable in
his imitation of the teachings and life of the teacher.”99 Ruthven cites Christ’s rigidity
of the disciples replicating his ministry in the pattern of “As I…so you”, in Luke 6:40;
John 13:34; 17:18, 23; and 20:21. He also points at Jesus’ usage of the word “as”
(kathos) in John 13:15 and John 20:21, which carries a strong emphasis of ‘exactly
as’, or ‘to the exact same degree and extent’, and not the English translation of being a
sense of rough equivalent, expressing similarity, but not necessarily being the same,
as in its synonym, ‘like’.”100 In John 13:15, Jesus said: “For I gave you an example
that you also should do as (kathos) I did to you.” Ruthven adds that “The significance
of all this is that, in Palestinian Jewish tradition contemporary with Jesus, as well as in
the New Testament itself, no detail of a teacher’s life is to be either ignored or left
unreplicated.”101 Paul said the same in 1 Corinthians 11:1 when he said: “Imitate me
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as (kathos), to the same degree and extent that I imitate Christ.”102 He repeated this
instruction to imitate him four other times to the churches (1 Cor.4:16; Phil.3:17; 2
Thess.3:7, 9; cf. Gal. 4:12, Phil. 4:9; Jas 3:1; 1 Tim 4:16; 2 Tim 3:4).103
The purpose of the ministry of Jesus is described as “to destroy the works of
the Devil”, in 1 John 3:8. Peter’s description of the ministry of Christ in Acts 10:38 is:
“God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power…he went
around doing good and there were numerous reports of Jesus acts of healings and
exorcism.” Ruthven points out the percentages of miracles recorded as: 44 percent of
Matthew, 65 percent of Mark, 29 percent of Luke and 30 percent of John, 27 percent
of Acts.104 Jesus also sent the disciples to replicate His ministry in Mark 3:14-15 in
preaching and casting out demons. The “Great Commission” in Mark 16:15-18 is
Jesus’ instruction to continue His ministry in the miraculous – “These signs will
accompany those who believe: in My name they will cast out demons, they will speak
in new tongues…”
God is not transcendent, as some have suggested. He is ontologically present
in the disciples of Jesus Christ by His Holy Spirit, Who is also the Spirit of Christ.
Hence Christ is also present in and through the Holy Spirit’s presence in our lives.
Our relationship with Jesus Christ is ontological as much as our ministry to one
another via the Holy Spirit. In the work of sanctification, God has imputed an initial
positional status of sanctification, a righteousness and holiness of Christ, to us whilst
He works at us entering into the fullness of the positional status of sanctification
bringing into reality the person of Christ in us, in who we are, and in what we do. This
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is the process of sanctification that He invites us to participate with Him, through our
involvement in discipleship. In the process of discipleship, the ministry of IHD can
truly bring our past under the blood of Jesus for healing, restoration and liberation
from the baggage of our past (which has hurts, sins and spiritual strongholds of the
enemy). This allows us to be truly free to align ourselves to all of who Christ is in His
being and doing, intimately knowing God the Father.

CHAPTER 4: WHERE MIGH T GOD BE PLACING THE IH D
MINISTRY?
In this chapter of church history, we look at how the church, over the years,
has accepted and committed itself to the ministry of Jesus, in His acts of healing and
deliverance, including the working of miracles, signs and wonders. The exploration
and investigation will utilize the timeline of church history: Old Testament, New
Testament, Apostolic Church Period, Medieval Church History, Reformation Period,
and the present Twentieth Century Era. The desired aim is a better understanding of
how the church has gotten to where it is, with regards to her acceptance of, and
commitment to, the IHD ministry. The historical analysis would also help us better
discern how we should be developing this ministry further, and how God could be
guiding the IHD ministry into its next important steps.
EXPLORING THE OLD TESTAMENT
A brief look at the Old Testament’s records on human suffering presents a
good starting point for establishing Christian beliefs on evil, sickness, demons and
God. The ministry of inner healing and deliverance today harkens back to the healing
ministry of Jesus that includes deliverance of a person from demonic spirits and the
restoration of a sound mind.
Wonsuk Ma wrote that “ancient Israelites understood the root of evil,
particularly with reference to the supernatural forces such as demons, spirits and
Satan”.1 According to him, this worldview of the Israelites was constructed by two
groups of people - first, the religious and social establishments, formed by the
prophets, priests and scribes; and second, the folkloric traditions shared by
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neighboring cultures.2 Ma notes that the ancient Israelites were aware of the presence
of adverse forces in operation and they perceived them as often supernatural in nature.
Terms (‘demon’, ‘spirit’, ‘prince’ and ‘Satan’) were not clearly defined or clarified.
Often, ‘foreign’ ideas became part of the Israelite psyche, as seen in the idea of some
demonic elements and Balaam’s (planned) curse.”3 Satan was also exposed as an
agent of evil, who was an accuser in the story of Job (Job 1:6-11), bringing disaster
and raging havoc (Job 1:16; 19; 2:7).4 The worldview of God, Satan and the spirit
realm was never a myth to them, but reality. Folkloric representations such as deep
sea, dragons and other forces, subdued by God, were pervasive from early on. 5
Ma notes that there exists only a few references to spirits of a malevolent
nature, as (in) a distinctive entity, in the Old Testament. These include “ ‘the evil
spirit’ placed between Abimelech and the people of Sechem (Judg. 9:23); also the one
that came upon Saul (1 Samuel 16:15; 16:23; 18:10; 19:9); and the ‘lying spirit’ upon
Ahab’s prophets (1King 22:22, 23:2, Chr.18:21, 22).”6 Ma opines that “other
references such as a ‘spirit of judgment’ and a ‘spirit of fire’ (Isaiah 4:4), a ‘spirit of
dizziness’ (Isa 19:14) and a ‘spirit of prostitution’ (Hosea 4:12, 5:4), lack reference to
a distinct entity.”7
The case of King Saul in the Old Testament is the only clear reference to
demonic spirits causing a mental and emotional disturbance (1 Samuel 16:16, 23).8
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The evil spirit had both internal and external effects. Ma says, “Internally it tormented
Saul (1 Sam 16:15) who required urgent relief (16:16, 23). The belief that mental
disturbance was caused by evil spirits and demons, was widespread throughout the
ancient Near East. For example, headaches were often attributed to the activity of an
evil spirit.”9 The external effect reared its head in the evil spirit urging Saul to kill
David.10
Ma points out three important things about the evil spirit. “First, its role was to
bring mental disturbance and to urge the actions of harm and evil…Second, the
presence and activity of the evil spirit was immediately recognized by people around
Saul (16:15). Mental disturbances were easily attributed to the work of a spirit in the
ancient world.”11 Third, evil spirits could be eliminated by human effort. I would not
fully agree with the third point. Ma says:
There is evidence that not only could the effect of the evil spirit’s presence be
reduced or soothed, but also that the very presence of the evil spirit could be
eliminated by human effort. As soon as Saul was found to be affected by the
evil spirit, his courtier recommended that Saul search for a skillful harp player
who could calm and soothe his disturbed mental state (16:16). David was able
to soothe the disturbed mental state of Saul, and on one occasion, the evil
spirit actually left (16:23).12
The use of King David as a point of evidence that evil spirits can be
eliminated by human effort, fails to consider that David had an anointing from God.
The servant of Saul who introduced David said in 1 Samuel 16:18, “Behold I have
seen a son of Jesse the Bethlehemite who is a skillful musician, a mighty man of
valor, a warrior, one prudent in speech and a handsome man, and the Lord is with
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him.”13 King Saul’s servant recommended David to King Saul, only after David had
been anointed as a chosen servant of God to be king by Samuel in 1 Samuel 16:12 13.14 David himself acknowledged that it was the Lord who gave him the strength to
defeat a lion and a bear in his youth, in 1 Samuel 17:37.15 Hence it is still the
anointing of the Lord working through David’s music that soothed King Saul and
caused the departure of the evil spirit. The evidence is that God was working through
David.
Ma says that the worldview of the ancient Israelites depicts the existence of
good and evil as being “under God’s absolute control, evidenced by the lack of any
primordial struggle in Creation in Genesis 1 – light and darkness are both God’s
creation.” He claims that the most important truth established in the Old Testament is
the absolute supremacy of Yahweh, Who is the “all loving and all powerful God who
holds the key to all the problems of evil.”16 According to Ma, no other spirits are
given acknowledgement as “full blown deities.”17 This truth is reflected clearly in the
ministry of Jesus in His practice of healing and deliverance.
While the knowledge of evil forces and demonic spirits is acknowledged in the
Old Testamental literature, there is little known record of divine healing, exorcism
and deliverance. Ma notes the “sudden surge of references to exorcism after the Old
Testament”. For example, “Qumran documents attest to a significant development of
the theology of evil spirits and Satan during the inter-testamental period.”18 The New
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Testament beginning with Jesus, begins a new era of the display of the reality of the
spirit realm, its focus on evil spirits destroying man, but superseded by the work of
God through Christ, bringing healing to man from sinister causes of man’s suffering.
THE HEALING AND DELIVERANCE MINISTRY OF CHRIST IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT
Andrew Daunton-Fear offers a comprehensive summary of the New
Testament record of Jesus’ ministry of healing and deliverance:
According to the four gospels of the New Testament Jesus was famed for a
spectacular healing ministry. Some twenty-two stories (excluding parallel
accounts) depict His healing powers: in three instances He raised the dead; in
four instances He exorcises evil spirits, and in the remaining fifteen He cured a
wide variety of physical sickness or malfunction - blindness (three times),
paralysis of the body (twice), leprosy (twice), fever, a withered hand, a
hemorrhage, deafness with speech impediment, a bent back, dropsy, a
detached ear, and a near death condition. Many more healings and exorcisms
are referred to in summaries.19
Different authors and scholars have accounted for the number and variety of
healings differently, depending on what is being considered. Morton Kelsey has a list
of 30 reported healings in the New Testament.20 However, all agree that there are
indeed many recorded incidents of healing and deliverance or exorcism, some to
individuals, some to multitudes. Most scholars and authors look at deliverance or
exorcism as part of the healing ministry of Jesus.
The question that arises then is: “What is the intent of the ministry of healing
and deliverance or exorcism?” There are several suggestions. A popular suggestion is
that Jesus intended it as “proofs” of His divinity.21 Percy Dearmer argues that these
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are acts of kindness reflecting the compassion of Christ, and not mere proofs of His
divinity.22 Alfred Plummer says that while the acts of healing are primarily acts of
beneficence, they are secondarily used to establish His credential of authority.23 James
Dunn suggests that Christ’s healing and miracles ministry “was evidence that the
longed-for kingdom of God had already come upon His hearers.”24
Robert Dickinson gives another suggestion that the healing miracles of Christ
are proofs of the “power and authority of Christ, as presented by Himself.”25 Kelsey
asserts that the healing miracles of Jesus were a sign and a basic credential and
evidence that the Kingdom of Heaven was breaking forth into this world, and that
He(Jesus) was the Messiah. 26 He based his assertions on the answer that Jesus gave to
the disciples of John, who came to inquire of who Him as to Who He was, in Matthew
11:4-5. Jesus replied: “Go back and tell John what you hear and see; the blind see
again, and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, and the dead are
raised to life and the Good News is proclaimed to the poor.”27
While all the above discussions are important, Amanda Porterfield raises a
very important consideration that perhaps very few have considered. She says that:
If exorcism, naming, and healing lie at the root of New Testament ideas about
the meaning of discipleship and Jesus’ messianic status, this root is obscured
even in the gospels themselves partly because of the conflict and confusion
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over what Jesus stood for, and partly because of the inevitable reinterpretation
of the past by each new generation and community.28
Porterfield’s suggestion is that the healing and exorcism miracles of Jesus are
fundamental to the meaning of discipleship. If what she says is true, the question then
is: “Has the church missed altogether, the importance and significance of healing and
deliverance in the process of discipleship that was demonstrated, and perhaps then,
meant to be a part of the restoration and transformation of man into the image of
Christ?”
The transformation value relating to discipleship seen in Jesus’ act of
exorcism and deliverance was noted by John Woolmer, who points out: “After the
healing of the man at the Pool of Bethesda, Jesus sought him out and made the
searching comment, ‘See, you are well again. Stop sinning or something worse may
happen to you (John 5: 14)’.”29 He points out that “similar warnings were given to the
women taken in adultery: ‘Go now, and leave your life of sin’ (John 8:11) and to
those freed of evil spirits, that the final state could be worse than the first (Matthew
12:45).”30 Woolmer also points out that “often Jesus emphasized spiritual
wholeness…the Greek verb (sozo) is usually translated saved (e.g. Luke 7:50), but it
is also translated ‘made well’ (e.g., Luke 8:48).”31 In his opinion, “Jesus was clearly
looking for more than physical healing. He was expecting a real spiritual change and a
radical response. In this way, His healing encounters were no different from His
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encounters with people who had other problems.”32 He also points at the phrase, “Rise
and go, your faith has made you well” (Luke 17:11), that Jesus said to both the
Samaritan leper and the sinful woman who anointed Him in the house of Simon the
leper (Luke 7:50) - the point being that, it was not just physical wellness, but
wholeness as a person, the restoration and transformational healing of the person, that
matters to God.33 Is this not the mark of Christian discipleship and should not
exorcism/deliverance and inner healing then be part of the integrated process of
discipleship?
John Meier’s comment that Jesus combined exorcism with other activities
needs consideration. He writes: “What made Jesus unusual, if not unique, was not
simply His role as exorcist but rather His integration of the roles of exorcist, moral
teacher, gatherer of disciples, and eschatological prophet, all in one person.”34 The
importance of this observation is that Jesus always took an integrated approach, and
saw the person as an integrated whole. In other words, the ministry of Jesus is
comprehensive and transformative at the same time. It is His teaching, His
relationship with His disciples, His ministry of exorcism and healing and His activity
as a prophet that combine to produce effective discipleship. Kelsey puts it this way:
“His way was to bring people into a faithful relationship to the loving God by the
various methods of touching, speaking, commands, compassion, and forgiveness, so
that the power of the living God might be more fully in touch with them and restore
them. Then He set about teaching them.”35 Broadhead affirms this in his writing that:
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Stories about other wonderful feats performed by Jesus, as well as theological
claims about his messiahship and about the meaning of discipleship, may be
based on these more primary accounts of how He restored well-being to
people by confronting and expelling the demons that invaded and inhabited
the world of first-century Galilee.36
This being the case, the act of exorcism is an important initial thrust that releases a
person into a discipleship momentum and of transformation in the discipleship
process.
John Carroll says that “in both the sayings of Jesus and the stories of His
healings... the reader encounters the fundamental conviction that God wills the
wholeness of human beings.”37 He points out that personal transformation must
accompany healing:
This reshaping of the world by God’s sovereign rule must be accompanied by
personal transformation. Jesus casts out demons and heals the sick as part of
his larger mission to summon God’s people to “metanoia”, to a new mode of
life reflecting a single-minded commitment to the rule of God.38
Meier argues that Jesus clearly implied this when he addressed Chorazin,
Bethsaida and Capernaum (Matt.11:20-24, Luke 10:13-15). “Woe to you, Chorazin!
Woe to you, Bethsaida! For if the mighty acts done in you had been done in Tyre,
Sidon, they would have repented (metanoesan) long ago (sitting) in sack cloth and
ashes.” He elaborates, “Since healing is closely tied to the message and reality of
God’s rule, one must embrace this reality; otherwise the experience – or witness, for
that matter – of healing miracles means little. Beyond the act of healing must lay a
commitment to the ways of heaven.”39 In other words, healing is a good start for the
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process of transformation, but there must be a commitment to live life according to
the will of God after healing has taken place. The process of discipleship should
reinforce resoluteness to live a transformed life in and for the Lord.
Carroll makes the important observation that today’s interpreters have run into
great difficulties in accepting the language of demonic possession and exorcism,
preferring instead, the language of science and psychology, and are quick to relegate
the former to mythology based on an outmoded worldview. Regardless of how one
chooses to interpret the miracles of healing, Meier says that many of Jesus’ acts of
healing are in fact exorcism. This indicates that the problems of man are not just in
the issue of sin, but also in the liberation from oppression, and the confronting of the
kingdom of Satan.40
The seventy disciples, on their mission to preach the good news, healed the
sick and cast out demons. It says in Luke 10:17 – “Lord even the demons are subject
to us in Your name”; and Jesus replied in Luke 10:8 – “I saw Satan fall like lightning
from heaven.”41 These verses underscore the high relevance of the ministry of
healing, which confronts the kingdom of Satan, in addition to healing the emotional
and psychological disorders of man. IHD sets people free to grow under discipleship.
Graham H. Twelftree made several observations underlining what seems like
the varying importance of exorcism in the four gospels, which He says reflects,
tellingly, the varying degrees of commitment and involvement of the Christian
community in exorcism. He surmises: “In Mark, exorcism was of high importance in
mirroring the ministry of Jesus…in Luke, exorcism was part of a balanced ministry of
word and deed where the deeds of healing against those oppressed by the devil were
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not always distinguished from exorcism.”42 Twelftree opines that Matthew probably
gives low priority to miracles because Matthew was placing it behind the importance
of the spoken word.43 He elaborates: “In the Johannine literature, so deep and allencompassing is Satan’s hold, not on a few but on the many that demon possession
(manifest in error and sin) is not dealt with in individual exorcisms but with the truth
or salvation – knowing and remaining in Jesus.”44 Twelftree’s point is that the
community of Mark’s gospel, the earliest gospel to be written in Rome around 70AD,
was most involved in exorcism and healing demonstrated by the centrality of
miracles, healing and exorcism/deliverance.45 He argues that Luke, Matthew and
John’s lack of a similar emphasis is indicative that their communities were not as
involved in healing and exorcism as Mark’s was.46 As for whether this is the right
conclusion, is cause for moot.
It is important also to consider the call and the mission that Jesus entrusted to
His disciples. In Luke 10:1,8,9 Jesus called the twelve disciples together and gave
them power and authority to drive out all demons and cure diseases, and He sent them
out to preach the Kingdom of God and heal the sick (Luke 9:1,2). He sent them out in
twos to many towns and said to them: “When you enter a town and are welcomed, eat
what is set before you. Heal the sick who are there and tell them, ‘The Kingdom of
God is near you’.”
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Francis MacNutt says that “Jesus was simply giving them the power to preach
the same message of good news that He Himself preached. That message was not
merely a doctrine; it contained the very power of God to liberate people from the
wretched state they were in.”47 J.M. Creed argues that this event of Jesus sending out
his disciples is not a general commissioning event nor a call to a general practice, but
a directive for a specific dispensation of God’s power “for the purpose of
demonstrating that the same power which was made available to the Jews through the
ministry of the Twelve, also extended to the Gentiles as symbolized by the
Seventy.”48 However which way one interprets this event, the fact remains that power
and authority was given to the disciples to bring healing and deliverance from
demonic spirits.
The book of Mark (Mark 16: 17) has the only record of the commissioning of
Jesus to the Twelve, the Seventy, and all “those who believe” to heal the sick.49 In the
other accounts of Jesus’ final commission to the disciples (Matt.28:19, 20; Acts 1:8),
there is only the mention of preaching and teaching, with no specific commands to
heal.50 J. Wilkinson comments that “according to the original gospel tradition, Jesus
has not included a command to heal in His final commission to His disciples.”51
Wilkinson then suggests that this is probably a later addition to the gospel of Mark “to
add such a command, if Jesus had ever given it, and for the church to record it, if the
church felt the need to have
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His authority for its healing activity.”52 In addition, Wilkinson’s final conclusion is
that it is most likely the case that Jesus did not give explicit terms of healing to His
disciples, but only of preaching and being a witness.53
Most scholars agree with Dickinson that there is little record of healing and
deliverance on the part of the original twelve disciples and Apostles, in the early days
of the church.54 According to Dickinson, “the number and magnitude of healings in
the Acts of the Apostles are less than in the time of Jesus’ ministry.”55 Morris
Maddock points out that healing took place as long as the disciples acted in obedience
to what Jesus taught them.56 Dickinson also points out that there is neither record of
the fulfillment of a healing commission nor “any general program of healing.”57
MacNutt points out that although most of the recorded miracles in Acts and the
epistles recorded mostly the acts of healing and deliverance by Paul (examples
include the account of “the lame man at Lystra (Acts 14:8); the father of Publius (Acts
28:7); healing via handkerchiefs or aprons (Acts 19:11); healing of the sick on the
island (Acts 28:9); dead boy (Acts 20:7)) and Peter (the lame man at the Gate of
Beautiful (Acts 3:1); Aeneas (Acts 9:32); Peter’s shadow (Acts 5:12); crowds (Acts
5:16); dead woman Dorcas (Acts 9:36)), the rest of the disciples were also involved in
healing. These other disciples include Philip, Stephen and Ananias of Damascus.58
There is “only one case of exorcism recorded in the Acts of the Apostles (16:16-18) –
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the demon-possessed girl in Philippi who followed Paul and became an
embarrassment to his work.59 MacNutt says evidence of healing is also indicated in
Acts 4:29, 30 as the persecuted disciples and apostles prayed: “Now Lord, consider
their threats and enable Your servants to speak your word with great boldness. Stretch
out Your hand to heal and perform miraculous signs and wonders through Your holy
Servant Jesus.”60 Macnutt asserts that “the same Spirit Who empowered Jesus in His
life and work is meant to empower the mission of the church.”61
There are three other evidences of healing and deliverance in the early church
during the times of the disciples. James 2:19 implies that the apostles dealt with the
demoniacs. It says, “You believe that God is; you do well. Even the demons believe –
and shudder (phrissein).”62 The other evidence is found in 1 Corinthians 12:9-10, 2830. Twelftree suggests that it can be extrapolated from this verse that exorcism was
considered as a gift to be exercised.63 Twelftree pointed at Hebrews 2:3-4 that says,
“God added His testimony by signs and wonders and various miracles (dunamesin)
and by gifts (merismois) of the Holy Spirit, distributed according to His will.”
Twelftree says that “the all-encompassing phrase (‘signs and wonders and various
miracles’) suggests that exorcism was an ongoing part of the life of Christian ministry
for Hebrews, in confirming the message of the preachers and as an expression of the
presence of the Spirit in the believer.”64 There is sufficient evidence to suggest that
exorcism and healing were active expressions of the life of Christian ministry.
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THE EARLY CHURCH
Healing and deliverance as a practice was part of Jesus’ ministry and of the
early church, especially the first 200 years following the New Testament recorded
apostolic period.65 To Porterfield, exorcism was an act of discipleship that
dramatically displayed Christ’s power to expel sin and evil from others and to heal
them in the name of Jesus, and also a means of Christian outreach. 66 She writes that
“casting out demons was a trademark of early Christianity, and Christians acquired
reputations as exorcists…and Christians defined who they were, and how powerful
they were, by confronting the spiritual forces of evil.”67 According to Porterfield, the
early church historian S.V. MacCasland identified exorcism as the most outstanding
mark of discipleship far above teaching and preaching in the early church.68 In
addition, Porterfield notes “the well-known historian of the late Roman culture,
Ramsey MacMullen, also affirmed the importance of exorcism in second- and thirdcentury Christianity, and described it as a ‘shoot-out’ with ‘nasty, lower powers’ that
inhabited their victims, causing all kinds of afflictions.”69
Early writings of theologians such as Tertullian, Origen and Irenaeus
acknowledged the practice of healing. Eusebius, the bishop of Ceaserea in the early
fourth century, also known as the ‘Father of Church History’, recorded that “many
preached the Gospel more and more widely and scattered the saving seeds of the
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kingdom of heaven far and near throughout the whole world.”70 Many functioned as
evangelists, with God’s grace and power, witnessed “a great many wonderful
works…done through them by the power of the divine Spirit, so that at the first
hearing whole multitudes of men eagerly embraced the religion of the Creator of the
universe.”71
Origen (185-232 AD), a third-century theologian in the Eastern Church, in his
treatise, Against Celsus, writes openly of healings and deliverance among the early
church: ‘They expel evil spirits and perform many cures, and forsee certain events,
according to the will of the Logos.’72 In defending the name of Christ, Origen adds:
“And the name of Jesus can still remove distractions from the minds of men and expel
demons, and also take away diseases.”73 Origen notes that “Christians cast out
demons merely by prayer and simple adjurations which the plainest person can use,
because, for the most part, it is unlettered (illiterate) persons who perform this
work.”74
Cyprian (249AD), the bishop of Carthage, in the third century wrote that the
healing power of Christ was evident in the sacraments, especially in the sacrament of
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baptism for believers, during which many experienced deliverance.75 He wrote: “This,
finally, in very fact also we experience, that those who are baptized by urgent
necessity in sickness, and obtain grace, are free from the unclean spirit where with
they were previously moved, and live in the Church in praise and honor, and day by
day make more and more advance in the increase of heavenly grace by the growth of
their faith.”76 He adds, “When they are adjured by us in the name of the true God,
yield forthwith, and confess, and admit, they are forced also to leave the bodies they
have invaded.”77
Tertullian (240 AD), the Father of Latin Christianity, declared that Christians
had authority over demons.78 He wrote to the proconsul of North Africa on cases of
healing and deliverance: “the clerk of one of them who was liable to be thrown upon
the ground by an evil spirit, was set free from affliction: as was also the relative of
another, and the little boy of a third. How many men of rank (to say nothing of
common people) have been delivered from devils, and healed of diseases!”79 MacNutt
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asserts: “Tertullian claimed that the noblest Christian life is ‘to exorcise evil spirits –
to perform cures – to live to God.’”80
Sawvelle writes that “one of the compelling evidences for pagans of the
Roman Empire to become Christian was the ability of these early believers to heal the
sick and exorcise demons.”81 He quotes Irenaeus’ (202AD) discussion on the
normalcy of healing and deliverance in the church in Irenaeus’ treatise Against
Heresis:
Wherefore also those who are in truth His disciples receiving grace from Him
to do in His name perform miracles…For some do certainly and truly drive
out devils so that those who have thus been cleansed from evil spirits
frequently both believe in Christ and join themselves to the church…Others
still heal the sick by laying their hands upon them and they are made
whole…82
MacNutt observes that the early church, right up to the fourth century,
expected all who were baptized to receive the baptism in the Holy Spirit at the time of
their water baptism.83 Preparation for water baptism took up to two or three years, and
part of that preparation included extensive teaching alongside the occurrence of
exorcism, because “the early church knew by experience that pagan converts had
attracted evil spirits simply by having lived in a pagan culture.”84 Exorcism was also
done on infants who received baptism as a precaution based on the belief that infants
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might have picked up demonic spirits from the demonic environment of their
parents.85
Kelsey writes that with the establishment of the Byzantine Empire, the
Christian church emerged from the underground and became one of the most
important Byzantine institutions. Athanasius (296-393AD), the Bishop of Alexandria
in Egypt during the fourth century “presented Anthony as the exemplar of Christian
orthodoxy, and thus a representative of the doctrine affirmed at the Council of Nicaea
in 325AD that Christ was both man and God, and that Christ extended His divine
power, which was His by nature as God’s son, through His adopted saints and their
healing work.”86 During this period, four other great bishops in the Eastern Orthodox
Church, wrote of their theology, which included within it, the practice of healing in
the church. These four bishops were Basil the Great (329-379 AD), his brother
Gregory of Nyssa (331-396 AD), their friend Gregory of Nazianzus (329-389AD),
and John Chrysostom (345-407AD).87
In the West, although healings were recorded by the saintly Ambrose (340-397
AD), Augustine of Hippo (354-430), Jerome (340-420 AD), Gregory the Great (540
AD-early part of the seventh century), Sulpitious Severus (363-425AD), the
biographer of St. Martin of Tours and John Cassian (360-435AD) (whose thoughts
influenced Western monasticism), the view on healing took a distinctly different angle
that eventually led to the diminishing of healing in the ministry life of the church.88
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These men’s acceptance of Plato’s worldview, which emphasized the
interaction of the physical and non-physical worlds, helped bolster the acceptance of
spiritual healing.89 “They believed that demons attacked the human psyche directly,
bringing physical and mental illness. They accepted the crucifixion and resurrection
as events indissolubly linked, through which the demonic host was defeated, and they
believed that those who were filled with the spirit of Christ had the power to turn back
demonic attack and to provide healing in mind and body for those who sought it.”90 In
spite of this, they diminished the importance of healing; this was a major sign of the
beginning of the decline of the healing ministry of the church.
Sawvelle asserts that “by the fifth century, Augustine, bishop of Hippo (and
early Christian theologian) whose writings influenced the development of Western
Christianity, began to take the theological position that healing and miracles were no
longer operative in his time.”91 Augustine wrote: “These miracles are not allowed to
continue into our time, lest the soul should always require things that can always be
seen, and by becoming accustomed to them mankind should grow cold towards the
thing whose novelty had made men glow with fire.”92 Towards the completion of his
work, The City of God, Augustine shifted his cessationist position in favor of the
ministry of healing and deliverance. He wrote: “I am so pressed by the promise of
finishing this work, that I cannot record all the miracles I know…For when I saw in
our times frequent signs of the presence of divine powers similar to those which had
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been given of old, I desired that narratives might be written…It is not yet two years…
almost seventy at the hour at which I write.”93
Augustine’s subsequent repudiation of his previous cessationist position did
not however, stop the diminishing of the healing and deliverance practice, ad hid
former view had already done its damage. He complained “that miracles were
relatively unknown due to suppressed communication and the conditioned unbelief of
the people.”94 Similarly, Jerome, whose contribution was the Vulgate also “help(ed) to
turn the church’s attention away from healing, focusing it on what healing represented
symbolically.”95 John Cassian’s discussion on healing entailed the perceived dangers
of using the gifts of healing, which include losing one’s humility, inward purity and
perfect chastity – tantamount to losing one’s soul for concentrating on healing human
sickness.96
Gregory the Great’s emphasis was on sickness as an instrument of God in
bringing correction and repentance to a person to bring transformation for eternity.97
Hence, while he did not deny the possibility of healing, he was more focused on
God’s will to heal.98 The church in the West had begun making decisions to limit the
ministry of healing, setting boundaries that would continue to diminish the operations
of the gifts of the Holy Spirit as she entered into the Medieval years of the church. It
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became increasingly obvious that man’s opinion was defining the will of God – that
is, man had decided that God was not going to do any more miracles, and that healing
had only a symbolic (not literal) meaning.
THE MIDDLE AGES (AD 500-1500)
At the end of the fifth century, which was the beginning of the Middle Ages
(inclusive of the Medieval Ages at its beginning), the Roman Empire collapsed.99
Politically, Europe was seized by feudalism with turmoil of wars between feudal lords
and kings. This was “a time of widespread wars, accompanied by a general lack of
learning”, resulting in the obscurity of many central truths of Christianity.100 In
addition, prayer for healing became relegated to the clergy instead of the prerogative
of every believer, as was the case in the early church.
This period saw a change of emphasis from “this life” to the next, as chaos
took place with the collapse of educational systems, with cities emptying out, and
with disease, depression and despair taking center stage.101 The word “healed” was
sometimes translated as “saved” as Scripture was translated to Latin, which led also to
changes in practices in the Catholic Church, such that “the anointing to heal became
known as the ‘Extreme Unction for Dying.”102 Sawvelle writes that “anointing with
oil and prayer for the sick became anointing for last rites and preparation for death,
promising the sick to go straight to heaven and avoid purgatory should they die.”103
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A foundation was being laid for a movement away from the first century
healing ministry of the church, during this era of church history. Influential bishops
such as Gregory the Great (AD 540-604) “took a cessationist position that the
miracles were necessary at the beginning of the church age in order for faith and the
church to grow, but once the church was established, miracles began to diminish.”104
In addition, the church took a rational approach to its doctrine and by way of
reasoning, reduced the significance of healing.105 What became predominant
according to Ruthven, is that many church leaders believed “the role of the devout is
no longer to expect miracles, but to pursue virtues prescribed in church scriptures and
doctrines.”106
Europe in the sixth and seventh centuries also saw disasters and plagues
sweeping across the continent. Expectations of healing miracles morphed into
resigned acceptance that sickness was “God’s displeasure with humanity rather than
the church viewing as seen in the New Testament, God’s love and desire to heal
humanity as displayed through the life of Christ and His followers.”107 Kelsey says
that sickness was understood as a “mark of God’s correction, sometimes inflicted by
the negative powers with divine approval, to bring moral renewal.”108
The shiftings in this period notwithstanding, miracles of healings were
recorded by Gregory the Great himself, who documented healings and miracles
performed through Benedict in His Dialogues; by Charles the Archbishop of
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Glasglow contemplating Cuthbert’s prayer that brought healing for many; by the
saintly John of Beverly, the bishop of York; by Saint Hospicus.109 According to Craig
S. Keener in his book Miracles, both medieval Western and Eastern churches
recorded healings taking place.110 However, many of these records included healings
that accompanied veneration of the miraculous powers of the saints. People revered
their bones, graves and relics. Potterfield observes that "icons became increasingly
popular as stand-ins for Christian holy men and as accessible, alternative means of
enlisting the same kind of healing power that holy men offered.”111 In addition to
icons, there were also many healing shrines that were built. Sacraments such as
penance, baptism, and Eucharist became channels and forms of healing.112 Keener
says that uneducated Christians felt able to connect with past eras of God’s working
through these.113 The practice of healing was no longer the same as in the days of
Jesus and the early years of the church, which was ministered by ordinary Christians
through the power of the Holy Spirit in the name of Jesus.
This period also saw the rise of the monastic movement led by “Desert
Fathers” who established themselves in the deserts of Northern Africa in pursuit of
holiness that was declining within the main body of the church.114 Cardinal Leon
Joseph Suenens considered the monastic movement as a charismatic movement with
miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit being evident among the monastics. They
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continued to practice healing and deliverance and gained notoriety for it.115 The
miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit, which disappeared from the institutional church,
now appeared among the monastics.
Another important shift in Christian theology took place in Christendom with
Aristotle’s philosophy replacing Plato in explaining life. Kelsey wrote that “by the
fifth century few men in the West could read the basic Greek works…it became a
point of honor to be separated from all things Greek”, and by 1054, Latin became the
principal language. Plato’s work was history and Aristotle’s work dominated.116
The Platonian framework of philosophy provides “a carefully expressed
notion of a non-physical and eternal world which shapes and directs the physical
world.”117 Plato’s idea is that “the tangible world, of which the human body is a part,
constantly interacts with a world of ideas, spirits, demons, and deities.”118 Kelsey
asserts that “in this framework the Old Testament descriptions of direct human
dealings with God made good sense, as did dreams and visions, the healings,
prophecies, and angels and demons of the New Testament.”119 He calls Plato “the
philosopher of shamanistic experience, the experience that human beings can be in
touch with both a physical and a spiritual dimension of reality.”120
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In contrast to Plato, Aristotle’s worldview is that “man receives knowledge
only through sense experience and reason.”121 Kelsey explains Aristotle thus:
According to Aristotle, man first obtains knowledge of the external world
through sense experience… But once man has come to maturity, he can learn
to use his reason, first to understand and classify his sense experience, and
then to provide direct access to logically certain knowledge. Thus knowledge
is provided by reason as well as by sense experience.122
For Aristotle, the gathering of information begins with sense experience, and
can only be accepted as absolute knowledge upon first verification by way of
deductive reasoning, not inductive reasoning. He did not consider information from
sense experience or processed information through inductive reasoning to be
definitive knowledge, as these are still changeable. Hence any knowledge can only be
accepted as final or absolute when it comes through deductive reasoning. In Kelsey’s
words, “For this reason, he (Aristotle) favored the logical certainty of deductive
reason over the tentative character of inductive thought; in this way one could find
absolute knowledge about certain things.”123Aristotle believed that knowledge of the
ultimate reality or God cannot be obtained through divine inspiration but by human
rational activity.124 By divine inspiration, he included dreams, visions and any direct
supernatural interactions.125
Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), an Italian Dominican theologian, introduced
what was known as Aquinas-Aristotelian synthesis.126 Here he integrated Christian
thought with Aristotelian philosophy and shifted Christendom away from Plato’s
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philosophy. Kelsey says that “this resulted in a theology which had little place for any
direct and natural contact between God and human beings, hence little room for
healing.”127
Kelsey says that “Aquinas came to the conclusion that this was a basic truth
which Christians could and must accept.”128 Aquinas took Aristotle’s position that the
knowledge of God is only derived logically and not from any experience of dreams,
visions, healing or any supernatural encounters.129 While he did not deny the
possibility of supernatural knowledge, he explained that these were deliberate specific
revelations, namely that God had chosen to reveal Himself in Christ Jesus that was
beyond human reason.130 According to Kelsey, “Aquinas stood close to Barth, who
sees God breaking through once in the historical process to reveal in Jesus Christ all
that men need to know supernaturally; they cannot expect further revelation because
there is no natural process by which God relates to man.”131 Unlike Barth, Aquinas
permitted room for the supernatural, which he himself experienced. 132
This theology moved the church further away from the first-century healing
paradigm gradually phased out by Aristotelian philosophy.133 The impact of this was
that it made it difficult for the church to allow God direct access to heal and transform
lives through the power of the Holy Spirit. The integrated discipleship methodology
of Jesus through His teaching, power and acts of healing that saw the transformation
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of lives, was gradually shut out of the church. Discipleship steered away from the
miraculous and supernatural works of God, towards intellectual engagement with
scripture, thinking, deductive reasoning, logic and interaction with the physical world.
This was to continue into the years of the Reformation and of Modernity itself.
REFORMATION YEARS ONWARDS - PUTTING TO DEATH DIVINE
HEALING
The Reformation years started in 1517 when Martin Luther posted his NinetyFive Theses on the door of the church in Wittenberg. The Protestant movement
headed by Luther, Calvin, Zwingli, and other Reformers was an act of bringing the
church back “to an adherence of scripture alone, sola scriptura, by grace alone, sola
gratia, by faith alone, sola fide, and by Christ alone, sola Christi.”134
One major focus of this movement was a reaction to the abusive practices of
the church such as trafficking in inauthentic relics, cult of the saints, inauthentic
miracle claims and Catholic apologetics.135 By the time of the Reformers, healing
miracles had drifted so far from how they were manifested through Jesus and His
disciples, that they were now being relegated to miracle shrines, relics and saints –
“appealing to particular saints to address particular problems – St. Apollo for
toothache, St. Roch for plague, St. Christopher for protection against sudden
death.”136 The reformers took a theological position to reject and oppose the
miraculous and the healing and deliverance aspects of the gospel.137
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Martin Luther, a leading proponent of Protestantism has often been
characterized as anti-miraculous. Randy Clark asserts that this was not truth and he
quotes Luther: “How often has it happened, and still does, that devils have been
driven out in the name of Christ; also by calling on His name and prayer, the sick
have been healed.”138 Luther himself witnessed the deliverance of a girl from demonic
spirits after he prayed for her, and the healing of his good friend Philip Melancthon,
who was near death.139 According to Keener, “A year before he died, Luther taught on
prayer for the sick, both privately and in churches, following Jas 5:14-15. In a letter
he scribbled: “prayer for healing by the laying on of hands occurring in
Wittenberg.”140 However, Luther did take the position that it was no longer necessary
for God to work in the ordinary physical world as He did once, through Jesus and
during the Apostolic Era.141
The theologian of the Reformation who dealt the greatest death blow to the
subject of healing during the time of the reformers was the French Reformer John
Calvin (1509-1564).142 John Calvin was among those who radically challenged the
validity of healing miracles. He “condemned petitions to the saints for healing
miracles as misguided and sinful, and laid out a framework for Christian living that
focused on worship of a transcendent God.”143 Calvin “emphasized the absolute
transcendence of God, expressed in the principle that finite nature could not contain
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the infinity of God” and moved all of the miraculous into the realm of revelation, not
the normal occurrences of the ordinary life in the physical world.144 He took an
extreme position, dismissing the gifts of healing and interpretation as temporary, and
removed healing from the list of Christian ministries.145 To Calvin, these were
“extraordinary gifts of the Spirit bestowed on Christ’s early followers to reflect the
momentous events of His actual appearance on earth, not ongoing practices of
Christian life.”146 He believed that “miracles were not just rare; they ended with the
death of the last Apostle.”147 MacNutt says that Calvin converted cessationism into
basic doctrine.148 In addition, Calvin believed and taught that “demons had been
banished from this world after the Resurrection; so in addition to calling for the
abolition of healing ministry, he also did away with exorcism and deliverance, at least
for Christians.”149 Calvin’s position is largely the result of having seen only the
abuses of the healing ministry as practiced in Europe during his time.150
Another important damage to the healing ministry after Calvin, came at the
hand of David Hume (1711-1776). Hume was a Scottish philosopher from the school
of Scottish realism, science and religion, and was “a most influential philosopher in
the Enlightenment, a movement of the eighteenth century with an emphasis on
rationalism.”151 Hume declared that “the miracles in the life of Jesus never
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happened.”152 According to MacNutt, Hume “wrote the influential An Enquiry
Concerning Human Understanding, which banished any remaining belief in miracles
from European secular thought.153
This was a period where science and religion were headed in different
directions, and the educated was persuaded and taught by scientific materialism to
only consider as certainty or reality, what could be seen and measured.154 Hence,
angels, demons and miraculous healing became myth to the educated class and the
liberal wing of Protestantism.155 Protestantism had divided into two wings – “the
‘conservatives’ who believed that miracles ceased nineteen hundred years ago, and
the ‘liberals’ who believed that they never happened at all. These views still represent
major divisions among Protestant Christians and affect us in our own day.”156
According to MacNutt, the “ordinary Christians”, who were less highly educated, held
onto the literal understanding of the Bible, but the professors and ministers,
succumbing to a secular scientific worldview, saw healing and exorcism “as remnants
of a primitive understanding of nature (and religion) in which intelligent people can
no longer believe.”157 An example is William Barclay, the popular Scottish
theologian, who wrote The Daily Study Bible Series. He implied that “Jesus simply
used the power of suggestion when He cast out evil spirits.”158 Barclay was of the
opinion that people experienced healing from deliverance because they were under
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the delusion that they were demon-possessed, and therefore exhibited the symptoms
of demon-possession, which were then easily resolved or healed through exorcism.159
He suggested that this was the case in the Eastern world where all illness was ascribed
to the malignant power of demons and devils.160
John Nelson Darby (1800-1882) was another theologian who had a role in
setting back the healing ministry. Darby dropped Anglicanism to join the Plymouth
Brethren and became the Brethren’s most influential theologian.161 One of his theories
among several that influenced the conservative wing of evangelical Christianity was
dispensationalism. 162 Dispensationalism claims “that church history is divided into
several eras or ‘dispensations’.”163 According to Darby, “the healing and the other
charismatic gifts (in 1 Corinthians12) were intended only for special dispensation of
apostolic times.”164 He took the same position as Calvin believing that healing and
other charismatic gifts ended with the death of the last apostle.165 MacNutt believes
that Darby’s teachings had effectively sealed the door on healing prayer, to the
conservative evangelical wing of Protestants.166
According to Kelsey, two major theologians, Karl Barth (one of the most
significant theologians for the more fundamentalist and orthodox believers), and
Rudolph Bultmann (a most influential New Testament theologian for liberal
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believers), pushed God’s power to love and care for the created world, further
away.167 Barth said: “miracles of healings don’t happen anymore; Bultmann
maintained that they didn’t happen in the New Testament either.”168
Bultmann (1884-1976) strengthened the case against healing for liberal and
existential theology, declaring healing never took place even during the time of Jesus,
and maintaining the liberal position that the miracle stories of the gospels were
“myths.”169 His basic argument was that the “world was a closed system in which
God had no influence: The healing miracles and Resurrection did not happen in any
literal sense – all these were myths, no longer believable in the modern age.”170
Bultmann was totally hostile to the ministry of healing and deliverance and assessed
Johann Christopher Blumhardt’s (a Lutheran pastor) ministry of healing and
deliverance as “legend” and “abomination”.171 According to Macnutt, many
prominent professors at German universities were Bultmann’s students who had in
fact taken over many Protestant seminaries run by liberals.172 The result was that the
most educated Protestants and clergies were absolutely closed to the subject of
healing and deliverance.173 Dietrich Bonhoeffer took similar positions alongside Barth
and Bultmann. He wrote in Letters from Prison, that “since human beings have come
of age and can understand and manage the physical world so efficiently, they no
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longer need a God who works directly in the physical world to help them in their
helplessness.”174
TWENTIETH CENTURY RE-EMERGENCE OF DIVINE HEALING FROM
THE EMBERS
Although the intellectual educated world of Christianity had taken a position
against God’s involvement in the transformation of human lives through His power by
acts of healing and miracles, healing by the power of God still continued to occur.
Records of miraculous healings exist from after the Reformation years. Martin Luther
(1483-1546) himself witnessed the healing of his friend Melanchton, as Luther prayed
for him.175 George Fox (1624-1691), founder of the Society of Friends, left behind an
unpublished bounded manuscript, referred to as “Book of Miracles”, which contains
his records of concrete facts relating to miracles.176 Richard Baxter (1615-1691), one
of the great Puritan leaders, recorded a healing from a tumor he had.177 Count
Zinzendorf (1700-1760), one of the leaders of the Moravians, testified that they had
witnessed the healing acts of God against incurable maladies such as cancer.178 John
Wesley (1703-1791) described many miracles of God’s healing through his prayer for
the sick, including the healing that came upon his horse as he prayed for his horse.179
J.C. Blumhart (1805-1880), a Lutheran pastor, was known for his healing ministry at
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a “Kurhaus” (healing centre) that he founded.180 Others who saw evidences of the
power of God included Jonathan Edwards, whose preaching started a famous revival
in Northampton, Massachusetts in 1734 and George Whitefield, an Anglican preacher
who in 1739 stirred up what is referred to as the Great Awakening in the American
colonies.181 According to Kelsey, both revivals, which saw the move of the Holy
Spirit, were blocked by the institutional church, due partly to doctrinal reasons and
partly to excesses and aberrations that gave it a bad name.182 Other early healing
practices documented in Paul Chappell’s research include Mother Ann Lee and the
Shakers, John Humphrey Noyes and the Oneida Community, and Ellen G.White and
the Adventists.183 European contributors to Divine Healing named by Chappell
include Edward Irving, Johann Blumhart, Dorothea Trudel, Samweul Zeller and Otto
Stockmayer.184
According to William L. De Arteaga, “all through the Nineteenth Century the
Holy Spirit moved in powerful revivals, challenging the doctrine of cessationism at
the very time it was reaching peak influence. Revivals broke out in England, South
Africa, India and the United States, and brought with them different gifts of the Holy
Spirit for all to see.”185 Much of these revivals were part of the Holiness Movement in
America prior to the mid-nineteenth century. This “was an interdenominational
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network of people who are dedicated to promoting the doctrine and experience of
‘entire sanctification.’186 Its theology was anchored on the theology and practice of
John Wesley, Church of England minister, founder of Methodism, and father of the
Wesleyan Holiness, “who took seriously the injunction ‘be ye perfect as your Father
in heaven is perfect’ and asserted that a person can become ‘perfect in love or
intention’ in this life.”187
Emerging out of the Holiness Movement was the parallel rise of the healing
theology.188 Kelsey says that in the late years of the nineteenth century, this renewed
interest in “religious healing began to take place in Europe and America…bypassed
most of the established churches, but has touched a great many people all over the
world.” 189 The theological focus of this new healing movement was that healing was
in the Atonement, just as salvation from sin was available to all in the Atonement.190
According to De Arteaga, “it had various names such as Divine Healing Movement or
Evangelical Healing Movement, but it was known principally at the time as the FaithCure Movement. In this revival, healing was not merely an unexpected by-product of
fervent prayer but the result of intended and directed prayer efforts.”191
Paul G. Chappell identified this movement as “that group of persons who
maintain the belief that physical disease or illness is cured by the supernatural
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intervention of God when the prayer of faith is prayed.”192 Kimberley Evin Alexander
defined it as “…that Christian movement which maintains a belief that physical
disease or illness can be cured or healed by God’s supernatural intervention, when the
prayer of faith is prayed; this healing is available as part of salvation.”193 According to
Chappell, the pioneers of this movement include Ethan O. Allen, Sarah and Edward
Mix, Charles Culis, William Boardman, A.J. Gordon, Andrew Murray, A.B. Simpson,
Carrie Judd Montgomery, and Alexander Dowie.194
Doctor Charles Cullis of Boston (1833-1892), an Episcopalian, is considered
as the Father of the “Divine Healing Movement.”195 Cullis’ began as a homeopathic
physician who believed that God had called him to care for the sick. In the late 1860’s
Cullis’ contemplation of James 5.14,15 led him to incorporate prayer of faith in his
care for the sick.196 In 1879, Cullis announced that hundreds had been healed as a
result of this practice.197 Cullis believed that healing was provided in the Atonement
as was salvation and he convinced others in the Holiness movement such as James
Inkip, W.E. Broadman and Daniel Steele.198 He published Cullis’s Annual Report of
the Consumptives’ Home which contained testimonies of healing. He also opened a
faith cure home in Boston.199
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Another Bostonian who played a major part in advancing the doctrine of
divine healing was Adoniram Judson Gordon (A.J. Gordon), a Baptist pastor. Gordon,
who was a trustee of Cullis’ faith work, witnessed the instantaneous healing of an
opium addict and a missionary with a cancerous jaw in 1877 at D.L. Moody’s meeting
in Boston.200 After seriously studying scriptures on divine healing, he published an
influential tract in 1881 entitled, “The Ministry of Healing – Miracles of Cure in All
Ages.” 201 He defended healing on two fronts - against the cessationists and also
criticized Mary Baker Eddy and Christian Science “as being neither Christian nor
scientific.”202
Another major force in the advancement of the healing movement was
provided by Albert Benjamin Simpson (A.B. Simpson), who founded the Christian
and Missionary Alliance.203 Simpson’s influences included Frank Sandford, Charles
Parham and Carrie Judd, with some even “speculating that Aimee Semple
MacPherson’s “Foursquare Gospel” was a modification of Simpson’s “Four-fold
Gospel.”204
It was after 1880 when Simpson attended Cullis faith convention, after
suffering a complete physical and nervous breakdown that he became open to the
doctrine of divine healing, experiencing healing for himself.205 Simpson came to the
conclusion, after much study of scripture, that ‘the atonement of Christ takes away sin
and the consequence of sin for every believer who accepts Him…therefore (healing)
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was included in the gospel of Jesus Christ, as purchased and finished for all who
accepted Jesus fully.”206 Simpson believed that healing was the redemptive right of
believers in every era.207 He resigned from his Presbyterian pastorate and founded the
nondenominational Gospel Tabernacle (1882) and the Berachah Home for healing
(1883) in New York City.208 According to Heather D. Curtis, Simpson challenged the
conviction that “glory…rebounds to God for our submission to His will in sickness
and the happy results of sanctification affection.”209
Simpson took many of Rev. D. D. Smith Wilmington’s position on why God
was reviving the healing ministry.210 These included firstly, God making man whole
to prove God is a real, personal Being, and that Christ is the Redeemer of the soul and
the body; secondly, that prayer is a power, a force, and answer; thirdly, so that
believers can be brought into the ministry – “healing is the power to go forth and
minister; fourthly, to bring the body of Jesus Christ together; fifthly, as a protest
against the materialism and infidelity of the age; sixthly, the urgency of evangelism
because of the nearness of the return of the blessed Savior – expanding the Kingdom
of God; and finally, recipients of divine healing would be the gospel before the world
and before the scoffer.”211 Simpson was regarded by many as “the forerunner of
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Pentecostal theology, noted for a hermeneutical method which derived truth or
doctrine from biblical narrative, primarily the narrative of the book of Acts.”212
In the period of the last third of the nineteenth century, the divine healing
movement in the United States grew, with many camp meetings and conventions213.
Charles Cullis’ first “faith convention” was held in 1874 in Framingham,
Massachusetts, followed by weeklong meetings at the Methodists’ Old Orchard,
Maine, campgrounds between 1876-1883.214 Simpson held a “Convention for
Christian Life, Divine Healing and Evangelistic and Missionary Work” in 1884 at the
New York Gospel Tabernacle.215 He and his colleagues promoted these road-show
faith-cure meetings – to Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Buffalo (1885), Chicago (1889),
Detroit, Kansas City (1895), Atlanta (1899), Toronto (1891), and Los Angeles (1895).
Such faith-cure conventions were used to spread the word on salvation and healing. In
addition to these camp meetings and faith conventions, several of its major
proponents started healing homes dedicated to praying for healing. These included
Carrie Judd’s Faith Rest Cottage, A.B. Simpson’s Berachah Home, Mrs. Baxter’s
Bethshan and Alexander Dowie’s healing homes in Chicago.216 According to Curtis,
divine healing had spread from Switzerland and Germany across Europe and to Great
Britain, the United States, Australia and India by 1885.217
MacNutt wrote that while these holiness and healing revival meetings of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries saw massive repentance, changed lives, healings
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and signs and wonders, it was still mostly the uneducated, marginalized people who
were responding. Those in establishments, such as the Congregationalists and the
Episcopalians dismissed these events as “emotional, hysterical outbursts of ignorant
people, ‘hillbillies’.”218 MacNutt summaries the nineteenth century this way:
In human terms it was as if, for centuries, God had been trying to reach
Christian churches by touching a leader here and there, but the official
authorities never seemed to get the point. We might surmise that, finally
(putting it in human terms), in the twentieth century God’s patience seems to
have been exhausted. This time He started so many conflagrations in so many
places, that no one has yet been able to put them out.219
Up to this point, the importance of the healing and deliverance ministry of
Jesus for the transformation of lives had yet to be fully accepted, understood and
realized, although God brought many into encounter with His healing grace.
Breaking into the scene in the twentieth century, was the Pentecostal
Movement that saw the release of the power of God and the beginnings of a new era
of signs and wonders, miracles and healings. The explosiveness of the Pentecostal
revival could not be contained and began to spread rapidly. According to MacNutt,
“within six months of the Azusa Missions founding, 38 missionaries had already
spread out – first to major cities in the United States, but then further afield across the
world – to such destinations as Egypt, Norway and South Africa.”220 Harvey Cox
observed that Christianity continued with Pentecost breaking free from traditionalism,
scientism, creed and abolishing hierarchies, but keeping the ecstasy of a personal
experience with God that transforms. Meanwhile, the religious conservatives stayed
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rooted in their established doctrines and hierarchy while the liberals continued to
remain socially relevant.221
MacNutt points out that “the greatest difference between Pentecostalism and
traditional religion is that traditional religious services stress teaching and belief in the
unseen presence of God (as for example in the sacraments), while Pentecostals stress
having an experience of Jesus and the Holy Spirit.”222 He elaborates: “Expectant
prayer for healing and deliverance is an essential feature of Pentecostal belief, as the
believers trust in God’s love for them to remove obstacles of sickness and oppression
from their lives.”223 MacNutt further states: “Pentecostalism is based on God actually
doing something transformational in people’s lives.”224 He rightly analyses that
Pentecostal preachers encouraged listeners “to trust that God will move in similar,
extraordinary ways to touch and transform their own lives.”225 It is this openness to a
God encounter that leads to a dramatic experiential transformation of lives by the
Holy Spirit, which deepens faith and creates a hunger for a pursuit after the will of
God. MacNutt writes:
They have come to believe and, more than that, to experience the Person of the
Risen Christ. Having experienced the Person of Jesus, they proceed to
experience the power of the Holy Spirit and all the charismatic gifts
enumerated by Paul. Amongst them, the gift of healing is foremost in freeing
people from the infirmities of life in the fallen world. Not that they become
totally free of suffering, but they do become free of those weaknesses,
addictions, emotional illnesses and even physical sicknesses that prevent them
from living a fully joyful human life. In experiencing healing – and
oftentimes, deliverance from evil spirits – they come to experience God as
being a loving parent, or Jesus as a loving brother, rather than as a distant or
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punitive judge – “the “High God” of the distant heavens in traditional native
religions.226
Early Pentecostals were zealous in promoting the belief that “healing was in
the atonement, and purchased by Christ’s death on the cross.”227 F.M. Britton, a
former leader in the Fire-Baptized Holiness Church is quoted as follows: “Since the
forgiveness of sins and cleansing from all sin is provided for in the atonement, we do
not need any other remedy for our sins, or sin, and in the same way we do not need
any other remedy for healing but faith in the atonement”228 There was a singleminded focus on the centrality of faith in the actualization of healing from God. A
quote from a 1926 issue of Golden Grain, a periodical published by healing evangelist
Charles Price, says:
The prayer of faith does not have IF in it,” and Christians needed to
understand that ‘GOD WILL NEVER HEAR THE PRAYER OF DOUBT.” If
it was not God’s will to heal, “HE WILL NEVER COMMAND IT.” And the
author continued, “In Scripture, God told the elders in the church to ‘pray and
believe and I will heal.’ Therefore it was “THE ELDERS’ BUSINESS TO
PRAY AND BELIEVE AND LEAVE THE RESULTS WITH GOD.
Period.”229
Early Pentecostals had a strong emphasis on spiritual warfare as part of the
healing process and an absolute prohibition against seeking medical aid. The
nineteenth century Evangelicals who promoted healing did not however share the
same view on the issue of deliverance from demonic powers.230 For the Pentecostals,
the number one enemy in the war of health was Satan, who was out to destroy the
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human body and mind and this involved a spiritual battle. A commenter articulated in
the Apostolic Faith in 1907: “Every sickness is of the devil.”231 Hence deliverance
played a key role in the healing process.
Many early Pentecostals took a firm stand against medical practices, which at
that time was a poorly developed science.232 A popular view was Dowie’s: “There is
nothing, apart from scriptural considerations altogether, so purely speculative and so
wholly unscientific as the practice of medicine…science is accurate knowledge,
where is there an accurate knowledge in medicine?”233 Many early Pentecostals
rejected medical science but not general science and frequently praised the
advancements that were made in technological science.
As time progressed, Pentecostals became less objectionable towards medical
assistance. By mid-century, with the growing prestige and success of medical
establishments, Pentecostals found it difficult to discount claims regarding the healing
science of medicine.234 In 1949, a major figure contributing to the Pentecostal healing
ministry, Oral Roberts “admitted that there were instances when ‘nature has not been
weakened beyond its power to resist disease,’ in which case the body responds to
medical treatment since doctor can assist nature.”235 Roberts further said in 1957:
I believe that God gives us good doctors because He wants man to be well… I
am expected to do for myself the things which I can do. But the things beyond
my power and beyond the power of any other mortal man are in God’s power,
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and I come to God boldly, believing in Him that He can raise me up as the
Bible promises.236
Healing evangelists such as Roberts carved out a role for doctors while focusing on
God as the primary Healer.
During the 1960s and 70s, Kathryn Kuhlman was a major proponent of the
healing ministry within the charismatic movement.237 With regards to doctors,
Kathryn showed acceptance of their role, affirmed the validity of modern medicine,
yet criticized their proneness to discounting the miraculous. She is reported to have
said: “I have nothing against doctors…I don’t cure people – the Holy Spirit cures
through me. Doctors cure people too. I think doctors are wonderful.”238
While the divine healing movement made relationship bridges and
connections with doctors, relationships between psychologists, psychotherapists and
divine healing practitioners also evolved. As with the beginning, the initial response
of divine healing ministry practitioners towards doctors was that of hostility.
Psychologists and psychotherapists faced outright rejections. Donald Gee, a British
Pentecostal and editor of the Journal of Pentecost wrote in 1936: “Psychology is an
unnecessary bogey to many Pentecostal people, if psychic or soulish manifestations
are regarded as almost on par with the positively demonic.”239 William states that
“early Pentecostals discerned sinister forces at work among mental healers, frequently
branding psychologists and psychoanalysts as degenerate atheists determined to
bypass reliance on God’s power or any recognition of His law.” This view was shared
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by conservative evangelicals and fundamentalists in that time of “psychology’s
promotion of moral relativism.”240 William noted that Charles Price, in 1929, warned
his listeners: “There is no philosophy. There is no psychology. There is no psychoanalysis, there is no mental concentration, and there is nothing in the realm of mental
physics, there is nothing in all the world that can deliver a man’s soul from the guilt of
sin BUT FAITH IN THE ATONING BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST.”241
THE EMERGENCE OF THE IHD MINISTRY
Some among Pentecostals were open to the field of psychology, even in the
early days of the Pentecostal movement. These, who held a moderate view, “focused
more on it as a science explaining the habits of the human mind, rather than on
psychoanalysis as a healing system.”242 E. N. Bell, the Assemblies of God leader
wrote: “There is no harm in psychology taught in schools and colleges if it is taught
by a Christian in harmony with the Bible.”243
Williams wrote that it was not until the midcentury (when Pentecostals began
acknowledging that many ailments originated in anxiety and mental illness), that they
also began accepting some of the curative processes of psychologists and
psychiatrists. Demonic references still continued, albeit with greater allowance given
to the role of the mind in both sickness and cure, including the naturalization of
healing.244 Oral Roberts was among the first to appreciate the development of
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psychology, maintaining at the same time, the importance of the deliverance
ministry.245 In the mid-1960s, Oral Roberts wrote the following:
Psychiatry likes to go inside the mind and find the festering sore and let the
matter run out…It helps a person talk himself out, and empty himself and face
up to his negatives. It assists the person in emphasizing the corresponding
positive so that he can look on life with a real positive strength in his mind.246
Roberts added however that “Christianity went ‘further than psychiatry. It is
actually an injection of life.”
Gordon Lindsay acknowledged the “role of the mind in bodily sickness.” In
his opinion, many people in the prayer line suffered from nervous conditions,
neuroses, oppression, depression, fears and complexes and that there were oppressing
spirits at work.247 William opined that healing evangelists were ‘tracking medical
professionals’ growing attentive to the connection between the mind and body. By
1960, Donald Gee had given his approval of mind-based healing methods, affirming
the validity of psychological methods to meet human needs, whilst asserting the
superiority of supernatural spiritual deliverance.248
Meanwhile, in the 1960s, the dialogue on healing was trending towards
“wholeness” instead of mere physical healing.249 As early as 1949, Roberts quoted a
doctor as saying that: “…there was little medical hope for people whose souls are
wrong with God, whose spiritual channels are blocked, whose minds are beset by
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fears and frustrations.”250 For Roberts, “the miracle of healing starts from within.”251
Kuhlman’s position was that religion is good for healing the mind, and that there is an
interlocking of body, mind and spirit.252
The restoration of the mind was becoming a focus for many advocating the
power of right thinking and right thought to positively affect healing. In the late
nineteenth century, this movement on mind restoration known as “New Thought” and
popularized by Ralph Waldo Trine was gaining momentum.253 In the Christian circle,
Norman Vincent Peale in the 1950s was a big proponent of this ideology with his
popular book on “The Power of Positive Thinking.”254
Soon it became evident that Pentecostals were assimilating New Thought’s
ideology in their ministry. Oral Roberts published Peale’s article “Christ’s Healing
Power” in his ministry magazine “Healing Waters.”255 Gordon Lindsay’s Voice of
Healing carried Peale’s article called “How Faith Shapes Events”, in 1961.256 An
early influential link was that of evangelist and author E.W. Kenyon, whose “practical
guidelines for healing…paralleled New Thoughts’ focus on the power of affirming
words and of positive thoughts”, although Kenyon denies it.257 Kenyon attempted to
distance himself from New Thoughts by insisting that it is not simply the power of
positive thoughts and affirmation. Instead, it is that “Christ’s death and resurrection
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purchased healing and power for every believer…yet it remained up to the believer to
actualize these resources by aligning their thoughts and their speech with God’s
will.”258 Later in 1959, T.L. Osborn reproduced Kenyon’s writing in his own book,
with Kenyon’s daughter’s permission: “When we CONFESS HIS WORDS, then our
High Priest, Jesus Christ, acts on our behalf, according to our CONFESSION OF HIS
WORD, and intercedes to our Father for the benefit of the promises which we are
confessing. He is the High Priest of our confession.” He further wrote that “Christ’s
death served as the believer’s Emancipation Proclamation; believers should Act
accordingly. You should SPEAK accordingly. CONFESS your FREEDOM instead of
your bondage.’”259
Kenyon’s thoughts continued to influence other Pentecostals such as Chicago
pastor William Durham and healing evangelist F. F. Bosworth, “whose ministry
spanned the first half of the twentieth century, (and who) included, in his widely
influential Christ the Healer, a chapter, entitled “Our Confession”, which he directly
attributed to the influence of Kenyon.”260
Meanwhile, an approach to ministering divine healing began to emerge with
Agnes Sanford as one of the early advocates of “inner healing”. Sanford had
significant impact on Pentecostals and charismatics in this area of mental healing,
inspiring many into the field of inner healing.261 Agnes was an Episcopal laywoman
whose interest in mental healing began with the illness of her third child, John. She
explored New Thought and the views of mental healers like Mary Baker Eddy (she
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disagreed with the latter) and later embarked on her own healing ministry with
writings on healing prayers.262 She used the New Thought terminology of light,
energy and vibration to explain what she understood as “God’s power working in our
lives.”263
Sanford’s most important contribution was her adaptation of New Thought
ideas of “the power of the mind to effect healing.” Williams described it:
In a very literal sense, Sanford saw the mind as a crucial battleground
governing the influx of divine energy into each individual. A properly
calibrated mind allows God’s healing power to flow uninhibited throughout
the entire person, body and soul. The untrained mind proved unaware of the
healing resources at hand and unable to access the vital life-giving energies
that perfected the natural world.264
Sanford wrote: “We must re-educate the subconscious mind, replacing every thought
of fear with a thought of faith, every thought of illness with a thought of health, every
thought of death with a thought of life.”265
This re-programming of the mind makes possible the healing of the
individual’s emotional and physical being.266
In the area of emotional healing, Sanford centers it on the act of “confessing
unhealed memories, and (that) receiving forgiveness opens the door for Jesus’
presence and power to enter the individual.”267 For Sanford, these unhealed memories
(referred to also as “unforgiven sins”) needed to be brought to remembrance by the
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Holy Spirit, allowing the presence of Jesus to bring healing.268 Sanford, referring to
these unhealed memories also as “splinters in the hand”, wrote the following:
The thing may be invisible, but as long as it is there it festers a bit. So the
splinters of uncomfortable memories (unforgiven sins) fester in the
subconscious and throw out into the conscious mind various symptoms of
fears, nervous tensions, etc., of whose cause we are completely unaware.269
Sanford considered this act of surrendering the unhealed memories to Jesus as
“the healing exchange of an individual’s sinful thought for Christ’s thoughts.”270 She
explained it this way:
God’s love was blacked out from man (prior to Christ’s death and
resurrection) by the negative thought-vibration of this sinful world and
suffering world… (Jesus) lowered His thought-vibrations to the thoughtvibrations of humanity and received unto Himself man’s thoughts of sin and
sickness, pain and death.271
Sanford used visualization to facilitate the inner healing of the emotions.272
She wrote: “In order to fill ourselves with His whole being, let us think of Him,
imagining His presence, seeing Him with the eyes of the mind, trying to love Him
with the heart.”273 For Sanford, the individual needed to “take responsibility for their
own healing by attuning their minds to God’s ever-available presence in the
universe.” 274
One major charismatic proponent who was influenced greatly by Sanford’s
teaching was the Roman Catholic minister Francis MacNutt.275 Sanford’s teaching
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made sense to MacNutt who then wrote: “not only because Christ came to free us
from the evil that burdens us, but also because it was in accord with what
psychologists have discovered about the nature of man; that we are deeply affected
not only by what we do, but by what happens to us through the sins of others and the
evil of the world.”276 MacNutt’s defined inner healing as : “Jesus Who is the same
yesterday, today and forever, can take the memories of our past and 1) heal them from
the wounds that still remain and affect our lives; 2) fill with His love, all these places
in us that have been healed and drained of the poison of past hurts and resentment.”277
MacNutt’s position is that “the Lord can heal these wounds – sometimes immediately
– and can bring the counseling process to its completion in a deep healing.”278 He sees
the limitations of counseling as follows: “most I was ever able to do as a counselor
was to help the person bring to the foreground of consciousness the things that were
buried in the past, so that he could consciously cope with them in the present.”279
Other major proponents of inner healing include Derek Prince, Ruth Carter
Stapleton, Merlin Carothers, Rita Bennett, Dennis Bennet, Matthew Linn (charismatic
Jesuit priest), David Seamands, Leanne Payne (Episcopalian healer), and Richard
Dobbins (Assemblies of God minister).280 William in reflecting upon Rita Bennett’s
writing, wrote that “whereas psychologists could give ‘good advice’, ministry of inner
healing superseded psychology by bringing divine resources to bear on the
situation.”281
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Another description of inner healing found in Charisma magazine explains the
work of inner healing this way: “Those who practice inner healing believe that the
Holy Spirit can perform the same work of revealing hidden, unhealed areas of our
lives, but with one important difference (to psychiatrists). If the Holy Spirit reveals a
wounded area, He also brings it to Jesus that it may be healed.”282 Ruth Carter
Stapleton wrote the following about receiving inner-healing: “These people have also
learned that Jesus Christ can enter the life and instill a sense of peace, love and power
they had never known before which is obviously not the product of psychological
therapy.”283 Ruth displayed respect for both the disciplines of psychology and inner
healing acknowledging that “both of these positions have great truth.” She believed
that the integration of these two ministries will “bring the authentic principles of
psychology under the guidance and inspiration of the Holy Spirit. When this happens,
people are healed, new ministers of inner healing are raised up, and the entire
redemptive movement increases in quantum measure.”284
One interesting observation is that later proponents of inner healing no longer
used Sanford’s explanation of Jesus lowering his thought-vibrations to the thoughtvibrations of humanity. Instead they simply taught individuals “to imagine Jesus
intervening in the painful situations of their past.”285 Visualization used by Sanford
was one of the frequently used techniques by many practitioners of inner healing
ministry such as Stapleton (Faith-imagination therapy), Rita Bennet and Leanne
Payne. Although, according to Williams, “not all advocates of spiritualized forms of
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psychotherapy stressed visualization and the ‘healing of memories’…myriad other
techniques were also used, ranging from group prayers to more standard counseling,
the use of physical substances such as holy water, and even exorcism.”286
The inner healing movement was not accepted by all Pentecostals and
charismatics with various kinds of criticisms unleashed against it. These include the
tendency to create ‘junior psychiatrists’, to focus on the old and not the new, blaming
the past for everything, ‘navel-gazing, psycho-heresy, sin becoming a mistake and
seeking psychological rehabilitation instead of repentance.287 There were other
objections to the inner healing movement that were related to Agnes Sanford’s
adoption of Freudian doctrine, Carl Jung’s occult thinking, Sanford’s own occult
experience, and her integration of all these secular, atheistic, and occult elements.
Some equated Sanford’s visualization to the occult practice of sorcery or divination
used by shamans and witchdoctors. It is suggested that her views were adopted by
Christian writers including Francis MacNutt, Ruth Carter Stapleton, John and Paula
Sanford, Thomas Merton, Morton Kelsey and Richard Foster.288 Strange it is that
many Christians will readily lend themselves to secular clinical counseling which is
entirely based on psychology and psychotherapy, yet denounce the involvement of
God in the inner healing methodology that may or may not use the insights of
psychology. The majority of seminaries and Bible colleges teach and train their
graduates in clinical counseling based fully on psychology but would not endorse the
ministry of inner healing wherein God is involved in the signs and wonders of
restoring the mind of the person. Finally in John and Mark Sandford’s book
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Deliverance and Inner Healing they wrote: “whilst recognizing the value of some
psychological insights, the inner healers usually try to dissociate themselves from the
theological worldview on which psychology is founded.” 289
Amid such criticisms and rejections, the inner healing movement has
continued to gain acceptance with Pentecostals and Charismatics alike. Quoting
Williams:
Similar impulses to explicitly merge secular and spiritual forms of healing
animated the ministers of inner healing who offered the faithful a form of
psychotherapy not only condoned by God but also predicated on God’s
willingness to participate in the therapeutic process.290
Ruth Carter Stapleton states that “nothing is secular, that every day, every
person, every principle rooted in truth and life is sacred, therefore spiritual. Dedicated
Christians have ‘discovered’ the corollary truth that even psychology is filled with
insights and concepts that are spiritual, though they are found in a ‘secular’ context.”
Stapleton then concluded that, “to be led through secular psychological disciplines by
the Holy Spirit is to be led into the experience of emotional healing. And this means
that one is reconstructed by the Holy Spirit of God.”291 Martin Lynch, a Catholic
charismatic, commented in Charisma Magazine, that “the Inner-Healing movement
has paved the way for an authentic Christian psychology. We feel driven by the wind
of the Holy Spirit to undo these deceptions (of secular psychology), replacing them
with a new sacred psychology.” 292
Amid the advances that inner healing was making, deliverance from demonic
spirits continued. Derek Prince was of the conviction that the majority of Christians
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needed to be set free from demons that have gained control of their lives through
various entrances in the person’s life.293 Prince believed that without deliverance from
demons, the Christian ministry is superficial.294 John Richards, long time Secretary to
the Anglican Study Group on exorcism stresses that exorcism must take place in the
larger context of healing.295 Peter Horrobin from Ellel Ministries, is of the conviction
that a healing ministry without deliverance will ‘probably be less than 20 per cent of
what it could and should be.’296 The Sandfords wrote that they believe “deliverance
and inner healing need each other. Both are incomplete and inadequate by
themselves.”297 In addition, the Sandfords advocate the inclusion of a wider scheme of
sanctification.298 Neal Lazano, a Roman Catholic Charismatic, asserts that
“deliverance is an important component of Christian discipleship.”299 He does not
elevate deliverance as Horrobin does, but reverts to marginalizing the deliverance
component within a fairly traditional model of Christian discipleship. Loranzo writes:
I believe that 98 percent of deliverance from evil spirits is learning the truth –
of who God is, what He has said and whom He has made us – resisting
temptation, repenting of sin, renouncing the works of the devil and forgiving
those who harm us. Perhaps two percent or less is commanding the enemy to
leave…we are set free from the devil’s influence when we pray, read the
Bible, participate in church services or receive sacrament. 300
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Although there are differences of opinions in how much is needed of
deliverance from demonic spirits, there seems a clarion call for integrating inner
healing and deliverance together, and positioning the ministry of IHD as part of the
act of sanctification and therefore of discipleship.
FROM JESUS TO NOW AND WHERE IS IT GOING?
Healing was a hallmark of the ministry of Jesus, which He continually
performed in the places He travelled. Various reasons have been offered as
explanations for His healing ministry (as was seen in this chapter); however, it
remains consistently the case that His healings were performed with a view to
restoring men and women, physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. Jesus’
ministry brought man back into relationship with God as Ruler, transforming man,
requiring him to commit to the ways of heaven by the presence and power of the Holy
Spirit.
This was how Carroll described the ministry of Jesus, mentioned earlier in this
chapter. The encounter with Christ was an encounter with God, in which man
experienced the work of God, specifically His power to free man from sicknesses and
the works of demons. Man can then be free to submit to Christ as Lord and to the
works of the Holy Spirit, aligning them with the teachings of Christ and transforming
them into the image of Christ.
In the first three hundred years, the church continued the work of Christ in
miracles of healing and deliverance from demonic spirits. Yet by man’s own decision,
it was decided that God was no longer performing any miracles and healings after the
last apostle. Paul, in his first letter to Timothy warned against allowing worldly and
empty chatter and the opposing arguments of what is falsely called “knowledge,
which some have professed and thus gone astray from the faith” (1 Timothy 6:20-21),
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to flourish. Yet, the church adopted the philosophy of Aristotle as its basis for
defining the relationship between God and man, including his ideas of Cessationism
and Dispensation. In so doing, the church leadership negated the validity of God’s
power and the works of God through Christ in miracles, divine healings and
deliverance. Christianity was reduced to a set of doctrines, behaviors and missions
directed by human reasoning as prime, subtly and significantly reducing the
experiential relationship and works of the Holy Spirit.
However, God was not to be negated by man’s ingenuity and reason, but
continued to perform His miracles of healing with those who would allow Him to,
creating revivals such as the Holiness Movement, Faith Cure Movement, and the
Pentecostal Movement. The development of Christianity in Korea is an example of
Christian leadership that chose to follow the biblical ministry of Jesus in healing and
deliverance as opposed to the doctrine of Cessationism. While it was the Presbyterian
missionaries (who held the doctrine of Cessationism) who brought the gospel into
Korea, the Koreans quickly took over the work of the gospel, choosing instead to
follow the biblical model of Jesus’ ministry. Hence divine healing was a major feature
of Protestantism and a tool for conversion.301
This is also true with the Christians in China who read the Bible literally and
prescriptively witnessing the acts of God in divine healing.302 God is in the act of
restoring man through His miraculous acts of healing, so that man can be freed from
the works of the enemy and be transformed by Him into the image of Christ. It was
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the apostle Paul who said in Philippians 1:6 that “For I am confident of this very
thing, that He who began a good work in you will perfect it until the day of Christ
Jesus.” In other words, God is at work personally and directly, and He will continue to
do it. From the tracings of history, God would not be stopped!
From the time of the early church, divine healing was focused in the area of
the physical healing of the body and deliverance from demonic spirits, although the
ministry of Jesus saw the healing of the body, mind and emotions of the person.
Eventually, in the twentieth century, divine healing began focusing on the restoration
of the mind and emotions of the person resulting in what is now known as the inner
healing movement. Some of today’s major ministries of inner healing include Ellel
Ministries, Elijah House Ministries, Cleansing Stream Ministries, Restoring the
Foundations Ministries, Ancient Path Ministries, Sozo Ministries, Theophostic
Ministries, DEW Ministries, and many others.
However, for a long time, these ministries were seen only as “hospital”
ministry where the sick go to receive help, and not as an integral part of the
discipleship structure of the church. As an example of this, I remember an incident
that speaks rather loudly of such a perception. Two young men were standing outside
my office door, which had the DEW sign on it. One young man asked the other,
“What is this DEW ministry about?” The other replied, “This is for those persons with
real serious trouble.”
Few have understood DEW as a preventive and discipling ministry: preventive
as in bringing healing into people’s emotional hurts so that they do not continue to
deteriorate to a worse state; and discipling, in that its teaching helps people
understand how they should be growing in the Lord: where they need the Lord to help
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them make corrections to their lives through confession, repentance, forgiveness and
renunciation and then to encounter the Lord Himself for transformation.
As a movement, the healing ministry has had to battle its way through periods
of rejection, and fighting its way up the hill of acknowledgement and acceptance that
this is truly God’s provision for the restoration and transformation of man into the
image of Christ. It is time to consider bringing the IHD ministry that Jesus did so
frequently, back into the discipleship structure of the local church. In the next chapter,
I will explore the relevance of this ministry for this current season of time in church
history.

CHAPTER 5: DISCIPLESH IP THAT INCLUDES IHD FOR POST
MODERN ERA
James M. Houston defined discipleship as simply “learning how to follow
Christ.”1 Chris Shelley refers to discipleship as “the process of following Jesus.” She
says that it is the mission of the local church to partner with God to extend the gospel
all over the world through the work of making disciples (Matthew 28:18-20). In her
description, “the local church is composed of disciples who should be investing
themselves in the lives of other disciples. The process of following Jesus –
discipleship – is the curriculum of this Christ-focused school for making disciples.”2
She further elaborates: “In Acts 2:42-47, we see a glimpse of the way in which the
early church practiced the disciple-making task: ‘add[ing] to their
number…teaching…fellowship…praising God…[giving] to anyone as he had
need.’”3 Shirley then suggests that “this passage serves as a curricular outline for the
priorities of both the local body and the individual disciple after baptism (Acts 2:41):
continuing evangelism, teaching, fellowship, worship, and ministry.”4 Discipleship in
the local church is an intentional systematic program towards the spiritual formation
of the person to be like Christ in their being and doing.
There remains an inadequacy in the current discipleship structural process the
need for the inclusion of a IHD-ministry, so as to enable discipleship in the local
church to come into a fuller partnership with the Holy Spirit, in His work of forming
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Christ in a believer. The desired end result is a discipleship process that will be closer
to the discipleship ministry of Jesus and the early church, a greater transformational
discipleship process towards a healthier Christian maturity, with an experiential
existential God encounter, relevant to post-modernistic demands.
DISCIPLESHIP WEAKNESS EXPOSED IN THE POST-MODERN ERA
The demands of the post-modernistic generation reflect a paradigm shift of
values and attitudes that influence the receptivity of religious belief. Heath White says
that post-modernism is:
a mind-set, a worldview, or a family of similar worldviews, a set of
perspectives shared by many people who have come of age recently.
Postmodernism is not a theory or a creed; it is more like an attitude or way of
looking at things.5
Post-modernism evolved out of modernism, which in turn, evolved out of premodernism, after the Age of Enlightenment.6 Postmodernism rejects authority and
reasoning. White describes it this way: “Postmoderns kept the modern distrust of
authority, but lost their trust in reason and have found nothing to replace it. This is the
crux of all postmodern thought.”
It takes the position that “the big questions in life have no definitive answers.7
The post-modernistic generation tends towards relativism, constructivism and
pragmatism.8 White defines the post-modernistic generation relativism as “the idea
that truth varies from person to person (radical relativism), or from society to society
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(cultural relativism).”9 Constructivism describes truths as being constructed by
different individuals and societies and it is not a common truth that is discovered.10
Hence, you are entitled to your own truth as constructed by yourself or your society.
Pragmatism says that “truth is just whatever helps us to get around in life. Whether
you are getting around in life, however, depends in part on what you aim to
accomplish, so truth will differ between people or between cultures that aim to
accomplish different things.”11
Susanne Johnson described this generation as “pluralistic, increased antipathy
toward organized religion, decreased trust in institutions, and decreased respect for
public authority.”12 In addition, she says: “Within postmodernism, we find a
preference for experiential, participatory, and action-reflection modes of education
over transmissive ones, an emphasis on the subjectivity of learners rather than the
objectivity of the material being taught, and a disease with institutionalized and
organized aspect of religion.”13 The significance of this shift is a search for spirituality
that is experiential and not just an intellectual cognitive assimilation of doctrinal
propositions, and the practice of doing good. Herein lies the serious gap between
current discipleship processes practiced in local churches that tend towards
“orthodoxis” and “orthopraxis”, and what is needed for discipleship to be relevant and
effective for the post-modernistic generation. “Orthodoxis” approaches religion as a
matter of the head (promoting right beliefs), and “orthopraxis” sees religion as a
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matter of the hands (doing the right things). Both are no longer sufficient for the postmodernistic generation of discipleship towards the spiritual formation of the person of
Christ in the believer.14
Typically, the current discipleship process involves the activities listed by
Matthew Meyer in his article “Practical Dimensions of Spiritual Growth”, which are
becoming an active member of a Christian community of faith; prayer; studying the
Bible; reading good books and magazines; disciplining yourself for regular devotional
times; the use of music; journal writing; paying attention to dreams; recognizing,
developing, and using personal gifts; sharing your faith with others; fasting; choosing
a spiritual friend; expressing your faith through service; trying a mantra, or
meaningful ritual.15 The inadequacy of the current discipleship approaches has always
been there but it is now brought into prominent exposure because of the demands of
the post-modernistic generation. What the post-modernistic generation is looking for
is a Christian spiritual formation in discipleship, which emphasizes religion as a
matter of the heart and real to life experience, an “orthokardia” approach.16
What is currently at stake in Christian discipleship is the genuine experience
of God that transforms the inner self – the spiritual experience of being touched by
God and being in touch with God. This is what is needed to make discipleship
relevant and effective for the present generation of believers and pre-believers.
Unfortunately, Johnson rightly says that “Christianity is viewed as a set of
propositions that conveys information and objective facts. Doctrines, beliefs, and
symbols are viewed as propositions that make cognitive assertions about ontological
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referents (‘reality-out-there’). One becomes Christian by memorizing and assenting to
their truth.”17
Through the years, church history has shown how discipleship has evolved
from a dynamic relational experience with God and involvement with God as in
“Christi partipatio”, to that of “Christi imitation”, which is about living an ethical
life that reflects the life that Christ lived. This is no longer enough for Christian
formation to an experiential existential demand for a real encounter with God. The
“orthodoxis” and “orthopraxis” approaches to discipleship that have been a
longstanding practice of Christian discipleship is inadequate for Christian discipleship
today. The “orthodoxis” model over-emphasizes “an intellectual and cognitive assent
to doctrinal proposition, and does so to such an extent that believers are distanced and
denied from having their own spiritual experience with God in the world.”18 The
“orthopraxis” model in turn, is charged with “insufficiently grounding people in
God’s mystery, power, transcendence, and prior initiatives; in short, it is insufficiently
rooted in spiritual experience.”19 Johnson says that in the “orthokardia” model, “what
people need most, is not objective knowledge of Christian doctrine; rather, they need
a clear and immediate sense of their own inner spiritual experience with God, and
appropriate inner attunement.”20 It’s the experiential existential encounter with God
that results in the formation of inner-self and inner-being that is being sought after by
believers. For Christian discipleship to be wholesome, there must be the inclusion of
“orthokardia” to the “orthodoxis” and “orthopraxis” that already exist. Kierkegaard
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expressed that “those who have only an objective Christianity or else only a socialized
Christianity and none other are “eo ipso” pagan.”21 This is because “…Christianity is
precisely an affair of Spirit, and so of subjectivity, and so of inwardness.”22
For discipleship to be “orthokardia” in its approach, focus has to be given to
real experiences of the presence, work and power of the Holy Spirit, in and through
the lives of the believer. Interestingly, Oliver Davis suggested that the reason that
most Christian youth decide to jettison Jesus after high school, is because they never
knew the God who is present in the person of the Holy Spirit.23 Essentially, there was
no real experience of the presence, relationship, work and power of the Holy Spirit.
Davis says that “the ethos in our churches in the West has largely disregarded the
Spiritual presence of God.”24 In other words, the Holy Spirit does not get a lot of
attention, and is not seen as the Means to a vital connective experiential relationship
with Jesus, in which Jesus becomes the formative Leader-Teacher and the believer as
the receptive follower-pupil.25 Davis suggest that the role of the Holy Spirit must be
seen in the economy of salvation as that of “making the salvation accomplished in the
person and work of Jesus Christ real in, to, and among believers.”26 He adds that:
“philosophically speaking, the Holy Spirit subjectively actualizes objective reality.
This is the logic of discipleship…the Holy Spirit binds the believer to her Lord.”27
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The Holy Spirit must be acknowledged as the third Person in the Trinity of
God who is sovereign, missional, immanent and relational.28 In His sovereignty, He
acts according to His own divine logic and will for all of our good.29 The Holy Spirit
is missional in His involvement in the ongoing mission of God in the work of
reconciliation and redemption. In this missional role, He draws us into partnership
with Him, calling us to be disciples of Jesus, empowered by Him to establish the
kingdom of God in the mission of God.30 God, the Holy Spirit, is immanent in that
though He is ontologically distinct from creation, He chooses to be present and is
continuously involved in our existence, intervening and participating persistently and
decisively to bring about the fulfillment of His will for us.31 God the Holy Spirit is
relational in that God created us for relationship both with Him and with each other.
Davis says that: “In Christ, God overcomes the sin that keeps us from those
relationships. In the Holy Spirit, God redeems those relationships to their created and
reconciled reality.”32 It is about partnering with the Holy Spirit in an experiential
relationship with us yielding to His work of transformation as we follow Him that
makes us disciples of Jesus. The local church effort at discipleship should facilitate all
of the transformational relational work that the Holy Spirit wants to do, in and
through the life of the believer, for the good of all – the believer and the pre-believer.
Davis says that:
For adolescents to apprehend Spirit-breathed discipleship, the church must
embrace its role as a nursery of the Holy Spirit for us all, and wherein Spiritto-spirit relationality within the Body of Christ, they will slowly find that God
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is not predictable, utilitarian, distant, nor relatively impotent. Rather, God
Who is the Holy Spirit, is a God Who is sovereign, missional, immanent, and
relational.33
To have a church as a “nursery of the Holy Spirit” , the church discipleship
structural process must embrace the ministry of the Holy Spirit in the church through
the miraculous spiritual gifts. The ministry of the Holy Spirit embraces the basic
purpose of Christ appearing, which is to destroy the works of the Devil (1Jn3:8).34
The Apostle Peter described Jesus’ mission on earth in Acts 10:38 : “God anointed
Jesus Christ of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and power…He went around doing good
and healing all who were under the power of the devil, because God was with Him”.
The gospel testify to the many activities of Jesus in acts of healing and deliverance
forming 44 percent of Matthew, 65 percent of Mark, 29 percent of Luke and 30
percent of John.35 Ruthven says: “….if the New Testament discipleship depends upon
replicating the life of the exemplar, then miracles represent a significant part of
‘imitating Christ’.”36 He adds: “Indeed, if the amount of space a writer devotes to a
subject is any index to its importance, then healings, exorcisms and other
‘extraordinary’ charismata must be extremely important.”37 In addition, Paul names a
variety of the manifestation of the Holy Spirit that is meant for the common good –
the Word of Wisdom; the Word of Knowledge; Faith; Healing; Miracles; Prophecy;
Distinguishing Spirits; Kinds of Tongues; Interpretation of Tongues (1 Corinthians
12:4-10, 28). All of these ministry gifts of the Holy Spirit are the powerful
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experiential encounters with the works of God’s love for the building up of the
believers.
The Psalmist in Psalms 103:1-5 says:
Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all that is within me, bless His holy name.
Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget none of His benefits; Who pardon all
your iniquities, Who heals all your diseases; Who redeems your life from the
pit, Who crowns you with love and compassion; Who satisfies your years with
good things, so that your youth is renewed like the eagle.38
The restoration of wholeness to the life of the believer is at the heart of God and
therefore should be provided for in the structural processes of discipleship in the local
church. This also touches the core of our human self with the love of God and the God
encounter element becomes pertinent for the believer, much more so for the
generation of the post-modernistic era. In the survey of the responses of 843 people at
the DEW ministry weekend, 89 percent of the participants indicated in their testimony
forms that they had a personal encounter with God; and 87% experienced the removal
of hindrances to their spiritual growth. This is an aspect of “orthokardia” that is
evident through the ministry of inner healing and deliverance. Jack W.Hayford,
Chancellor of the King’s College and Seminary, the Church On The Way, in Van
Nuys, California wrote:
…you will find help toward fully responding to Jesus, the Lord of the Church,
who said, “These signs will follow those who believe…..they will cast out
demons” (Mark 16:17). His plan for His Church not only is full-measured in
its provision through the Cross but also calls us to full measures in discipling
those who come to Him there. Discipling people to bring them to faith in
Christ is unquestioningly our priority; but failing to lead people to freedom
through Christ is to deal in half-measures.39
Hayford endorses the deliverance ministry as a central part of Christian discipleship.40
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TACT’S GUIDELINE FOR DISCIPLESHIP STRUCTURE (IHD INCLUSIVE)
DESIGN
TACT (Theological and Cultural Thinkers) has laid out a good set of
propositional statements for developing a structural discipleship framework (which is
inclusive of IHD) in the local church. TACT, formed in September 2002, is made up
of theologians, cultural thinkers and spiritual-formation practitioners.41 It was formed
to help churches become “spiritual formation” churches.42 In a book titled “The
Kingdom of Life”, edited by Alan Andrews, 7 process elements and 3 theological
elements of spiritual formation are given to guide churches in designing a discipleship
process for spiritual formation.43 The 7 process elements and 3 theological elements
follow.
7 Process elements:
Element 1: The gospel of the kingdom is the realm of God’s active goodness
in forming us in Christ, as we follow Him. The kingdom of God is grand,
majestic, and full of beauty. We come to understand the kingdom by repenting
and simply becoming apprentices of Jesus in His kingdom.44
Element 2: Spiritual formation is rooted in relationship with God and with one
another. Communities of grace and trust help us to discover and define who
we are and how we shall live in trust, love, grace, humility, dignity, and
justice. Communities of grace and trust open the door to gaining permission to
share truth among fellow believers and the unbelieving world.45
Element 3: Spiritual formation into Christlikeness involves an intentional
public, personal, and communal commitment to living as Jesus’ disciples who
are being transformed into His image in all aspects of our lives, as we learn to
obey His commands.46
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Element 4: Spiritual formation is a lifelong pursuit of being conformed to the
image of Christ, from the inside out, and not a matter of external activity
alone.47
Element 5: Spiritual formation is a continual process of transformation of the
whole person, including the healing of woundedness and rebellion, by the
power of God, not to be confused with mere techniques or programs.48
Element 6: Spiritual formation occurs when God, in His grace, invades the
destructiveness of suffering that results from the fall of man and uses the pain
of suffering for His redemptive purposes in His people. There is also a unique
suffering that shapes the formation of believers, as they enter into the call to
love a lost world and the inevitable suffering that results from that love.49
Element 7: Spiritual formation in Christ is a process of growing in kingdom
living and participating in God’s mission. This begins with our personal
reconciliation with God and results in an irrepressible manifestation of God’s
good news. Disciples of the kingdom labor in community for reconciliation
with God and with one another as a central priority of mission. They also
pursue justice and compassion for all people and work to correct institutional
sin inherent in human structures.50
3 Theological Elements:
Element 8: The theology of spiritual formation emerges from the Trinitarian
nature of God – relational, loving, gracious, mutually submissive, and unified
in will.51
Element 9: Spiritual formation takes place by the direct work of the Holy
Spirit, regenerating and conforming us to the image of Jesus Christ, as the
Spirit indwells, wills, guides, gifts, and empowers people for life in the
community of faith and in the world.52
Element 10: Spiritual formation is based upon the Bible as God’s reliable and
authoritative revelation. The Bible, our primary source of truth, guides and
informs the use of spiritual disciplines and models of spirituality, as they have
emerged worldwide and throughout time.53
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These 10 elements are good wholesome guiding principles to developing a
discipleship structural process that is inclusive of the “orthodoxis,” “orthopraxis,” and
“orthokardia” approaches to discipleship. The elements are anchored theologically
(Elements 8-10) on the Trinitarian God, with a reliance on the relationship and work
of the Holy Spirit and the Bible as its source content. It relates to God, acknowledging
Him as sovereign (elements 1 & 8), missional (elements 7 & 9), immanent (elements
5, 6 & 9) and relational (elements 2, 3, 8 & 9). “Orthokardia” is provided for in
elements 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9 because there is a strong focus on encountering God
experientially, leading to a transformational change of the inner self to being more
like Christ. The place of inner healing and deliverance in the discipleship structural
process is being provided for in element 5, which has to do with “healing the
woundedness and rebellion, by the power of God, not to be confused with mere
techniques or programs.”
Keith Meyer’s contribution of chapter 5 to the book “The Kingdom of Life”,
entitled “Whole-Life Transformation” addresses the necessity of element 5. He says:
A person’s whole life, in all its dimensions, needs to be transformed, and it
must be more than just church activity or practicing some disciplines simply
laid alongside the change reality of that person’s life. This includes all areas of
a person’s life, including mind (thoughts, feelings), body, spirit (heart, will),
and social relationships.54
He talks about how many believers are doing what Dallas Willard calls “sin
management” – to managing sin from happening again instead of repentance and real
change or mortification of these sins.55 Meyer says that “We believe that church
programming, small groups and Bible studies, missions trips, and service at church
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are the ways to bring change to our real lives. But they (these lives) often remain
untouched.”56 He cites Willow Creek Community Church’s conclusion on the
analysis of their own discipleship program: “…participation in church programming
does not effect significant life change beyond conversion…teaching on the practice of
the disciplines alone is not enough.”57
Meyer says that without helping the woundedness in a believer’s life, anything
we do is merely double dressing the person with another set of behavior to manage
sin, but not a change of heart and life.58 He adds that: “without this healing of belowthe surface issues and the cultivation of safe environments of grace, the pursuit of the
disciplines and transformation will actually be harmful, and contribute to more
performance-based and hypocritical communities.”59 It is about partnering with God
to treat the “spiritual me” or the “spiritual self” – “the true, the intimate, the ultimate,
the permanent me” – described as the “core” and “sanctuary” of our life, that makes
the real difference for continued growth in our identity in Christ.60
VARIOUS IHD-MINISTRIES THAT CAN BE ADOPTED
There are already many inner healing and deliverance ministries that can help
local churches build a similar ministry to bring healing to the woundedness and
bondage of believers, within the discipleship structural process of the local church.
Some of these include The Cleansing Stream, Ellel Ministries, Elijah House
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Ministries, Restoring the Foundations Ministries, Restorative Gateways Ministries,
RAM Ministries, Ancient Pathway Ministries, SOZO, Wholeness Through Christ
Ministry, and DEW Ministry.
Cleansing Stream provides “programs which are conducted in the local
churches led by and under the covering of pastoral leadership.”61 There are four
seminars.62 The Basic Seminar is a 8-12 weeks series of classes preparing participants
to receive healing and deliverance, culminating in a one day retreat. After the Basic
Seminar is the Advanced-Cleansing Stream Discipleship, which trains participants to
minister deliverance on a team in the local church, during Cleansing Stream events.
There are also the Cleansing Stream Youth (tailored to meet the needs of youths), and
the Marriage Live, designed to help married couples.
Elijah House International’s mission is “to train believers to bring healing and
transformation to the inner man through biblically-based revelations.”63 Their basic
program comprises of three levels of training.64 Elijah House 100 Level Seminar
Series for Groups is designed for use by pastors and small group leaders to use in
home studies or small groups. Elijah House School of Ministry – Training course 201
teaches “foundational principles and tools for dealing with common issues to trace
bad fruits to bitter roots formed in the heart”, and to release these from the believer
through prayer. Elijah House School of Ministry – Training Course 202 equips the
believer to apply 201 level skills to specific problems such as sexual issues, shame,
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depression, generational sins and others. Elijah House Advanced 300 level Training is
an internship program to further develop the ministry skills and understanding of the
participants.
Ellel Ministries’ vision is “to equip those within the church with
understanding and practical training in Christian healing and discipleship”. Training
events include many short courses (1-3 days’ duration), covering different aspects of
the healing ministry; specialist training schools (7-12 days’ duration), and longer
training schools of up to 40 weeks’ duration.”65
Restoring the Foundations centers their teaching on four core revelations.
These are Generational Sins and Curses, Ungodly Beliefs, Life’s Hurts and Demonic
Oppression, which are seen as four sources to human problems. Their training “delves
into the inner workings of each source and provides understanding and skills “to
identify the unique combination of each source and its contribution to the problems in
the hearts and lives of those receiving ministry.”66 They also provide specialty
seminars that include: Marriage and pre-marriage; How to be free from the ShameFear-Control Stronghold; Sexuality; Overcoming Rejections. 67
I am not qualified to provide any critique of the strength and weakness of
these ministries as I am not involved sufficiently with them nor trained by them.
However, I can provide some general observations. Some IHD-ministries have
positioned themselves strictly to train pastors and church workers to do the ministry.
Righteous Act Ministries (RAM), Restoration Gateways Ministries (which specializes
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in Dissociation Identity Disorders and Satanic Ritual Abuse), SOZO, and Restoring
the Foundations are some such ministries. Whilst they are effective at providing
training for building up an IHD-team, you are more likely however to end up with a
“hospital unit” or ad hoc “medical team” that is present to minister to those who are
seriously emotionally wounded or spiritually oppressed.
Others have formal-teaching programs that are focused on helping believers
understand the hindrances to their spiritual growth. Ministries such as Ellel Ministries,
Elijah House Ministries, Cleansing Stream and DEW Ministries are examples of such
ministries with a program of teaching and prayer-counseling designed as a
discipleship strategy to fit the local church discipleship structural processes. The
emphasis of their teaching differ significantly. Some emphasize mostly on exposing
the hindrances and on understanding how to receive ministry – for example, the
teaching may expose what sexual sins are, and the struggles with sexual sins, but may
not teach sufficiently on Godly sexuality and relationship; while others would have a
better balance of exposing the hindrances and teachings on how to live a healthy
Christian life – (Ellel Ministries and DEW Ministries are examples of the latter).
There is a need for a balance in the teaching, so that a person sees the need for
correction in his life, and learns how to now live his life correctly, according to
Biblical principles and truths.
Some IHD-ministries provide ministry on a mass level, like at a weekend
encounter. In such weekend encounters, everyone present is being ministered to as a
group. Some participants will receive much, and some will not. The danger is that this
latter group may leave, thinking that they have dealt with their issues, simply because
they have prayed them, when in fact, no real healing and deliverance has actually
taken place.
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Being able to receive ministry individually, as in being ministered to
personally and directly by a ministry worker is always preferred so that issues can be
properly identified. It needs to be acknowledged however that how far the healing
goes, depends on the honesty of the participants, and their “ripeness” or readiness to
receive ministry. In addition, one-to-one ministry provides for better follow-up in the
discipleship process and referrals for help can be properly more efficiently done.
Further, referrals can include pastoral care, mentoring, accountability, counseling and
psychiatric help. These are some important considerations when picking a IHDministry to fit the discipleship structure of a church.
There are many more ministries that can be invited to bring the healing
dimension into the discipleship structure of the local church. The church leadership
needs though, to decide on the format and form that fits their vision of what the
ministry should be for them. Adopting IHD as an integral part of its discipleship
structure would mean that everyone in the church is encouraged to attend the IHDministry, so that they can be freed from the hindrances that impedes their growth into
Christlikeness.
IHD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF DISCIPLESHIP – NOT A
“HOSPITAL UNIT”.
Bringing in one of these ministries into the local church ministry structure will
add TACT element 5 into the discipleship structure of the church. However, there is
one major problem that actually hinders the full potentiality of the IHD-ministry from
becoming a fully beneficial arm of a structural process of discipleship that every
believer can benefit from. IHD has been mostly carried out by para-church
organizations. Hence, the ministry has always been outside the structure and spiritual
covering of the local church, and not seen as part of the discipleship structure.
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Participants are commonly made up of those who face some form of emotional or
spiritual challenges. As such, it is inevitable that IHD ministries have often been seen
as “hospital units”. Functionally, the primary purpose of the IHD-ministry began as a
ministry body to bring healing to the believer. If this is all that it is acknowledge for,
then it will only exist to bring healing for those who are seriously broken, wounded
and spiritually oppressed. It will therefore remain as a “hospital unit” or a “medical
team.”
This paradigm of IHD as a “hospital unit” needs to change. Seen differently,
IHD-ministry can become a very essential link to rebuilding foundations of believers
for effective discipleship growth. Much of IHD-ministry identifies with the four core
areas that Restoring the Foundations Ministries addresses, when ministering to a
believer. These four core areas are Sins of the Fathers and Resulting Curses; Ungodly
Beliefs; Soul/Spirit hurts; and Demonic Oppression.68 The “sins of the Fathers and
Resulting Curses” has to do with what we have inherited from our parents and
ancestors that now hinders our walk with God.69 This involves our participation in
their sinful ways and the consequences of their sins, that we continue to live in.
Ministering into this area has to do with identifying and removing these areas of
ungodly participation, and embracing our inheritance in Christ.
The ministry into the area of Ungodly Beliefs has to do with removing the
half-truths and untruths in the believer’s mind that were formed from the hurtful
events of his past.70 These can form strongholds in our minds set us against the
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knowledge of God (2 Corinthians 10:4-5). Ungodly beliefs need to be identified and
removed, and replaced with godly beliefs (Romans 12:2).
Soul/Spirit hurts are areas of hurts that we experience in our lives’ journey,
which need to be properly taken care of through forgiveness, and through letting God
heal the emotional wounds.71 Rejection is one of the most undiagnosed and untreated
hurts of many believers. Many times we manifest this rejection in sinful behaviors
that keep tripping us up, in our walk with Christ. Healing our sexual identity and hurts
is also a part of this area of ministry. Ministering into the areas of demonic oppression
has to do with removing the foothold of the enemy in our lives.72
When we deal with all these four areas in the believer’s life, we are enabling
the person to allow God to break the ungodly foundations of his life, and rebuild
God’s foundation for living as a disciple of Jesus Christ. This is about tearing down
ungodly foundations and building in God’s foundation. It involves educating the
believer on what is right and wrong according to the Word of God, and partnering
with the Holy Spirit to remove the wrong and set in the right. This rebuilding of
foundation gives liberty to the believer to pursue God and grow into maturity in
Christ, as God transforms him in the journey of sanctification.
Every believer struggles with these four areas, albeit some to a larger extent
than others. If every believer is given an opportunity to let the Holy Spirit rebuild his
foundations, discipleship would be even more effectively achieved. In addition,
believers will encounter the love of God in a very personal way as the Holy Spirit
ministers to them. They may then experience “orthokardia”, as has been the
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experience of many. This is discipleship that is cognitive, healing, liberating,
transformational and experiencing God.
The IHD-ministry is better and more effectively employed for
transformational work, when it is not tailored just to bring healing to the seriously
wounded and oppressed. Instead, should be made available to all, so that everyone can
unload their ungodly baggage of the past and experience healing, rebuilding of
foundations and transformation that releases them to pursue God. In addition, it is
preventive in that it allows the believer to encounter God to release them from the
baggage of the past, and to receive from God as 2 Timothy says: “God has not given
you a spirit of fear but of love, power and a sound mind.” (NIV). Hence, it will help
prevent the believer from reaching breaking point mentally as he faces the challenges
in life. It is much better to have them grow healthily, than struggling silently, till they
have a breakdown mentally, and then the recovery will be very difficult.
Most churches have some form of discipleship structure in place as mentioned
earlier. If one takes TACT’s suggestion as a guideline to developing a discipleship
structural process, one would simply include an IHD-ministry in the whole
discipleship structure of the church. This does improve the discipleship structure
because there is at least a place for people to go to, so that they can resolve the deeper
issues of their lives. However, it will become a “hospital unit” for the seriously
emotionally hurting and spiritually oppressed. What I am advocating is not a “hospital
unit” or a “medical team” that is activated when needed on an ad hoc basis. Rather, I
am advocating that the IHD-ministry comes under the local church covering as a
ministry and as a discipleship strategy for all to attend.

CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION – A IHD MINISTRY THAT IS FULLY
INTEGRATED IN A CH URCH DISCIPLESH IP STRUCTURE

The primary purpose of the IHD ministry is bringing a person to wholeness-inChrist through healing of the mind and emotions, and deliverance from demonic
oppression. I have defined wholeness-in-Christ in Chapter 1 to mean a believer who
has experienced emotional/spiritual healing, is released from demonic bondages and
footholds if any, has renewed his/her mind to align with God’s truth, encountered
God’s love, and identifies himself /herself as a child of God loved by God, no longer
bound by sinful behaviors of the past, reconciled in his/her relationships with others to
love them, and is submitted to be discipled towards further growth in Christ, to live
according to the will of God and in pursuit of serving God’s destiny for his/her life.
Tracing biblical and church history, it can be observed that IHD was a
frequent and impactful ministry of our Lord Jesus Christ in restoring a person from
mental and emotional turmoil to a sound mind, so that they may discover and grow in
their relationship with Jesus, God the Father, and the community. In Mark 16:15-18,
Jesus commanded His disciples to preach the gospel. He promised that they would
carry on the ministry that He first established - working deliverance with signs and
wonders following, to all in need. The first 300 years of church history contains
records of Christians continuing the work of Christ with healings, deliverance and
evidence of signs and wonders. However, the church had, after that, chosen to follow
the philosophy of Aristotle, which resulted in a declaration of the cessation of the
work of God in healing, deliverance and all works related to signs and wonders. God
however, continued His movement of healing and deliverance outside of local church
governance and authority. Eventually, with the arrival of the Pentecostal movement,
healing and deliverance became a ministry seen in the churches. However, it would be
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much later before the inner healing movement was birthed outside of the local church,
and carried by para-church organizations. Its primary concentration was to bring
mental and emotional healing, as well as to release believers from spiritual
oppression.
Theologically, IHD as a ministry, is part of man’s response in the act of
discipleship to God’s work of sanctification through the works of the Holy Spirit.
Sanctification is instantaneous and also progressive. Discipleship and IHD is the
response of believers to God’s progressive work of sanctification to create in us the
likeness of Christ. This clearly was the instruction of Christ to His disciples to be
involved in God’s progressive work of sanctification, most aptly expressed by Jesus
washing His disciple’s feet. He underlined the importance that His disciples continue
in their being conformed to the image of Christ. As such, the ministry of the disciple
in the act of discipleship must bear the ontological realities of the praxis of Christ,
through the work and power of the Holy Spirit. IHD needs to be an essential work of
discipleship that touches the life of all believers because everyone, to a greater or a
lesser extent, has suffered from the fallen nature of humankind through their
respective life journeys before knowing Jesus as Savior and Lord. This work, of
realigning the mind, healing of the emotions, and deliverance from any demonic
spiritual footholds, brings wholeness to a person, freeing him/her to respond to
discipleship in the pursuit of God’s will.
In addition, the IHD ministry is a relevant existential experience of the
ontological realities of Christ’s presence and work by the Holy Spirit, for a postmodernistic generation of pre-believers and believers. Its orthokardia (rightheartedness) experience makes for pragmatic and constructive discipleship that is
personal, immediate, personally benefitting and opens them to a real God-encounter
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experience that convinces them of the truth in the Gospel. This creates openness for
easier and more effective discipleship, facilitating the formation of Christlikeness in
every believer.
The research chapter of this dissertation shows unequivocal evidence that most
participants in the IHD ministry experienced an encounter with God, realignment of
thoughts to the truth in God’s Word, emotional healing and restoration of their
identity as sons and daughters of God loved by Him. The evidence presented by
church pastors in Taiwan show that discipleship and the raising of leaders, are so
much easier to achieve when IHD is incorporated. Believers who attended DEW grew
in their intimacy with the Lord – many became sensitive to the Holy Spirit,
experiencing and hearing Him speak to them. Like their Taiwanese counterparts, the
pastors in TCC also attest to the significant changes they saw in believers, with one
particularly important statement by Pastor Steven (mentioned earlier in the research
chapter) from TCC, as follows:
The key advantage of DEW is in the realized benefits of a concentrated and
focused time of teaching and prayer ministry. There is an intensive and
focused platform for many of life issues to converge and take place over
several consecutive days and sessions instead of the many aspects of life being
received over the timeline of a Christian’s life. During this intense focus
timeframe, key thoughts are replaced and aligned with God’s truth, key
healing takes place and disciples are able to think, feel, speak, act and make
choices to live a life pattern that is more consistent with God’s will and ways.
Considering all that has been discussed, it is time for the local churches to take
ownership of the IHD ministry, instead of leaving it outside of the church structure.
This is a ministry of Christ that He intended for the church to continue. The IHD
should be brought into the discipleship structure of the church, and not just as a
“hospital unit” or “medical team” for those who ask for help. As discussed earlier,
those who received help from DEW experienced being discipled with formal teaching
and prayer counseling.
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IHD must become relevant for all believers; it must fulfill its role as an
essential “organ” of discipleship that brings life to every believer, not just to those
who are suffering. For this to happen, the design of IHD ministry (one fitting with the
discipleship structure of the local church), must have some very essential elements.
These elements were actively discussed in the research chapter. For example,
there needs to be a formal teaching component that does not limit itself to merely
exposing the hindrances, but which prepares the person for prayer ministry. It must
have a balanced component of teaching that addresses our relationship with God,
recognizing our place of submission to His Lordship and love, restoring our identity
in God, revealing God’s acceptance of us, and underscoring God’s design for godly
relationships, including God’s intended order for our human sexuality. This allows for
a foundation of biblical truth and instruction to continue discipleship, whether in our
relationship with God, or with each other.
A second element is the existence of a prayer counseling ministry that allows
for every person to safely share their lives (confidentiality and not secrecy must be
provided and properly assured of). This affords an effective transformation and
personal discipleship during the time of prayer counseling.
Third, there needs to be a systematic follow-up after the ministry that allows a
person to receive discipleship help in their lives through accountability, mentoring,
counseling, pastoral care, and psychiatric help continually. That a believer is taken
care of after receiving IHD ministry is critical. The installation of an educational bible
curriculum, that empowers continued growth after attending IHD, is another
important element.
Finally, a training school that helps to equip the saints to do the ministry of
IHD – this itself is discipleship. As Pastor Chieng from Taiwan said: “discipleship is
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to go and minister to others, to bring deliverance to others. Those who become DEW
workers go on to minister to others. This is discipleship, specifically discipling them
to minister to others.’ In addition, DEW builds a team of prayer counselors who are
effectively empowered to wash the feet of their brothers and sisters-in-Christ.
DEW – AN IHD MODEL FOR DISCIPLESHIP
Trinity Christian Center (TCC) is a 7,500 people cell-based church with a
structure of discipleship that encourages the growth of believers in being effective
disciples of Jesus Christ. Every believer is encouraged to become an SP (spiritual
parent) who takes responsibility in winning souls and nurturing young believers. In
the process, SPs are discipled by the CLs (cell leaders), SLs (sectional leaders) and
pastors. The senior pastor himself, takes a very active role in discipling all SPs
through the once-a-month Leaders Community Empowerment meetings (LCE). There
is also an equipping and empowering arm of discipleship called LEAD (Leaders
Empowerment and Discipleship) that creates a curriculum of discipleship courses for
spiritual formation, bible knowledge and the raising of leaders. It is in this
discipleship structure that DEW exists as an essential component of discipleship.
DEW conducts three weekends of ministry a year taking in a maximum of 120
participants each weekend. The pastors in TCC arrange for cell members under their
pastoral care to attend DEW ministry weekends. The participants are asked to read a
book (“Lord I Want To Be Whole” by Stormie Omartian) before coming, as part of
personal preparation. This will encourage them to trust the Lord to do something for
them. During the DEW weekend, they listen to 15 hours of teaching, spanning topics
such as: Reality Check and the Love of Jesus; The Lordship of Christ; Authority of
the Believer; The Acceptance of God; Rejection; Forgiveness; Soul-ties (including
other “Religious and Spiritual Practices” and relationship issues); Godly Order in
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Sexuality; Generational Blessings and Curses; Accident and Trauma. These teachings
help participants to understand the designs of God for godly living, and the nature and
attending consequences of the ungodly life that they had earlier lived, which had
negatively affected their relationship with God and with others, and which has robbed
them of the richness of Christian living.
After these 15 hours of teaching, personal ministry is offered to all participants
by trained DEW workers. Participants always have a choice not to receive personal
ministry. However, almost 99% of participants normally opt to receive personal
ministry, as the Holy Spirit shows them the concern of the Lord for their lives. Some
will receive ministry during the weekend, others will come on Monday nights for
ministry by the DEW ministry team.
Every participant who receives ministry is given an optional follow-up session
two to three months after the initial sessions. These sessions are important to ascertain
the state of their relationship with the Lord, and the extent to which their personal
lives have improved. Further ministry can be rendered during these sessions, if
necessary. Referrals for other helps may be recommended by DEW workers. These
can include pastoral care, accountability, mentoring, life equipping and bible courses,
books, counseling help, and psychiatric help, where necessary. The DEW pastor will
relay these recommendations to other pastors to look after, and follow up with.
Participants are asked to write their testimonies and a thank you letter to the Lord to
affirm their healing and restoration.
LEAD, the educational equipping and empowering arm of TCC works closely
with DEW to arrange courses that will benefit the participants after they have
received ministry. One such course usually planned for the end of the year is “The
Believer’s Identity in God.” This is intended to reinforce and remind DEW
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participants of their precious identity as sons and daughters of God and to help them
grow in their relationship with God. Participants are also encouraged to attend another
DEW weekend teaching within a year, for a further integration of their understanding
and appropriating of their new lives in God. There are other courses that LEAD
organizes that are relevant for their personal growth; these build upon the DEW
sessions.
TOWARDS ONE GOAL ONLY
Paul says in Ephesians 4:17–24:
So this I say, affirm together with the Lord, that you walk no longer just as the
Gentiles also walk, in the futility of their mind, (18) being darkened in their
understanding, excluded from the life of God because of the ignorance that is
in them, because of the hardness of their heart; (19) and they, having become
callous, have given themselves over to sensuality for the practice of every kind
of impurity with greediness. (20) But you did not learn Christ in this way, (21)
if indeed you have heard Him and have been taught in Him, just as truth is in
Jesus, (22) that in reference to your former manner of life, you lay aside the
old self, which is being corrupted in accordance with the lusts of deceit, (23)
and that you be renewed in the spirit of your mind, (24) and put on the new
self, which in the likeness of God has been created in righteousness and
holiness of the truth.1
In essence, IHD’s role in discipleship is to partner with the Holy Spirit in His
work of helping the believer set aside His old self in all of its thinking and manner of
living. The believer then learns to put on the new self, “renewed in the spirit of his
mind”, to become the likeness of God in His righteousness and holiness of the truth. It
is time for the church to take under its wing the ministry of IHD, as an integral part of
its discipleship structure as intended by Jesus Christ our Lord, so that God’s people
may live lives that glorify the Father who loves us most.

1

The New American Standard Bible, 999.

APPENDIX A: SAMPLE OF CODING EXERCISE
Coding Group Interviews Taiwanese Pastors: 7 Taiwanese churches
Participants:
1) Neile Victory Bread of Life Christian Church
2) Shimen Baptist Church
3) Taipei Luzhou Great Commission Church
4) Kaoshiung XinXing Presbyterian Church
5) Ban Qiao JenAi Baptist Church
6) SinDian Living Water Spring Bread of Life Christian Church
7) Bread of Life Christian Church in Zhunan

Question: How is DEW a part of the discipleship process?
Axial Code
Teaching and Ministry
together – effective
discipleship

Properties
(Open Code/Support
Code)
-blockages to growth and
a way of removing them.
-helps them take
ownership of their life

Examples of participant’s
words
-After DEW, I could
identify root issues of my
problem and had a way for
removing it.
-release the believer of
wrong belief
system ….assimilate and
align their thinking with
biblical truths – effective
renewal of the mind

Effective Renewing of
mind for growth

-release wrong belief
system
-building godly belief in
thoughts for growth.
-removing ungodly
emotionally hurtful
blockages to growth.
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-release the believer of
wrong belief system
-so that they can begin to
understand and assimilate
and align their thinking to
biblical truth, God’s
purpose in their lives –
effective renewal of mind.
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Discipleship struggles
before DEW

-understand and apply
spiritual authority and
start taking ownership of
their life

- Word of God and His
love was locked out by
strongholds of wrong
belief/false belief and
ungodly emotions that held
me from opening my heart
to God to heal my
hurts…..after DEW, I
could identify root issues
of my problem and had a
way of removing it.

-unable to serve because
stuck in their personal
growth

-Many co-workers are
passionate about serving
but feel stuck in personal
growth and so cannot
progress in ministry and
become discouraged.

-discouraged
-no spiritual authority to
manage personal life

-helped them take up
spiritual authority to take
ownership of their life.

-cannot receive God’s
Word and love (Wu Xia
Jing)

-Cannot assimilate or align
with God’s Word and
therefore cannot
experience God’s love

-cannot receive God’s
Word to lay foundation
for growth (Wu Xia Jing)

-“I use to keep reading
God’s word but it could
not build me up nor change
me.”

-lack of trust and felt
manipulated and
controlled by leadership

- Trust has been build
because they know that we
are not trying to
manipulate or control them

-absence of the
experiential interaction
with Holy Spirit

-Before DEW they know
nothing about how the
Holy Spirit work in their
lives.

-difficulty serving

-They are serious
Christian, passionate and
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-insecure in her
relationship with God

-self-dependent not Goddependent

-have difficulty reading
the bible

Discipleship
improvements after DEW

-provides a wholeness for
growth

-released from darkness
to continue in light

want to serve but somehow
cannot
-Before DEW: she was a
reserved person, loved
God very much, felt that
God loves her very much
and wanting to do many
things for the Lord but
because she still felt a
distance between herself
and God, she dare not
attempt to do anything.
-she also held on tightly to
things in her life and felt
that she was bounded by
many things which
prevented her from getting
close to God
-cannot read bible
-Inner healing brings
wholeness in people’s life
so that people can move
towards wellness. This
allows for personal
breakthrough in life.
-DEW allows people to
walk out of darkness into
light, from brokenness into
wholeness, and life
renewed.
-She can read the bible
now whilst previously she
was afraid to read the bible

-exercise spiritual
authority to manage
personal life

- Spiritual Authority lesson
helped him to understand
and apply it to his personal
life situation.

-able to read the bible
-Could receive God’s
Word (Wu Xia Jing)

-able to understand better,
to accept correction and
suggestions of bible

- Experiencing Growth
(Wu Xia Jing)

- I am now able to
experience growth.
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-able to follow
-Discipleship is much
leadership’s vision for the easier because they are
church (2)
more willing to obey and
conform to church, church
-Trust leadership desire
direction and goals of the
to for their good (4)
church.
-has real experiential
interaction with the Holy
Spirit

-Area of serving –
understand and align with
church vision (2)
-they realise that we are
rebuilding them via DEW
and they understand that it
is to bless them.
-relationship of trust
needed for close
discipleship is build for
those willing to share their
personal life.
- this ministry builds trust
because of personal
sharing
-leaders learn to minister
to people in need and this
builds relationship for
discipleship

-After DEW – open their
heart to the working of the
Holy Spirit –changed
persons. They experience
the Holy Spirit work in
their lives. She can pray
now whilst previously she
-secure in her relationship could not bring herself to
with God (4)
pray.
-Experienced intimacy
with God

-After DEW…security is
now fully in God
-Understand God’s
love….I feel assured by
God’s love and protection
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-felt assured by God’s love
and power through the
teaching and the ministry
-Lessons allayed her fear
of encountering God
because of her past sins
and weaknesses
-hope in God is now a part
of her life.
-intimacy with God
improved
-Experienced healing
-spiritual atmosphere of
the church changed

-After DEW, hearts were
opened ……. People have
never been so open in their
lives to the Lord
-people experiencd healing
in different degrees

-released to serve with
enthusiasm and positive
attitude (4)

-there was a shift in the
spiritual atmosphere of the
church
-After DEW – able to let
God lead them, become
confident and can partner
others to serve

-released to interact with
others and to love

-After DEW life changed
completely. She could
serve others and worship
lead.
-serving in church with a
more positive attitude that
was absent before DEW
-DEW releases a person to
join the community, so that
the person can share in the
load of the great
commission

-sensitive to sin
-spiritual renewal

– a healed person can
interact with others well
and love others.
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-hope in God

-Free people from shame –
critical to releasing people
to the great commission.
-sensitive to sin

-released from shame and
guilt
-marriage restoration

-physical healing

-spiritual renewal after
rendering forgiveness,
confession and repentance
of sin. Encountered the
Lord’s light shining on her
and His presence. “She
testified that her life has
gone through a major
renewal.
-She was not on good
terms with her husband but
now marriage relationship
resolved. Broke up
adulterous relationship and
experienced healing
-lump and pain in chest
disappeared – verified by
doctor.
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE OF MEMO CO NSTRUCTED FROM
CODING IN APPENDIX A
Memo of Taiwanese Pastors group interview & written survey
Question: How is DEW a part of the discipleship process?
Memo #17: DEW removes the chokes that blocks discipleship process
Discipleship process often reaches a stage of stuckness in spiritual growth. Disciplers
are unable to help the believer make any more progress in assimilating truth into their
lives to live out their Christianity in pursuit of God’s purposes in their lives.
Generally, they get stuck at meeting their own needs for well-being and unable to
participate in God’s plan to involve them in establishing His Kingdom for the good
of all mankind. This stuckness that they experience are expressed as being insecure
about their relationship with God (not sure of what God thinks about them since they
think themselves not good enough for God); self-dependent and not God-dependent;
Self-centered living and not Kingdom centered living; unable to take up their spiritual
authority to live life; too many unresolved issues of personal hurts, failures and
bondages that discourages them from venturing on in the plans of God for them (they
feel that they have too much burden to deal with and have no capacity to be of any
help others and serve the plans of God); Lacking real interaction with the Holy Spirit
and ability to believe God resulting in inability to receive God’s Word; Loose interest
in reading God’s Word; distrust leadership interest in their well-being and growth
and sees leadership as simply encouraging them to fulfil leadership plans for the
church.
The after DEW effects on the believers removed many of the stuckness experienced
by the believers and releases them to a renewed love and appreciation of God’s work
in their lives. It also gives them the freedom to serve God and to pursue His plans in
establishing the Kingdom of God out of the gratitude of their hearts for His love for
them. Many who were emotionally wounded by rejections and abuse were healed by
the Lord and they were able to release their past that had been an emotional burden
on them. They have encountered the Lord’s love in a very personal and experiential
way that has awakened many of them to an experiential reality of the Holy Spirit’s
presence and work. Many feel assured of and secure in the love of God for them and
freed from the shame and guilt of past sins. They have become enthusiastic about
taking personal responsibility for their own growth, reading the bible and praying.
Being released from these bondages, they have stepped up to serve the Lord and
many have risen up to become leaders. There is also a trust that they have now that
leadership cares about them and is present to help them lay hold of God’s destiny and
blessings for them. This is the result of both the presence of formal teaching and the
ministry that is provided in DEW. Hence, it has torn down old ungodly foundations,
rebuild new foundations and made continued discipleship after DEW easier.
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Other memos made from codings of data (not referenced in Appendix a) from
Taiwanese Pastors and leaders:
Question: No formal teaching, only ministry – is DEW a part of discipleship?
Memo #18: Formal teaching accompanying IHD ministry makes for better
discipleship.
Formal teaching makes for better discipleship because it readies the believer to
receive ministry and lays foundation for growth after the ministry. The teaching helps
the person understand the issues that he/she is struggling with and also the possible
causes of their struggles that they can bring to the Lord for healing. It also makes the
believer aware that they have to take responsible ownership to how they must choose
to live their lives after the ministry. Because the teaching addresses their relationship
with God and the relationship issues of life, it helps them to understand how to grow
right relationships with God and others. As a result of this renewed understanding,
many are able to put aside their self-centeredness, pride, self-righteousness and
improve their overall interaction with others with love.

Question: Any cases with negative effect or cases of backsliding after DEW?
Why?
Memo #19: There are very few cases of negative effect or backsliding after DEW
There are only 1-2 known cases out of every 10 to 20 cases of ministry. Most of these
cases have been attributed to four reasons. Firstly, the believer’s ministry was
incomplete because the believer was not ready to share the issues of their lives with
the prayer counsellor even after hearing the teaching. Sometimes, a mismatch of
prayer counsellor to participants can also be the cause of the believer not being honest
about their struggles. This mismatch can be due to competency level of the DEW
worker, the attitude of the counselee that makes it difficult for the DEW worker to
reach out to, Secondly, the believer returns to a hostile environment that they came
from without coping strategies to survive in that hostile environment resulting in
them being hurt again in that environment resulting in backsliding. Thirdly, the
participants did not take personal responsible ownership to grow and take spiritual
authority over their struggles and situations. Fourthly, the believer refuse special help
that they need for a proper recovery such as counselling, accountability and pastoral
care or was unavailable for follow-up assistance.
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE GRO UP CATEGORY A (GROUP 1 & 2) QUESTIONS ON WRITTEN INTERVIEW TO LEADERS AND
PASTORS
Research Study Interview Questionaire for Pastors and Sectional Leaders
Church’s name:____________________________
Address of
church:____________________________________________________________
Pastor’s/Sectional Leader’s Name:______________________ Date:
____________________
The Objective of this interview: To determine the benefits you have seen in
the lives of your members and leaders whom you have send to attend the DEW
Ministry and how you see DEW as part of your discipleship process.
Please be as detailed as possible in answering this interview questionnaire.
However, you may leave any question that you are uncomfortable with unanswered.
You may also choose to withdraw from this interview at any time with no need for
any explanation.
After you have answered the questionnaire, please put it in a sealed envelope
and return it to me. As mentioned in my letter to you, only my research assistants,
Fook Neng and Gan Hiong (only apply to churches in Taiwan for Mandarin
translation into English only), and myself will be reading the interviews.
I may request an oral interview with you at a later date, to clarify your
reflections if necessary. You may choose not to agree to have an oral interview if you
are not comfortable with it.
Preliminary Questions:
1) How long has your church been established for?
2) How many years have you been pastoring your church?
3) Describe how you have been doing discipleship in your church. Do you have a
structure for raising up leaders? How do you disciple your members/leaders in the
knowledge of the Word/ their relationship with God/ spiritual disciplines (e.g.
prayer, fasting, reading the Word, service/ personal life)?

Interview Proper:
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Please be as detailed as possible in answering the interview questionnaire
1) When did you first send your members and leaders to the DEW ministry and what
did you hope to see as a result of them attending the DEW ministry? What
difficulties did you have with discipling your members/leaders before you started
sending them to DEW Ministry?
2) What observable characteristics of growth/transformation have you seen in the
lives of your members/leaders after they have attended the DEW ministry? What
evidence of sustainable growth have you seen in the lives of your leaders after
attending DEW ministry? Please share your observation of how discipleship
became easier and more effective for some of your members/leaders who have
attended the DEW ministry. You can name them as “participant 1, participant 2
etc.” Please choose a totally different person from these you have mentioned in
Part B so as to ensure anonymity of the participant.
3) In your personal experience and understanding of the processes of the DEW
ministry, what aspects (teaching/ministry session/ types of prayer/ removing
ungodly belief system and building in godly belief system/ encountering God/
healing from hurts and release of pain and ungodly emotions/deliverance from
demonic strongholds) of the DEW ministry process helps in the discipleship
process of an individual? How does it help the discipleship process?
4) As a leader what made you convinced that inner healing and deliverance ministry
is an important part of discipleship?
5) If the participants were only prayed for and not given the teaching portion of the
ministry before receiving prayer ministry, would you still see DEW as an
important part of the discipleship process of the church? Explain the reasons for
your choice of “Yes” or “No”.
6) What post DEW follow-up processes for the participants should DEW look at to
strengthen its function as a part of the discipleship process for a local church?
Thank you for participating in my study research. I would appreciate it if you could
indicate below whether you are giving me approval to use your name and church
name when referring to your written interview in writing my Thesis Research and
Paper. I will use only pseudo names for you and your church, as mentioned in my
invitation/consent letter unless you give approval to use your name and church name.
• Yes, you have my permission to use my name and my church’s name.
• No, you cannot use my name or my church’s name. Please use pseudo names
for my church and I.
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______________________________
Signature of Pastor/Sectional Leader
Name: ________________________
Date: _________________________
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE GRO UP CATEGORY B (GROUP 3) –
WRITTEN INTERVIEW QUESTIONAIRE
Individual DEW Candidate Written Interview for participants of DEW.
Name:_________________________
Church’s Name: _____________________________________
Pastor’s name:______________________________ Date ______________________
Thank you for taking the time to help me in my research study. Please fill up this
written survey, after which your pastor will be conducting an interview with you. I
would appreciate it if you will allow me also to have your written testimony of what
the Lord has done for you.
The objective of this research interview is to determine what and how you have
benefited from attending the DEW ministry, and to explore how DEW is a part of the
discipleship process in a local church.
Please give as much details as possible to the questions of this interview.
Questions:
1. How has the DEW teaching program and the ministry session helped you to grow
as a Christian?
2. What aspects of the DEW ministry session (teaching/ ministry session/ removing
ungodly belief system and building in godly belief systems/encountering
God/healing from hurts and release of ungodly and painful emotions/ deliverance
from demonic strongholds) helped you to grow as a Christian and how did it/they
help you?
3. What did you experience during the ministry session? In what ways did you
experience freedom in your mind, your emotions, your will (ability to make
choices) to pursue a deeper relationship with God, and with others?
4. What obstacles to your Christian growth were removed as a result of attending
DEW, that gave you the liberty to grow as a Christian and how has that removal
continued to support your growth?
5. What benefits did you receive from attending DEW? What transformation, healing,
change of perspectives, release, strengthening of your relationship with God and
empowerment to your faith and hope in God have you experienced?
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6. How has life been different for you after the DEW ministry? What changes have
you experienced in your desire to grow into your maturity in Christ Jesus, and
why?
7. How would you consider DEW as part of discipleship?
Thank you once again for your kind assistance in my research study thesis. I would
appreciate it if you will permit me to use your name and story in my research study. If
you do not wish your name to be mentioned, please allow me to use your story with a
pseudo name. Kindly indicate below how you would allow me to use the information
that you have provided:
1) I agree to allow the use of my name and story in your research paper.
2) I agree to allow the use of my story but not my name. A pseudo name may
be used.
Kindly sign this written survey to indicate your permission for me to use the
material.
Signature: _______________________________
Name:__________________________________
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE - IDENTIFYING BENEFITS FROM
TES TIMONY AND FIRST CO UNTS OF EACH BENEF IT
Testimony of DEW participant Jane:
I have stopped struggling with a perfectionistic tendency that has hindered me from
enjoying the fullest that God has for me in my life.
God shows me that I need to stop striving and find full acceptance in Him.
He dealt with the root causes of the tendencies to be perfect and controlling which
stemmed from my early childhood experiences.
He reminded me that He has always been there for me and will always be with me
and that I should rely on Him and rest in Him for all the situations in my life.
Types of Benefits identified and total count of each benefit:
Type 1 Benefit: Removal of Hindrances
Benefit
Evidence from testimony

God shows me that I need to stop 1
striving

1

Being freed of negative thoughts

2

Emotional
forgiveness

3

Release from events of past hurts ….from my
experiences

4

Release from guilt/shame/failures

healing

Count

and He dealt with the root causes
early

1

childhood 1
0

Type 2 Benefit: Positive Growth in Personal Life and Relationship
Benefit
Evidence from testimony

Count

5

Personal life improvement

I have stopped struggling with…….. 1

6

Relationship Improvement

0

7

The will to live

0

8

Healthy perspective of life

1

9

Experienced peace

…I should rely on Him and rest in 1
Him

10 Regain hope

0

Type 3 Benefit: Encountering God and Renewed Faith
Benefit
Evidence from testimony

Count

11 Experienced encountering God’s God shows me… He reminded 1
presence
me…
12 Renewed faith in Christ

He has always been there for me

1

13 Growth in their intimacy with …I should rely on Him and rest in 1
God
Him for all the situations in my life
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14 Strengthening their identity in
Christ

0

Type 4 Benefit: Increased Motivation to Serve God’s Plans and Purposes
Benefit
Evidence from testimony
15 Renewed willingness to serve

0

16 Commitment to pursue God’s
plan and purposes for their lives

0

Testimony of DEW participant Ryan:
Praise God that He has shown me how He loves me for who I am – fearfully and
wonderfully made by Him! I am perfect for His glory. He restored how I feel towards
my mother and I forgave her.
God removed the insecurity and self-condemnation in me for the relationship that I
had with my girlfriend.
God forgave my disobedience.
God has shown me that God is my only God and I will have no other gods before
Him.
Types of Benefits identified and total count of each benefit:
Type 1 Benefit: Removal of Hindrances
Benefits
Evidence from the testimony

Count

1

Being freed of negative thoughts He has shown me how He loves me 1
for who I am……I am perfect for
His glory

2

Emotional
forgiveness

3

Release from events of past hurts God removed my insecurity…..for 1
the relationship that I had with my
girlfriend

4

Release
guilt/shame/failures

healing

and He restored how I feel towards my 1
mother and I forgave her

from God
removed
my
self- 1
condemnation ….. forgave my
disobedience

Type 2 Benefit: Positive Growth in Personal Life and Relationship
Benefits
Evidence from the testimony

Count

5

Personal life improvement

He restored how I feel towards my 1
mother

6

Relationship Improvement

He restored how I feel towards my 1
mother
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7

The will to live

0

8

Healthy perspective of life

9

Experienced peace

Who I am –
wonderfully made

fearfully

and 1
0

10 Regain hope

0

Type 3 Benefit: Encountering God and Renewed Faith
Benefits
Evidence from the testimony

Count

11

Experienced
God’s presence

encountering He has shown me how He loves 1
me…

12

Renewed faith in Christ

13

Growth in their intimacy with I will have no other gods before 1
God
Him

14

Strengthening their identity in God is my only God
Christ

He has shown me that God is my 1
only God

Type 4 Benefit: Increased Motivation to Serve God’s Plans and Purposes
Benefits
Evidences from testimony

1

Count

15

Renewed willingness to serve

0

16

Commitment to pursue God’s
plan and purposes for their lives

0
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APPENDIX F: SAMPLE – SECOND CO UNT OF BENEFITS
ACCORDING TO TYPES
Totaling the counts of Jane and Ryan:
Type 1 Benefit: Removal of Hindrances
Benefits

Jane

Ryan

Total
Count

1

Being freed of negative thoughts

1

1

2

2

Emotional healing and forgiveness

1

1

2

3

Release from events of past hurts

1

1

2

4

Release from guilt, shame, failures

0

1

1

Total Count of Type 1 Benefit: Removal of 1
Hindrances

1

2

Type 2 Benefit: Positive Growth in Personal Life and Relationship
Benefits
Jane Ryan

Total Count

5

Personal life improvement

1

1

2

6

Relationship Improvement

0

1

1

7

The will to live

0

0

0

8

Healthy perspective of life

1

1

2

9

Experienced peace

1

0

1

0

0

0

Total Count of Type Two Benefit: Positive 1
growth in personal life and relationship

1

2

Ryan

Total Count

10 Regain hope

Type 3 Benefit: Encountering God and Renewed Faith
Benefits
Jane
11 Experienced encountering God’s presence

1

1

2

12 Renewed faith in Christ

1

1

2

13 Growth in their intimacy with God

1

1

2

14 Strengthening their identity in Christ

0

1

1

Total Count of Type Three Benefit: Positive 1
growth in personal life and relationship

1

2
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Type 4 Benefit: Increased Motivation to Serve God’s Plans and Purposes
Benefits
Jane Ryan Total Count
15

Renewal of willingness to serve

0

0

0

16

Commitment to pursue God’s plan and 0
purposes for their lives

0

0

Total Count of Type 4 Benefits: Increasing 0
motivation to serve God’s plans and purposes

0

0
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APPENDIX G: LONGTITUDINAL TRACKING OF TAIWANESE
DEW PARTICIPANTS FROM A TAIWANES E CHURCH
Counselee/

1

2

3

4

5

6

1.Rejection &
hurts
from
original family

Mother
attempted
to abort #1

Given
away for
adoption at
birth.

None

None

Given for
adoption

Parents
divorce and
abused by
her father

2.Bitterness &
unforgiveness

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3.Chinese
religious idol
worship
(before
salvation)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DEW Issues

4.Medium and
Spiritism
5.Ungodly and
negative belief
system

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

6.Generational
sins

Yes

Yes

Yes

Very bad

Yes

Yes

7.Marital
problems

Bad

OK

OK

Bad

Single

Very Bad

8.Suicidal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Role in church
before DEW

Cell group
leader

Believer

Believer

believer

Believer

Believer

No of sessions
of DEW

5

3

6

5

4

8

Today- years
after receiving
DEW
ministry?

6years after

5
years
after

5
years
after

5
years
after DEW

4
years
after DEW

1.5 years
after DEW

DEW

DEW

Present role in
church

Sectional
Leader
overseeing
three cells/
Director of
church
worship
team

Sectional
Leader
overseeing
seven cells/
Church
Worship
Leader

Cell
Group
Leader. &
Director of
Admin.
Church
Staff/
Associate
Worship
Leader

Sectional
Leader
overseeing
two cells

Cell
Group
Leader/
Associate
Worship
Leader

Spiritual
Parent

Key to life
breakthrough

DEW
&
Marriage
Camp

DEW

DEW

DEW

DEW

DEW
&
Marriage
Counseling

DEW

Yes
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